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PREFACE 
This volume reports the proceedings of a working group meeting on soil fertility research for 
maize and bean production systems ofthe high altitude areas ofEastem Africa. The meeting was held 
in Thika, Kenya 1-4 September, 1992 with the objective ofimproving the effectiveness ofresearch 
through prioritization of research topics, improved collaboration between concemed research 
institutions, better focussed training and specialization, and increased availability of resources for 
research. 
The working group meeting was organized by the CIAT Regional Prograrnme on Beans in 
Eastern Africa and the CIMMYT East Mrican Cereals Programme. Funding for the meeting and this 
publication was provided by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and the 
Canadian Intemational Development Agency (CIDA). 
Further information on regional research activities on bean in Africa that are part of these 
projects is available from: 
Pan-Africa Coordinator, CIAT, P.O. Box 23294, Dar es Salamm, Tanzania. 
Coordinateur Regional, CIAT, Programme Regional pour I'Amelioration du 
Haricot dans la Region des Grands Lacs, B.P. 259, Butare, Rwanda. 
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INTRODUCTlON 
Beans (Phaseolus JJulgaris L.) and maize (Zea mays, L.) are important food crops in the medium 
and high altitude zones of eastem Mrica and are often grown in association. Productivity of maize and 
beans in these systema is often constrained by soil fertility problems. In sorne cases, the soil fertility 
problems are easily managed, such as in sorne high potential areas where nitrogen and phosphorus 
deficiencies can be alleviated with fertilizer use. In other cases, the soil fertility problema are difficult 
to manage due to the problem's complexity, inadequate technologies or inadequate infrastructure. 
Research on nutrient use efficiency, including fertilizer use efficiency, is important for areas with easily 
manageable problema in order to improve sustainability and increase profitability. The research needs 
for the low potential areas are often great and complex: the problem is often poorly understood; soils 
may be fragiJe and the problem complex; input use is not profitable; and appropriate solutions are 
variable. 
While research needs are great, resources available for this research are scaree. To improve the 
effectiveness ofresearch in increasing production in a sustainable matter, available resources must be 
used more efficiently or the availability of resources must be increased. 
The Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT) and the Centro Internacional de 
Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo (CIMMYT) organized this working group meeting to address issues of 
soil fertility research in the Eastem Africa Highlands. The working group consisted of bean 
agronomists, maize agronomists, soil scientists and socio-economists from the national research 
organizations ofEthiopia, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. Regional staffofCIAT, CIMMYT and the 
Intemational Center for Research on Agroforestry (lCRAF) and staff ofTropical Soils Biology and 
Fertility (TSBF) also participated. ' 
The working group sought means to improve the efficiency of resources available for research 
as welJ as to increase these resourees so that research might have a greater impact on production and 
soil management. Problema and their probable solutions were reviewed and prioritized. Alternative 
research approaches, including approaches with greater farmer participation, were considered. 
ColJaboration between the various institutions and programmes involved in soil fertility research for 
maize-bean systems in the highlands of eastem Africa was addressed. The need for cornmon strategies 
and methods, and for specialization and training, was discussed. In order to solve problems or fi11 
information gaps of most concern to the participants, research topies were identified and preparation of 
proposals initiated. 
This document is a compilation ofthe papers presented during the working group meeting and 
the results ofthe working sessions. 
FARMER PARTICIPATION IN SOIL MANAGEMENT 
RESEARCH IN MATUGGA VILLAGE (MPIGI DISTRICT) OF UGANDA •• 
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH 1292 O 
M. A Ugen', P. K Jjemba' and M. Fischler. 22 SE1,1993 
, Agronomist and Soll Míerobiologiot, Ka_da Researth Station, P. O. Box 7065, Rampal .. , Uganda. 
, Agronomist, ClAT Regional Sean Pro¡¡ramme olE. Africa, Kawanda Researth Station,. P. O. Box 6247, Kampala, 
Uganda. 
INTRODUCTION 
Human agricultural activities shouId basicaIIy aim at exploiting the environment efficiently. 
If not properly planned, these activities can lead to soil degradation. Low soil fertility imposes serious 
constraints on erop productivity, even on fertile Boils ofUganda. Soil fertility continues to decline due 
to severe erosion, overgrazing, cultivation on marginal lands and exportation of nutrients without 
adequate replacement. Such degradstion is most prevalent in the less developed countries where 
agriculture is mainly by amall scale farmera producing nudnly for suhsistence amidst mounting 
population pressure. Conventional agricultural research has, in most cases, tended to greatly benefit 
the economicaIIy well-offfarmers in these countries, who malte up a small minority. For example, with 
all the resources and time put into research on inorganic nitrogen use and crop response in Africa. the 
average application rate for trua nutrient is a meager 5kg/ha (Hauck. 1988). 
But through generations of ohservations as well as trial and error. Carmera have learnt a great 
dea1 ahout theír soiIs which relate to colour, soíl depth, crop performance, existing natural vegetation 
etc. Likewise, management of these locally different types oC soila may ditfer in as far as trying to 
sustain erop production is concemed. 
Therefore, if research is to adequately address farmen' needs. it has to consider their 
traditional knowledge as ver¡ valuable. Farmers have a role in problem identification. determination 
of causes, evaluation of potential solutiona. and in the development and implementatíon of a research 
plan. Without their involvement, there is a greater probability that researchers will en in 
prioritization and selection of problems for research. in identificstion of causes and most Iíkely 
solutions, or in deciding how and where OOst to conduct the research. Lightfoot et al., (1987) indicated 
the importance of involving farmera in identifying, analyzing and solving systems problema in the 
Philippines. Ravnhorg (1990) showed the need to involve farmera in soíl management dísoussions in 
arder to set prioritiea for reaearch work in Tanzania. The involvement of farmers in research work 
have a1so been emphasized by Ashby(990). Fujisaka (1989,1990), and Tripp and Woolley (1989). AlI 
have shown that a OOtter understanding oC farmers' prohlems in managing their soils and production 
constramts has to start with serlous farmer involvement. 
Therefore, a starting point oC research on soil management is to underatand the farmers' 
present management practices; identü;y problema together with the farmera; understand causes and 
solutions to these problema; and set priorities ror future research work to solve the problems. 
Tripp and Woolley (1989) suggested a six step format in identifying ractors for experimentation and 
Lightfoot et al. (987) propased a three step approaeh in identifying problems affecting farmera. This 
papar reporta prelim!nary findings about a study done in Matugga village (Mpigi district. Uganda) 
following the format by Tripp and Woolley (1989). The objectives of the study were: 
(i) to understand .the predominant farming systems in the area; 
(ii) to identü;y farmers' problema (particularly soil-related) as to laya foundation for research 
towards improving the present soil management practicas; 
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mi) tCl identifY relatiolU!hips between the fanners perceptions, knowledge. and practices relating ro 
soil fertility; and 
(iv) tCl develop a research plan for future research in the area. 
MATElUALS AND METHODS 
The study was conducted in Matugga village, Uganda (latitude 0.44 N, longitude 35.5 E. and 
altitude 1200 masl)) with a total of twenty !lb!: farm units selected randomly. The selected farmers were 
subjected to open-ended, briefinterviews fol' passport and BOíl related infonnation (Appendb!: 1). 
Farmers were encoureged tCl relate the locally identified soil types to suitability of particular erops. 
Furthermore questions abeut soiJ management practicas were asked. 
The holdings were revisited ro collect composite soíl samples and to determine soil depth using 
a soil auger frero each of the identified soU types in March, 1992. The pH of the top soil (water 
ssturation method), wet soU coloul' (using s Munsell colour chart), and texture (by feel) were 
determined for al! soil samples. In addition s complete anaIysis includíng organic mstter (organic 
carbon" 1.7; Wallcley and Blsck oxidation), available P, K and Ca (Ammonium lactate extraction, 
pH 3.8; Foster, 1971) was carried out for the "problem" BOils, namely "Lunyu' and "Zibugo", as well as 
for some "Lidugavu' soils (control). 
Participant farmers were subsequently invited for a series of meetings ro further identify 
agricultural problema, map their area and draw the predominant soil catena. The identified prohlems 
were ranked according ro arder of importance by open voting. Farmers participated in diagramming the 
causes oftbe problems and identification ofpotential BOlutions. A research plant was prepared for 
experimentation tCl begin in September 1992. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSlON 
Farmera' perception oftheir soils and observations 
Oftbe farmera interviewed, 69% were women and in 4% ofthe cases the husband and wife were 
joíntly interviewed. The majority offue farmera interviewed (69%) indicated to be fue head of the 
household. 
The average farm aÍze was 6.1 acres ranging from 1 te 18 acres. Regsrding Isnd ownership, 58% 
ofthe farmera questioned indicated te have no land title ("Kibanja" type of ownership, land inherited), 
whereas 39% held a land title ("Maílo' type of ownership). Lease ofland was reported in one case only. 
Only 38% oC the farmer. had livesteck ranging from 1 to 7 head oC cows and 2 to 9 head of sheep or 
gaste. On the average, there was 2.6 cows and 3.1 goate or sheep per fann having Iivesteck. 
Fifteen soil types were identified by the farmers interviewed. Table 1 liste the soil types in the 
Luganda vernacular wiili approximate translatiolU!. The criterla used by farmers for soil classification 
were soil color (5 types). texture (5 types). fertílity status (3 types). vegetation (1 type), and consistency 
(1 type). On a single farro, up to five different soil types were identified. On the average there were 
2.3 soil types per farro. The criterla were very similar to those found by Fujisaka (l989) who listed 
slope, color, fertiJity, texture. acidity, and friability as criteria used by farmera for soíl classification in 
the Philippines. 
The predominant soil types were "Lidugavu", "Luyinjayinja", "Limyufu", and "Lunyu' which 
together accounted for 67% oí the fields surveyed. "Lunyu" and "Zibugo' accounted for 16% oC the 
fields and were classified as "problem" saíla associated with low soil fertility. 
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Table l. Farmers' Boil classifieation and obaervat.ion oC Boila at Matugga. 
Soil type TrlUlll- OCC\llT"""" W&t ..,il color Soil depth(em) 
( v.macular) ¡atíon ToteJ '*' of Topeoil Subeoil 
fa....,.. Range Mean Ran¡¡e 
Lidngavu black/ 13 50 darle reddi.h brown 20-55 28 31->90 5.1-6.7 S.O 
dark or very dark grey 
LuyilliayiDja gravell)' 12 4<i dark reddiab brown 8-45 24 25->90 4.2-6.4 5.8 
or very dark gray 
Limyufa(yofu) red(dish) 8 31 dark reddiab brown, 15-35 24 >90 5.0-6.4 5.4 
reddi.h brown, dU8kY 
red or yellowish red 
Lunyu salty/ 7 'J:/ dark reddi.h brown 17-35 26 40->90 4.8-5.9 5.2 
infertíle very darle gray or 
black 
Lukusikusi browni.h 5 19 dark reddi.h brown 25-53 32 >90 5.3-6.0 5.5 
or reddiah brown 
Luoenyuoenyu aandy 3 12 dark reddi.h brown 28-40 29 45-85 4.7-5.5 5.0 
Z,bugo dead, 3 12 dark reddish brown 17-40 30 40->90 5.0-5.6 5.3 
kills erope 
Gimu f.rtil. l! 8 dark reddiab brown 25-28 26 >90 5.4-5.5 5.4 
Bumba !'Tooi) clay/muddy 2 8 very dark grey or 30-35 32 >90 4.0-4.8 4.4 
blaek 
Lwazi ro<kY 1 4 (not determinedl 30 >90 5.4 
L)'skibira forest eoil 1 
" 
dsrk reddi.h brown 20 >90 5.4 
Kikofu darkgrey 1 
" 
dark reddi.h brown 30 80 5.0 
Kakumeme blaeklred 1 
" 
dark reddi.h brown 27 >90 5.6 
compact 
Ligonvu soft 1 4 dsrk raddi.h brown 30 >90 5.6 
Kiwngankofu aandyloam, 1 
" 
very dark grey 45 >90 6.0 
ailty 
The typical soil catena for Matugga as described by the farmera ia ahown in Appendix 2. Soils 
on the hilltep were generally described as steny and shallow with a high infiltration rate but a low 
water-klding capacity. "Lunyu' soíls are oommon on eroded sites. Other soíl types frequently occurring 
are "Luyinjayinja- and "KiwugankoCu". Soils on the hilllílope were described as being deeper than on 
the hilltop with better soil moisture. Generally, aIl soil types except the cJayey "Bumba" type were 
found on the hillslope with the more fertHe soila such as "Lidugavu' and uGimu· being on the lower 
slopas {foothill}. The valley soils generaJly have a dark tep soil, a cJay subsoil and are underlain with 
sand. The vslley IIOila were descrlbed as difficult te till when wet. 
When farmers were asked te enumerate good or bad soil characteristics they usually indicated 
high or low crop yield as the good or bad soil festure, respeetively. Further probing ("What soil 
characteristiea are responsible for the good or bad crop yield?") was necessary to get the farmers' 
pereeption ofthe characteriBties relatad to the Boíl iteelf and not the crop. The most frequently 
mentioned lIoil cháracteristic was nutrient supply followed by watar holding capaeity (Table 2). Other 
important soil characteristics citad were soH depth, intiltration rata, erodibility, compaction and 
graveVstenes_ Tablea 3 and 4 list cited Boíl eharacteristics for the different soil types. (OnJy the soíl 
types mentioned at least three times were taken into consideration). Apart from "Gimu· (fertile), 85% of 
the "Lidugavu· and 80% of the "Lukusikusi" soils, but none ofthe "Lunyu· and ·Zibugo· soils, were 
classified as soHa having a good nutrient supply. The latter two were most frequently considered te be 
soíl types with a low nutrient supply 
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Table 2. Positiva and negativa soíl characterilltíca cited on one or more soils by 26 farmera interviewed in 
Matugga 
Soil cbaracteristics %ofCarme ... 
Positive Negative 
Nument supply 69 62 
Water holding capacity 'l:I 46 
Erodibility 1.2 23 
Soil deptb 23 1.2 
Infiltratian rate 11) 8 
Compaction 4 19 
Gravellstones 11 
Table 3. Positive soH eharacteristies for major Boíl types mentioned by the farmera interviewed in Matugga. 
Soil 
type 
Number of times 
mentioned 
Lidugavu 18 
Luyinjayiqja 1.2 
Limyufu 8 
Lunyu 7 
Lukusikuai 1) 
Lusenyuaenyu 3 
Zibngo 3 
Positive son charaeteristics mentioned (Frequency (%) of mention) 
Nutrient WHC' Soil IR' Erodibility 
supply deptb 
85 23 23 o 8 
26 17 o o o 
38 13 o 38 26 
o o 14 o o 
80 20 o o o 
33 33 o o o 
o o 33 o o 
Table 4. Negative aoil characterilltica for major soil types mentioned by tbe farmera interviewed in Matugga. 
Soil Number Negativo.OO cbaracteristi .. mentioned (Frequency (%) oC mentían) 
type oftime. 
mentioned Nutrient WHC' Soil IR' Erodibility Gravel 
supply deptb Stones 
Lidugayu 18 11) 8 O 8 O O 
Luyinjayi'1ie 1.2 33 58 17 O 25 42 
Lunyufu 8 60 38 O O 13 O 
Lunyu 7 57 43 O 29 14 O 
Lukosikusí 5 O 60 O O O 20 
Lusenyusenyu 8 33 67 O O O O 
Zibugo 3 67 O O O O O 
• WHC • Water·boldin¡¡ eapaclty 
• IR .. lnfíltration rate 
A majority offarmers indicated a low water holding capaeity for "Lunyu·, "LuyiI\Íayh\la", 
Lukusikusi" and "Lusenyusenyu". None ofthe soíls were frequentIy mentioned to have a high water 
holding eapacity. 
Soil depth was not a eriteria used by farmera for soil clsssification. It was mentioned as a 
positive eharactenstic for 23% of the Lidugavu soils and as a negative charaeteristic for 17% of the 
stony "LuyiI\ÍayiI\Ía' soila. For 42% of the "Luyinjayinja" Boila the oecurrence of gravel and stones wss 
mentioned as negative feature. 
The farmers easily Usted the preferred crops for the different soH types. Generally al) the crops 
were preferred on the "Lidugavu' soils whieh were classified 8S Boils having a good nutrient supply 
(Table 5). "Lunyu' and "Zibugo' soils had the highest percentage oC crops mentiimed to be unadapted, 
whereas none of the etOPS were cited to be unadapted on the sandy"Lusenyusenyu' soils (Table 6l. 
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Cooking banana was preferred on 39% of tite "Lidugavu' and on 40% of tite "Lukusikusi" soilll but it 
was never preferred on "Luuyu", "Zibugo" and "Lusenyusenyu', It was cited as unadapted on 71% oC 
tite "Lunyu· and on 67% of the "Zibugo" soils, TIlese findings underlíoe the faet that eooking banana, 
tite main staple foad, has bigh priority 00 too more fertile soils sueh as "Lidugavu· and "Lukusikusi", 
Cassava was s bigh1y preferred erop on a1l oftlte son types except "Lukusikusi", altltough the 
reason for tltis exception was oot determined, lt was cited as an unadapted erop on some of tite 
"Luyinjayinja", "Lunyu· and "Zibugo' soils, Cassava grows relatively welJ on acid and highly infertile 
Boils (Howeler, 1981), TIlerefore it does not have a bigh priority to be grown on tite most Certile Boilll. 
Maize and sweet potato were preferred crops on all the soil types except "Lunyu· and "Zibugo". 
AlI three Carmers having "Zibngo· considered 8weet potato as an unsdapted crop for this soíl type. 
Beans was a preferred erop on 64% of tite "Lidugavu· soíl type but was never cited as a 
preferred crop on "Lukusikusi" and "Lusenyusenyu·, 
Groundnut was cited as a preferred crop only on 17 % oC tite "Luyinjayinja" Boils but as an 
unadapted crop on all oE too "Zibugo" soils. 
Soil color was determined using tite HUE 5YR Munsell color chart for 95% of tite soils. TIle 
predominant soil color was dark reddish brown accounting for 70% of the soilll surveyed (Table 1), 
OtIlar soil colora found were very dark grey (13%), reddish brown (10%), black (3%), yellowish red and 
dusky red (2% eaeh). TIle soil color generally corres- ponded witlt the Boíl color for wbieh Carmers 
named tite soHs, TIle top.. soíl textura of the surveyed fields was sandy elay loam, sandy loam and elay 
loam in 64%, 33% and 13% oftlte cases, respectively. AlI "Lukusi· kusi", 54% oftlte "Lidugavu·, snd 
50% ofthe "Limyufu· soils were sandy clay ¡oams whereas 59% of the "Luyinjayinja" were sandy loams. 
AH sons were we1l·drained except tite clayey "Bomba" soillocated in the valley wbieh had a moderate to 
poor drainage. 
Table5. P.referred CfOps on mBjor son typea as mentioned by farmera interviewed in Matugg&. 
Soiltype No,oC P",C.tTed crop (% oC time. mentioned) 
times Cooking Canava Maiu Sweet Bea ... 
mentioned banana potato 
Lidugavu 13 39 64 46 39 64 
Luyil\iayirij. 12 17 50 42 25 33 
Limyufu B 25 63 13 25 38 
Lunyu 7 O 57 O O 29 
Lukuoikus. 5 40 O 20 20 O 
Lu ... nyuaenyu 3 O 33 67 33 O 
Zibugo 3 O 33 O O 33 
Tabl.6. Uoadapted erops 00 major soíl types as mentiooed by farmera iotervíewoo in Matugga. 
Soiltype 
Lidugavu 
LuyirijayiJUa 
Lirnyufu 
Lunyu 
Lukuaikuai 
Lu •• nywoenyu 
Zibugo 
N .. mber 
oftimes 
menboned 
13 
12 
8 
7 
5 
3 
3 
Cooking 
banana 
15 
17 
25 
71 
O 
O 
67 
Unadaptcd eropo ('lb oC tim .. mentionedJ 
Cassava Maiu Sweet Beans 
potato 
O O 23 O 
17 8 17 O 
O O O O 
14 28 43 14 
O 20 O 20 
O O O O 
67 33 100 33 
Groundnut 
O 
17 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
Groundnut 
8 
O 
13 
O 
20 
O 
100 
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The top80iI depth ranged from 8 cm for "Luyinjayinja" to 55 cm for "Lidugavu". On the average, 
topsoil depth was 24 to 32 cm. The range of the subsoil depth was from 25 cm for "Luyinjayinja" to over 
90 cm for the majority ofthe soils. However, as there was a wide range in both top and sub soil depth 
for each soil type identified, soil depth did not explain farmers' classification of soils. 
In respect ofthe topographic position 83%, ofthe fields were located on a hillside, 10% on the 
hilltop and 7% in the valley. The slope ofthe fields on the hillsides ranged from 7% to 19%. 
The pH ofthe top soil was generally below 6.0. Only "Lidugavu", "Luyinjayinja" and "Limyufu" 
occasionally reached near neutral pH values. The most acid soil was the "Bumba" valley soil having pH 
as low as 4.0 to 4.8. 
The soil analysis ofthe "Lunyu" and "Zibugo" soils showed low levels for P, K and Ca (Table 7). 
Compared with the "Lidugavu" soil, the differences were significant. These results strongly confirm the 
farmers' perception of"Lunyu" and "Zibugo" being infertile soils with low crop yields. 
Table 7. Mean values for pH, Boil organic matter, available P, K and Ca for "Lunyu", ·Zibugo" and "Lidugavu" 
soils at Matugga. 
SoiI type pH OM P 
(%) (ppm) 
Lunyu 5.0 2.5 7 
Zibugo 5.2 3.7 14 
Lidugavu 6.2 3.8 50 
Mean 5.5 3.3 24 
Uln (P<o.o5) 0.89 n.B. 17.9 
Recommended critical values for Ugandan soils (Foster, 1971): 
- pH 5.2 
- Organic matter 3% 
-p 5ppm 
- K 0.34 me/lOOg 
- Ca 1.75 me/100g 
K Ca 
(mel100g) (mel100g) 
0.20 2.50 
0.41 3.84 
1.61 6.99 
0.74 4.44 
0.56 2.45 
Hand hoe tillage, often combined with deep tillage, was mentioned by 92% of the farmers as 
their current land preparation practice (Table 8). Thus only 8% of the farmers were using a tractor- or 
oxen-dr¡,wn plow. 
Mulching was practiced by 50% of the farmers interviewed, primarily on the banana crop. 
Manure use was mentioned by 27% ofthe farmers but only 50% ofthe livestock owners said they used 
manure. Generally the manure is applied to the banana plantations which are ¡ocated near the 
homesteads (problem of transport). Only 4% of the farmers said they used inorganic fertilizers. 
Burning and incorporation of crop residues were each cited by 12% of the farmers. 
Incorporation refers to the practice where the crop residues ofthe previous crop are left in the field and 
incorporated during land preparation for the following crop. Difficulty in incorporating the crop 
residues was the most frequently mentioned reason for burning it. 
Fallow as a current management practice was indicated by 68% ofthe farmers. It is the main 
practice to restore soil fertility. 
The most frequently mentioned preferred management practices were deep tillage (35%), 
fertilizer application (35%) and use offarmyard manure (27%). Lack offunds, labour, transport and 
manure were the main limitations to use of these practices. 
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Intercropping í s practiced by 77% of the farmera on one or severa! fields. The banana-based 
systems accounted for 59% ofthe fields intercropped. The most frequently mentioned crops in the 
banana intererop were cassava (26%), beans (21%), both ca.ssava and beans (26%) and cofree (26%). 
Other intercropping systems inrueated were eassava and beans (8%), eassava and maíze (8%), ¡¡weet 
potato and beans (4%), sweet potato and groundnut (4%). 
Table 8. Current snd preferred management practicos as mentioned by farmers interviewed in Matugga. 
Management practice Current(%) Preíerred (%) 
Hand hoo tillage 92 O 
MnlclUng 50 8 
Deep tillage 46 35 
Manureuse 27 27 
Fallow 23 19 
Gras. strips/psature 15 12 
lncorporation or residues 12 12 
Burnlng of residuos 12 o 
Conservation bando 12 12 
Asb applieation 8 4 
Minimum tilIage 8 O 
Plow 8 4 
Fertíli.er application 4 35 
No particular system of crop rotation prevailed. The following sequenees of erops suceeeding a 
fallow lXIuld be reeogpized (numbers in O inrueate the number oflields). 
(l) Fallow - intereropped eooking banana (5) 
(iD Fallow - maize (9) - cooking banana (3)/cassava (3)1groundnut (2)1vegetables (1) 
(m) Fallow - easSava (8) - eooking banana (5)1sweet potato (2)1groundnut (1) 
(iv) Fallow - sweet potato (6) - eassava (3)1cooking banana (l)lgroundnut (l)lbeans (1) 
Identlfication of factors for experimentation 
At meetings with farmera, problems related te soils were identified and ranked as shown in 
Table 9. The most important problems mentioned were soil erosion, low water holding capacity and low 
soíl fert;!ity. The importanoo of these three problema corresponds with the resulta from the individual 
intervíews where the same problems were also most frequently mentioned. 
Particular emphasis was gíven to low soil fertility (LSF) and erosiono (Soíl erosion is a problem 
in itselfbut also a cause for LSFJ. The causes ofLSF as perceived by the farmera were diagrammed as 
shown in Appendix 3. The main causes ofLSF identified by the farmers were: failure to use better soil 
management practices (i.e. crop rotation, use oC fertilizer andlor farmyard manure, planting of 
leguminous crops); lack ofknowledge about soil eonservation methods; and nutrient loases due to 
leaching, burning, erosion, or removal of crop residues. 
The following solutions were proposed and are listed in order ofimportance as perceived by the 
farmers: 
(i) planting of grass strips andlor hedgerows as conservation bands; 
(ii) use oí green manure crapa, especially leguminous crapa (e,g. Crotalaria sp.); 
(iii) more efficient use of farmyard manure; and 
(iv) planting ofnutrient efficient cropsleultivars. 
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Tabla 9. Problem identíñcation and ranking (open vote metbod) by fanners in Matugga. 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
¡¡ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Problem 
Soil erosion 
Low water holding capacity 
Low eoil fertility 
Weeda 
Termitee and ante 
High pen:entege oí eend 
High percentage oí gravel 
Steep slape 
Soll 8tickineee 
Water infiltratioo 
Poor interna! drainage 
SbaDowlOÍI 
Poor root growth 
Soil compaction 
Grass stripslhedgerows. Grass strips are effective in eroaion control and in addition provide 
fodder for livestock. A few farmera indicated suceasa in using grass strips of elephant grass 
(Pennisetum purpureum) or Paspalum spp. Not aH the farmers understood the importance of grasa 
strips but were interested to start experimentation. The difficulty of procurlng planting material was a 
major concem. . 
Planting ofhedgerows using Jeguminous tree species such as Calliandro, Sesbania and 
Leucaena la effective to control eTasion and improves soil fertility by nitrogen fixation and by 
maintenance oí organic matter. In addition. it provides wood and fodder for livestock. On the other 
hand, the establishment and mainten&nce oíhedgerows Tequires a high level oí management. Nursery 
planta have to be provided to the farmera. 
Green manure crops. On-farm trials with Crota.l.aria ochroleuca grown as green manure crop 
have shown that it can be easily established by farmera either in sole crop or intercropped with maize 
or beans. Preliminary resulta indicated a substantial yield increase for maíze planted after a crop of 
Crota.laria. 
Farmyard manure. Provided farroyard manure 18 avallable, it iB cheaper than inorgenic 
fertilizar and in addition it contributes 1owaros the maintenancelimprovement oC soíl organic matter. 
The farmers already using farmyard manure wished 10 know more about s10rage tecbniques, time and 
mode oC application oC fannyard manure. 
Planting of nutrient efficlent cropslcultivara. While research on nutrlent use efficient crops and 
cultivara ÚI underway, farmera were advised 10 talte in10 consideration the Boíl fertilíty when the crop is 
chosen. 
CQNCLUSIONS 
The need for farmer participation in identifying factors for experimentation has long been 
acknowledged. A variety oí approaches for assessing farmera circumstances and problems existo The 
method ofindividual interviews combined with farmers meetings for exploring farmers knowledge of 
their soils has been successfully applied in this study. Several conclusions can be drawn from the 
results obtained. 
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(i) Farmers have considerable knowledge about their soils. Farmers perception of specific soj) 
characteristics existe but soíl problems are rather described by crop response tban by the 
responsible soil characteristics iteelf. Therefore, speclflc questions and further probing was 
necessary to get the !armera perception of the soils itself. 
(H) Farmers are generall)' aware ofthe causes oflow soi! fertility. In some cases the pos"ible 
solutions are known but application is limited by economic constraints, Thus pnority has to be 
given solutions with low capital requirements. 
(iii) The chosen approach was a learning process for both farmera and researchers. Tbrough 
discussions with individual {armers on the spot as well as at the meetings, a collaborative 
re1ationship could be estsblished which is crucial for a fruitful work. The field visite allowed 
discussions of specific problema on the spot and to compare farmers perception of the soils with 
our own observations. 
SUGGESTIONS 
Basad on the resulte oC this study, several topies for future research work are suggested, 
Hedgerows. In co1laboration with AFRENA (Agroforestery Network for Arrice), on-farm trials 
will be conducted to evaIuate tree specles such as Sesbania, CaUiandro and Leucae1ll:1. for sdaptation on 
the infertile aoiIs identifled at the survey, namely on the "Lunyu' and "Zibugo· Boila. Feasibility oC 
hedgerow8 will be evaIuated on more productive soils as well. The long terro objective is the 
establishment of hedgerowa on all Carms whére interest ia shown. 
Green manure erops. On-farm trials with green manure cropa e.g. Crotalaria will be carned out 
on soils oC moderately low to low Certility. 
Study oC nutrient flwres. Major nutrient fluxes within and to an!! from representative farms 
will be estimated following the procedures given in Appendix 4. 
As the approach followed in trua atudy proved to be vaIuable a similar approach may be useful 
far other areas. 
Further discussíons with the farmers are necessary to answer certsin questions which arose 
,1. from the analysis oC the interviews (e.g. why are beans mentioned to be unadapted on fue "Lukusikusi" 
soils which were moatly cited to be fertlle?). Combined with the nutrient flux study. a complete picture 
of nutrient movement to and from the farma wi1I be estsblished. 
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APPENDIX 1: Questionnaire for soil and soil management survey in Matugga (Mpígi district) 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Farmers name ___ '--_______ _ District 
-------
County _______ _ lntervíewer _____ ~_ Date ______ _ 
Head ofhousehold: YIN; Sex:MJF: Age: __ 
No. of cattle Goatsfsheep __ 
Mailo (Arable __ A Non-arable __ Al; 
Leased (Arable __ A Non-arable __ Al; 
KíbanjaiArable _ A Non-arable_ Al: 
DBAW TRANSECT OF FARM AND/OR RECORD ADDlTIONAL INFORMATION BELOW 
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Observad IIOll eharacteristics 
SoilNaroe 
Soil pH 
Top soil depth 
Sub-soíl depth 
Soil color 
Soil texture 
S10pe 
Topographic position 
Yrs. since fallow 
Drainage 
Farmera' perceptiOJ1ll of the lIOilIlanru 
Good soil characters 
Bad soíl characters 
Preferred erops 
Unadapted crops 
Current managem pract. 
Prefer managem pract. 
Recent crop sequence 
Key ro soíl characteristics: 10:pH; 2()=color; 3=erodibílity; 4_infilitration rateó 5=water holding 
capacity: 6-nument supply; 7-aggregate stabílity; 6-compaction; 9=cracking; lO=hardpan; ll=tilt; 
12=stickiness;13=internal drainage; 14=external drainage; ll¡.organic matter; 16=P (IX.; 17=%ciay; 
16-%silt; 19-'hand; 20=%gravellstones; 21-root growth; 22atermites; 23-other insects; 24_vegetation; 
25 = slope; 26-erodibility; 27adepth; 28acloddiness; 
Key to crops:1=maize; 2=finger míllet; 3=cooking banana; 4=brewing banana; 5=sweet poteto; 6=Irish 
pateto; 7=beans; 6-g'nuts; 9-soybeans; 10=cowpeas; ll=eotton; 12=simsim; 13=sunflower; 14=trees; 
15=pastura; 16=grass(cut); 17-vegetables; 18=cassava; 19.R. coffee; ZOaA. coffee; 21=sorghum; 
22--onions; 23=tomaroes; 24=espsicum; 25=solanum; 26= 
Key 10 management practices: 1=plow: 2aband hoe tillage;3-disk harrow; 4.deep tillage; 5.fertilizer 
use; 6=limíng; 7=incorpor. of residues; 6-mulching; 9-manure use; lOamínímum tillage; ll=agrofor.; 
12agreen manures; 13=bumíng of residues; 14 .. ash applic; 15.herbicide use; 16=cover crop; 17.fallow; 
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Farmers' description of a typical $Oi] catena at Matugga 
Stony, shallow soll which 
is ..... y te titt 
Larga atones &equent. 
ORen dry. High lnfiltratioD 
rate but tba water 
holding capaclty ¡s low. 
Water leachee through. 
The preferred crops are 
ea8savaJbeana~81Veet 
potato, ooions, maize and 
tomatoea. Bananas are 
poorly adapted. 
Soll typee: KiwugankoCu, 
Luyinjayinja Lunyu. The 
latter ia common on 
eroded lites. 
Eetimated mean land 
cost la USha. 
50,000 per acre. 
Deeper soil tban on hilltop which 
la more difticult to till but 
with a batter soil moiature. More 
C.rtile aoila on fue lower elopes. 
Preferred trops are banana, C8ssava, 
baans, maize, eweet potalo and 
tomate. Manure i8 sometimea applied. 
Homesteada are concentrated on th. 
lower elopes. 
Soil typea: Limyofu, Luyinjayinja, 
Lidugavu, Lukusikusi. 
Estimated mean land ecat is 
USha. 100,000 per acre. 
The valley 8011. generally 
have a dark top soil, a 
c\ay sub soil snd are 
underlain witb sand, 
Difllcult te till when wet. 
Good fertilitydue lo 
organic matter. The heet 
grazlng lend. 
Preferred crops are cabanga, 
8weet potalo, eggplant, dodo, 
yams and supreme. Too wet 
and too sandy for banana, 
More important than previoUllly 
to get dry sesaon production. 
Soíl types: Bomba (Tosi), 
Lusenyusenyu. 
Estimated mean lsud coat;e 
USba. 200,000 per acre. 
.... 
'" APPENDIX 3: Causes of low soil fertility (LSF) as perceived by farmers 
Low soiI. organi<: matter 
Lack of crop rotatíon 
Lack oC planting 
leguminoua planta 
Low watar holding capacity 
CLeaching) 
erosion 
LOW SOIL FERTILITY 
(LSF) 
Gaseousloues 
<Bumingl 
Lack oC knowledge about aoil 
conservation metbods 
Little use oC 
farmyard manure 
Lack of fertilízer use 
APPENDIX 4: Proeedures for estimating nutrient fluxes 
l. Fertilizer-ask farmer the amount applied for the given season to a piere ofland. Measure the 
land area and calculate the amount of each element applied. 
2. Manure-aak: the farmer to estímate tbe amount applied. Ir all applied to one field in small, 
frequent applicationa, it may be necessary to have the {armer aceumulate the manure for a week and 
determine the dry wt. aecumulated. From this, the amount for a longer period oC tíme can be 
estimated. 
lfremovaI ofmanure is infrequent, considerable biomass and nutrient 10ss may occur due to 
decompoaition, leaching and volati1ization. These nutrient loases should be considered lost to the farm 
unIess deep rooted planta are recoverlng some ofthe leeched nutriente. 
SampIes for anaIysis oC nutrient conteot ahould be obtained Cor manure which is applied to the 
flelda un-decomposed as well 88 for decomposed manure, ifboth are applied by the farmers. 
3. Rainfall-precipitation should be measured. Occasionally, the rainfaIl should be sampled and the 
nutrient content determined for a composite of the samples. In-flow oC nutriente in the rainfall can 
then be calculated. 
4. Household (HIH) refuse-thia might be estimated by askíng the farmers to accumulate their refuse 
for a perlad of time, maybe one week, obtaining ite dry weight and sampling for nutrient contento Ir 
much variation in the conteot and amount of refuse is expected during ayear. than data may be 
needed Cor severa! separata time periads. 
5. Ash-similar as Cor HIH refuse. 
6. Muleh-ifbundles of grasa are applied. number of bundles. their average weight and nutrient 
conteot are needed to estimate the amount of nutriente applied. More difficult to measure will be erop 
stover that is applied as mulch, e.g. bean plant residues. Farmers may be asked to wait with the 
transport oC mch materiaIs to the field unti! the quantity has been determined. 
7. Nitrogen fixation-we can not afford to measure this in each ofthe fields. One option ia to use 
estimates from the literature for the various cropping associations. The other ia to measure the flXation 
with a common variety in the main cropping associations at one location. 
8. Grain, tubers, fruit and stover-the amount ofmsteriaI harvested from each field wiil be 
estimated. The farmers ahould be able to measure and record the volumes oC grain and tubers 
hervested. Banana bunch height can be recorded by farmers and the weight estimated from the 
height. Stover might be pul aside until the researcher can measure it. The nutrient contenta of the 
various harvested materiaIs will be needed (a composite sample of sub-samples from the various farms 
can he usad to obtain one aet oC concentrations ror each product). 
9. Burning ofresidues-the biomass involved will be difficult to determine as the residues are burnt 
in small scattered pUes. A simple method would be to ask the farmar to save a 3-4 representative hesps 
and to count tha total number ofheaps. The dry weight oCthe representative heaps can be used to 
estímate the total biomau burnt. 
In burning, the N and S are lost, but much ofthe P and cations remain in the ash and are 
subsequently incorporated into the soi!. Sorne oC the P and cations are 108t in smoke however. These 
loses ahould be estimated by burning a sample ofresidues for which the weight and nutrient content Is 
known and then determining the nutriente remaining in the ash. The IOS8 of nutriente in the smoke Is 
likely te be affected by the heat of the fire and the strength ofthe updraft created, 
10. Erosion losse8-to accurately IneaSUTe the soil and nutrient tossas from whole fielda would be 
expansive, time consuming and difficu1t to justify. A:n alternative is to use models (eg, the Universal 
Boíl Loss Equatíon (USLE) ar the WEPP model) to estímate these losses. USLE only estimates soil 
removed while WEPP estimates soil removal and deposition. The accuracy ofthe models can be 
verified by measunng the erosion loases from plots in the Belds where the aoillost ia collectad in 
trenches lined with polyethylene. 
11. Leaching losses-technology ls not available for accurately measuring leaching losses in the fíeld, 
especially on elay soils. Modela based on results of studies ofleaching in undisturbed profiles and on 
theory are likely to give better estimates of leaching I08ses than we can hope to measure. 
12. Gaaeous losses-fuese are difficu1t to measure on a whole field basia and we can probably get more 
reliable estimates uaing models. 
13. Human wastes-the quantities ofbiomass and nutrients involved can be estimated using 
published estimates of par capita output. The Cate oC the nutrients involved may be difficult to 
estimate. Losses from latrines will include gaseous loases oCN and leaching ofN and other nutrients. 
Leaching be may Iittle in cases 01 atrata ofheavy clay contents. In eases oC shallow latrines, many of 
the nutriente will be recovered by deep rooted plants and returned 10 the produetion system, but the 
recycling oC the nutrients Will be delayed. Adequate estimates may be available in the Iiterature 10 
estimate the various fiuxes involved. 
14. Purchased and marketod produce-the farmers may be asked 10 record all movements ofproduce 
10 and &om their farms. 
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MEASUREMENT OF NUTRIENT FLUXES ro AND FROM FARM 
Farmer's name Season 
Measured flows to farm 
Fertilizer Manure Rain Ashes Mulch Nfix. 
( tJha) ( mm) ( tJha) ( tJha) 
kgN/ha 
--
kgP/ha 
--
kgK/ha 
--
Food, wood, etc. purchased 
( kg) ( kg) ( kg) 
kgN/ha 
kgP/ha 
--
kgK/ha 
--
Nutrients removed from the farm 
kgNlha 
kgP/ha 
kgK/ha 
kglha 
kgNlha 
kgP/ha 
kgK/ha 
( kg) 
Buming 
of 
~!!sidues 
Food, wood, etc. sold 
( kg) 
Erosion 
losses 
( kg) 
Leaching 
loases 
( kg) 
( kg) 
Gaseous 
losses 
( kg) ( kg) 
--
--
--
( kg) ( kg) 
Total Balances 
loases (gsina - lossest 
Total 
importad 
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MEASUREMENT OF NUTRIENT FLVXES FOR FIELDS 
Fanner8~' __________ __ Season ______ _ SoiJ 
-----
Initial so11 test vales 
%Clay __ %Silt __ %sand __ Soíl pH (1:1 H,O) __ Soil pH (KCl) __ 
%OM __ %lightOM__ NO.__ NH. __ P(Olsen?)__ El<, K __ 
Slope __ Slope length __ Planting date__ Aggreg, stab, __ 
End of season 
%OM %lightOM __ NO. __ NH. __ 
Estimated nutrient flw<es rol' N, P, K 
Measured flows to fletd. 
Fertilizer Manure Rainfall HIH refuse Ashes 
( tlha) 
kgNlha 
kgPlha 
kgKlha 
( tlha) (mmlseason) (tlha) 
Nutrients removed from the field 
(grain/ (grainl (grain/ stover 
fruit) fruit) fruit) export 
kg/ha 
--
kgNlha 
kgPlha 
-- -- --
kgKlha 
Erosion Leaching Gaseaus Total 
loases losses losses losses 
kglha 
--
kgNlha 
--
kgPlha 
-- --
kgKlha 
--
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stover 
export 
Balances 
(gains - losses) 
--
P(Olsen?) __ 
Mutch 
( tlha) 
stover 
export 
--
--
N fll<, 
Burning 
oí 
residues 
--
--
El<,~ 
Total 
in 
PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF son. FERTILITY RESEARCH IN 
MAIZE- BASEn CROPPING SYSTEMS OF THE EASTERN AFRlCAN 
HIGHLANDS 
ABSTRACT 
Paul Woomer', John Lekasi', Robert Okelabo' and Cheryl Palm' 
Tropical son Biology and Fertility Programme1 and 
Kenya Agricultural Research Institute
' 
Overeoming the nutrlent limitations in lands cropped by resouree-poor smallholders requires a 
multidisclpHnary approach that integrates the efforts of soU seientiste, crop eeologiste and 
socioeeonomiste. The limiting nutrlent(s) to productivity and the potential crop demand for these 
nutriente under ímproved management must first be identified. Then the under-utilised availability of 
these resources to farmers as organic additions to soüa must be weighed against a1ternstive valuas and 
coste ofthose resources. A collaborative research programme has been initiated between the Tropicai 
Soíl Biology and Fertility Programme and the Kenya Agricutural Research lnstitute that seeks to 
maximise available nutrlent resources of smallhold Carmen in the Kenyan Highlands. These are maize 
based systems, oiten with confined cattle that are fed mailre stover. Also available to these farroers are 
leaflitter tram nitrogen-fixing traes that are currently being used as f!re wood. Preliminary results 
indicate that incorporation 0(2.5 T/haIcrop of A. mearMíi leaves and fine brancltes resulte in the 
greatest use efficiency oC that resource, increasing maize yields from 1520 to 3990 kg/halcrop. 
Standardised measuremente of soil biological processes that roay account for these differences are 
proposed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Systems-Ievel analysis addresses whole-farm processes lesding 10 on-farro participatory 
research and, hopefully, subsequent improvement offarmers Uves. A difficulty in applying 
anthropclogy 10 agriculture is that. at some level of inv8stigation, every farm is unique. Our abllities 
te develop useful criteria for the extrapolation of management reeommendations becomes confounded. 
Soil biological processes studies involve detailed investigation of the regulators and rates of resource 
avai!ability as well as the effects and, hopefully, amelioration of the individual constrainte 10 farm 
productivity. However, these processes ofien demonstrste tremendous apatíal heterogeneity and can 
seldom be extrapolated acr08s a single ñeId. Can these twocontrasting scales of analysis somehow be 
balanced within a single research and development continuity designed to optimise the comparative 
strengths oC each? To what extent does the information collectad within one scale of information 
gathering account for the vmation observed in the other? ls the sustainability ofthe natural resource 
base linked between these two prOl:"SS levels? Has the failure te recogníse the importance of biological 
vs systems scales of processes resulted in greater eonfusion than solutions? 
.. ' 
Rigórous scientilic approaches by Boíl biologists service the scientific community as a whole 
without necessarily addressing the pressing environmental issues that confront resource-limíted 
farmers in lesser developed nations. The eoupling of proé!ess-level research to farmíng systems study 
presente a unique opportunity 10 target innovative land management practices into the programs of 
agricultura! mínistries. In order 10 accomplish trua, a sequence of research and development activities, 
rather than merelya seientific program, must be initiated. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF TBE EASTERN AFRICAN mGHLANDS 
Tbe Resource Information System (RIS), a geographic information system speclfic to Africa 
{lITA, 1991} was employed to identify vanous land areas within Eastern Africa. In Ethiopia, Kenya, 
Tanzania, Eastern Zaire and including other neighbouring countries, 159,000 km' of cropped lands 
occur between 1500 and 2000 metres aboYe sea level and receive between 750 and 2000 mm annual 
preclpitation (Table 1). These shall be referred to as the cropped, maist Eastem African Highlands 
which represent 68% afthe totallands in the African continent meeting these conditions. Bimodal 
rainfall pattems are observed in 52% of the cropped, moist Eastem African Highlands. 
Tbese highlands are not contiguous, but rather occur in 4 bmad areas; the Ethiopian Highlands 
to tbe north-east, the Kenyan Highlands to the east, tbe Mitumba Highlands west ofLake Victoria and 
the Tanzanian/Zambian Hl¡hlands occumng as a series oC mountain ranges near southem Lake 
Tanganyika. Figure 1 indicates that these highland areas are not only geographically isolated, but, 
based on the pattern of mada, economically separate. 
Severa! soili¡ are cropped within fue maist iEastem Highlands. Cambisols, Nitisols and 
Ferrisols account for 60% ofthe total (Table 2). Cultivated Vertisols are infrequent but note the 
frequency ofS ·other" miscellaneous Baila each arder aceounting for less than 5% ofthe total ¡and area 
but when combined accounting for 21% ofthe total land area. Indeed, it may be dan¡¡erous to refer to 
any soil order as representative ofthe Eastem African Highlands, although Fem80ls dominate the 
Tanzanian/Zambian Highlands (data not shown). 
No georeferenced data base of the maizelbean croppin¡¡ system i8 available at present, but this 
croppíng pattem is wid~ in the Kenyan, Mitangan and Tanzanian/Zambían Highlands. In these 
first 2 areas population densities are high, with individual holdings generally ranging between 1 and 
2 ha, farro animals raised ander confinemant and the soíl resource base rapidly degrading (Kilewe & 
Thomas, 1992). A ganeralised diagram of mass flows within 11 resource limited maizelcattle 
agricultural system is presented in Figure 2. In the Tanzanian/Zambian Highlands land availability i8 
greater and Chitemene (slash and bum oC Miombo woodlands) and Findakila (grass mound composting 
of Hyparrhenía rufa) are practiced (Arald, 1992). 
IDENTIFYlNG AND OVERCOMING NUTRIENT CONSTRAINTS IN TBE EASTERN 
AFRICAN mGHLANDS 
'!'he mineral nutrition and improvement of resource-poor cropping systems within the 
Highlanda presente a unique cha1lenge to agrieu1tural specialists. We propose ánd illustrate the 
integration of soil-procesa research and systems-level studies. In Figure 3, different research 
speclalities are combined to identify and ameliorate the plant mineral nutrient most limitin¡¡ to 
productivity. This is a sequential, muItidlsciplinary approach in which the nutrientes) moat limitin¡¡ to 
crop productivity iB identified, the potential crop demand for that nutrient established and an inventory 
of farmer available nutrient resources conducted. Based upon these preliminary activities, the most 
promísing management options for these available resources are explored within an experimental 
programme as a means oC overcoming the nutrient deficít. 
Table l. Land areas of the Eastem African Highlands identified in a stepWÍBe fashion using a geographlc 
infonnation system. 
stepwise parameter 
modal elevation 
anona} precipation 
landuse croplands 
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parameter range 
• 
1500-2000 m 
750 • 2000 mmlyr 
land area (km') 
454,000 
399,000 
159,000 
Etbiopian 
Highlands 
Figure 1. Moist, cropped E .... tern African Highlands occupy 159.000 km' (Preeipitation 750·2000 mm/yr, 
elevation 1500-2000 m, grey .hadad ares). Salid linea denote eoaatal boundaríes and roada. 
Tabla 2. Land ateas ofmoist, eropped Eastern Afríe .. n highla.nda by FAO soil·order'. 
FAO .oíl order km' %o( 
total 
V.rtisols 5,llOO 3.3 
Lithisol. 10,800 6.8 
Acrisolo 12,500 7.7 
Cambisol. 26.600 16.7 
Nitosol. 21),900 18.8 
F.rrisoJ. 31),100 24.7 
other 34,800 21.9 
I The moiat, eropped EáJltem Afrlcan Highlands are eonaidered tu ran'lil between 1500 and 2000 m .• hove sea level. 750 and 2000 mm 
p:rec:ipation annually and tu present1y be cultivated. 
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Figure 2. A key to oonserving soíl resaurces in the Kenyan Highlands i8 the j mproved use of limited farmer· 
a"ailabl. resouTCea. 
Identifieation of the limiting nutrlent. This is accomplished in glasshouse culture using an 
inwcator crop oflocal ímportanee. Becauae thís determinatíon requires relatively Httle resources and 
"pace, it is envisaged that severa! solls be assessed at a single time. Alternatively, thís may be 
conducted as a field investigation. Our experience suggests that the application oC inorganic nutriente 
to 3-5 TOWa oC field cropa establíshed without Certilísation in a completely randomised design is a cost 
and labom etrective approach te obtaining thls information. The relative simplicity oC thís experiment 
allows Cor its establishment on-farro directly into established fields if one is certain no fertilisers or 
other externa! inputs were applied. The suggested nutríent source. are listed in Table 3. It ís 
important not to confound the etrects ofmacronutríents. A combined nitrogen and phosphorus 
treatment (4) ís incJuded as these are the most frequently encountered Iimiting nutríents. The rates of 
nutríent addition in Table 1 are 50 kg he,' in treatments 2-6 and 25 kg Mg:+ ha" in treatment 7. In 
phosphorous sorbing soils it Í8 neeessary to increase the rate of applied P in treatments 3 and 4. Crop 
response to treatment 3 ;e a strong but not absolute indicater of a P limiting soil due to the presence of 
calcium in tríple super phosphate. Confounded within the desígn are the etrects of magneeium and 
sulphur (7). Should thís treatment be the most productive, additional investigation ia required to 
identify the exact limiting nutríent. 
Applicatíon ofthe limiting nutríent will result in improved plant productivity when compared to the 
other treatments and the complete control. If nitrogen and phosphorus are the 2 most limiting 
nutríents (e.g. treatment 4 results in the greatest productivity), the most límiting nutríent il! identified 
by comparing the nitrogen (2) and phosphorus (3) treatments .. Ir either treatments 7 or 8 result in the 
greatest productivity, additional experímentation is requires to identify the Iimiting nutríent. Other 
than N and P, this approach ia unable to identifY the límiting nutríents ir two are equally limiting. For 
example ir both K and Ca are deficient, neither treatments 5 or 6 will respondo Once identified, the 
límiting nutríent(s) become the focus oflater mineralisstion experiments. In the remainder of this 
section it ia assumed that nitrogen is identified as the Iimiting nutríen!. 
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Figure 3. Fiow diagram of a multidlsciplinary strategy designed to identify and resolve soil fertility Iimitations. 
Tabla 3. Nutrient applieation rates and forros uselUl in tbe ídentlfieation oflímiting available nutrienta. 
Treatmeot Rate (kg hu") Source 
l. Complete control O n. ... ' 
2. + Nitrogen 113 asures. 
3. + Pbosphorus 109 asTSP 
4. + NitropnIPhoaphOl'U< as abovez as urea and TSP 
5. + Potassium 95 ""KCI 
6.+Calcium 137 8JI CaCI, 
7. + Magn.tñum/Sulphur 125 ... MgSO, 
1 n.a. I!!I no ac1ditiofUl lO complete eontroJ 
2: altemative1y. 213 kg ha-' as (NH.lJiPO. and 11 kg ha"l a8 urea mey be t!lub&ütutes in treatment 4" 
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EstimatiOD of total crop demaneL Tbe potential crop demand is a fundíon of the desired 
productivity and the nutrient content at that productivity levaL Desired productivity levels may be 
determined at the fann lavel as yield inereases required to meet growíng household requirelllents and 
realístic farm family expectatíons in the improvement of living standards (Woomer, 1991). Crop 
simulation Illodels may also be employed as a means of determining the potential of theae deaired yield 
levela witbin a given cropping system, soil and elimate cOlllbination. Available models inelude CERES 
Maize <Ritchle el al., 1989). SUBSTOR for tropical root erops (IBSNAT. 1990), SOYGRO (Jones et al., 
1989), BEANGRO (IBSNAT, 1990), PNUTGRO (Boate el al., 1989), and CENTURY, a ganerie plant/ 
soils model originally developed for temperate grasslands (Parton el al., 1987, 1989) and later valídated 
for tropical conditions CParton el al., 1989; Woomer, 1992). Tbere are some diffieulties in the use of 
modela 811 a means of estimating total crop nutrient demando Several of the aboye modela inelude 
routines for nitrogen, but not other mineral nutrients. AlBO, the effort required to eollect the 
ínformation reqnired to ínitialise s model may be greater than that necessary to address agronomic 
problems in a more direct fashion. 
PrelimiDsry inventory ollarmer available resources. Based upon whether or not, snd which 
mineral nutrientes) are limíting, an evaluation of farmer available resources iB conducted. Tbe first 
resource to be conaidered ia the ability of the soíl to supply nutrient resources under the current 
management practíces. Thls requires that the soil content be analyzed, and the availability over the 
COUTse of a cropping cycle be approxímated via mineralísation studies (see Anderson and Ingram, 1989). 
A finar elaboration is to estimate the nutrient uptake efficiency of those available nutrients basad on 
soíl nutrient dynamics and root uptake rates (Barber, 1984). This ís a crop speclfie proportion oftotal 
available nutrients dependant upon total fine roots and their maxímum uptake abilities. Again, this 
festure ís built into many crop simulation models (IBSNAT, 1990) but requires that sufficíent site data 
ís available to initialíse the model itself. The total nutrient availability ia t,hen compared to the total 
crop demand, and the need and &mounta of supplemental nutrients required to meet that potential crop 
demand calculated. If a net deficit of available nutrients exists, then a detailed inventory of on- and 
off-fann resources ia required. 
Detaned inventory of farmar available resourees. Here we make an important assumption, that 
the available resources, other than soil, contsining the limiting nutrient are not being fully exploited 
within the agroecosystem. Furthermore, we suggest that the resource base ofthat nutrient may be 
improved through judicious residue management strategies. This requires a detailed account of which 
and what amount of organic amendments are available from within the farm; the alternative (non-soíl 
amendment) valua ofthese additions; the availability oflaboUT to meet the additional efforts required 
to utilíse.these resources; and the access to nutrient resources from beyond the limits ofthe 
agroeccsyatem, partieu1arly fertilisers and other nutrient-rich materials. Often the avaílability to off· 
fann resources ís related to farm productivity, access to rnarkets, prica stability and opportunities for 
off.farm employment. Tbese are determínatíons that are clearly outside the normal activities of soil 
biologists and erop ecologists yet at the same time are only a small subset ofthe information routinely 
collected during detailed socioeconomie atudies (see Shanner et al., 1982). We are not seeking to 
understand why farmers do what they do, but rather the availability ofthe conditions and matarials 
that may lead to improved erop nutrient conditions. At this juncture, farming systams experts provide 
erop scientists with an inventory of farmar available resources for incJusion ínto residue management 
experiments. This ís lID important starting point for problems on-station and subsequent on-farm 
research. 
Optimising avaUable resourees through improved management practices. At this point 
agrícultural scientists examine the effects ofresource quality, placernent and timing of applied organic 
amendments. By no means are the farming systems experta excluded from treatment seledion. 
Furthermore, on-fann trials are conducted that utilise farmer resourees in a manner that ia intuitively 
promíSÍDg given the availability of resources. A more powerful approach is to pre-select these 
promisÍng interventions using simulation modela. Again, farming systems experts must assist in the 
seledion of usar provided management options available within the modeL 
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The key scientific output resulting frem this round of the residue management experimentation iB the 
prediction of nutrient mineralisation and plant avaílability based upon management practice, soil 
physical conditions and the cOOmical characteristics of the applied materials. In most cases the benefits 
of applied organic residues extend beyond a single cropping cycle. Therefore, it becomes necessary to 
document the nutrient use efticieney oC the agroecosystem as a whoIe as a meana of assessing changes 
within the agroecosystem resource base. We propose that the sustainability of an agroecosystem is 
determinad by the state of the resource base over time in response to perturbations of that system and 
that soil biological process ara an important means of assessing changos in that resource base (Swif't 
and Woomer,1991; Swíllet al., 1992). 
SYNCHRONY: A GUIDING PRINCIPLE 
The general SYNCHRONY principie (lngram and Swift, 1988), simply stated, is: The release of 
nutrients (N, P) from abolle- and belcw-ground litter can be synchronísed with plant growth demands. 
The objective oíthe SYNCH principIe i. directed toward the use oC organic additions and biological 
processes fOT increasing nutrient use efficiency, ofboth organically and inorganically supplied 
nutriente, resulting in increased crop production and reduced nutrient 108ses. 
Inherent within our approaches to SYNCHRONY research is the understanding ofbiological 
processes that afrect nutrient availability under different residue management practicas. Candidate 
management practiees are then evaJuated basad upon their Ceasibility within specific agriculturaJ 
systems and socloecononnc conditions. On too other hand, the initial design oC experiments must not 
be overlyeonstrained by traditionaJ farmer practicas as SYNCHRONY research often addresses unique 
approaches to fanner-available resources. The successful management options deve10ped through 
SYNCHRONY approaches may not only improve an existing farming system, but alter the 
socioecononnc opportunities ofthe farmers to sufticiently change the cropping system itself, 
The following set ofhypotheses address the experimental phase ofmineral nutrient problem 
solving and should be kept in mind when candidate management options are being evaJuated. These 
hypo1heses were tremed by a working group at a recent Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Programme 
(TSBF) worksbop held in Kenya, July, 1992. 
H1: System Nutrient Use Efticiency: In the long-term, the system nutrient retention will be higOOst 
when the nutrients are applied in the lO88t availabIe forro. Similarly, long-term system 
nutrient retention will be functionaJly related to quality of organic inputs, such that there will 
be an optimumquaJity. 
H2: Plant Nutrient Use Efficieney: In the short-term (e.g. current crop), the maximum yie1d 
achievable by the use of fertilizar inpute can be approached or exceeded by optimizing the time 
oí application, plaoement and quallty of organic nutrient sources. 
H3: Lignin Carry-over: Residues high in lignin will result in lower plant uptake in the flTSt cropping 
season, OOt will produce a greater residual effect in subsequent seasous. 
H4: Tannin Time-delay: Residues high in hydrolysable tsnnins exhibit a delayed nutrient release 
pattem such that a material can be chosen to ralease nutriente after a pre-determined period. 
Similarly materials high in sorne tannins will not release nutrients initially, but that eventually 
nutriente will be released at a rapid rate. 
H5: The Speed Trap: lncorporatíon oí organic inputs, as opposed to surface applieation, accelerates 
the release oí nutriente, tOOreby providing another option for improving nutrient availabilíty. 
H6: Tile Invertebrate Switch: Organic inputs can influence soíl faunal composition and activity and, 
as a consequence aJtering the optimal organic input effecte oflitter application on nutrient use 
efficieney. 
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STANDARDIZED EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
The development ofimproved resource menagement strategies requires an epprecietion ofthe 
key biological processes operative within the soíl syatem. Of particular importance are the 
decomposition rates of applied organic amendmenta, changes in the mineralisation rate of nutrients 
resulting &om additions of plant residues, immobilisation of the nutrients by microbial biomass and the 
principie sources ofnutrient 108s. The Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Programme has developed a 
suite of standardised methods ofbiological procesaea in soila <.Anderson and Ingram, 1988). The use of 
standardiaed methods allows for the comparison of site characterisation and experimental results 
acrosa sites. Thia can lead to improved interpolation oflikely aystem improvements within a new site 
bued upon previous resulta and experiences and allows for greater resolution in the use of plant/soil 
simulation models as a meana ofpreselecting candidate experimental treatmenta (see Parton et al., 
1987, 1989). Sorne suggested measurements follow: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
plant nutrient uptake: thia is measured over time by sampling the planta and root in·growth 
volumes within the nutrient uptake sample areas and then determining the plant nutrient 
contenta. Poor recovery of roota represent a souree of error for tIlis messurement, but either 
whole root recovery should be atteIDpted or the following method employed. 
root productivity l1ia in-growth bags: two litter bags (or metal mesh bags) are placed into 
the soil prior to planting the plata. Upon sampling for biomass, these are removed, the roota 
recovcred and the total root biomase estimated vía extrapolation of the root in-growth volume. 
The nutrient content ofthese roots may al80 be determinad. 
son moisture content: this routine measurement i8 required to adjust fresh weigbt ro dry 
weight measurementa for man¡ of the soil measurementa as well as being of interest in itself. 
This measurement is most useful when moisture contenta are compared to soíl moisture tensíon 
vía the preparation oC a soj] moisture release curve. Furthermore, Boil moisture content may be 
uaed to calculate the total water fllled pore space when total pare space (calculated &om bulk 
and specific mineral densitiesJ and field moisture capaclty are known. 
Utter deca)': the masa loss ofthe high and low quality resources including roota from the 
previous crop is determined using litter baga. These litter baga are placed directly into the plots 
in a manner consistent with the particular treatment (e.g. roota always incorporated). There 
must be at least 5 sampHng times with more frequent sampling eal'lier in the experíment (e.g. 
aftar 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 weeks) . 
..:. utrient mineralisation: dosed soíl cores are inserted ro 50 cm depth along the margins of 
the plant nutrient uptake sampling areas and recovered at specified times during crop growth. 
These are inserted following the addition snd incorporation oftbe organic materials 01' 
fertiliser. The method and times of sampling for mineralisation will vary according to the 
experiences at a particular site. An alternative is to cover tbe bottom end of a shorter core 
(e.g. 25 cm) with commercially available root eJ<cluding mesh, then pack the core with soíl at 
the same bulk density as the cultivated surfsce soil and then insert the core into the soil to the 
depth oftillage (15 cm). Alternatívely, potential anaerobio mineralizstion may be conducted in 
the labarator¡. 
* microbial biomass e and N: This is measured uia chloroform fumigationlextraction of soils. 
This serves as a measure oí the microbial immobilisation of nutrients in the various treatments. 
Again the timing of these measurements wiIl be determined by the climate at the various sites. 
These samples are recovered adjacent to the míneralisation cores during the course of residue 
decomposition. 
* carbon Iight fraction: tbis is a measure of too near term balance between organic matter 
additions and losses from the soíL This may be measured by floatetion of saH organic residues. 
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• 
* 
., 
leaching: this can be measured or estimated mm I! variety of techniques and the one chosen 
will probably differ for different elimate and soil type. POBsible teehniques are uncovered cares 
compared te the covered cores, open cores witb resin covering tbe tep and bottom of the core, .". 
by sampling the lower horizons witb time. &ali el al. (1990) observed no leaching loases ofN in 
a East African Highland Paleudult 
10_ vio: volatilisation or denitrifieation: these are more difficult measurements and 
perhaps are a small proportion of tbe tetallosses in many systems. However, where tbe 
residues are surface applied volatilisation may be a major pathway. Likewise denitrification 
may be important in wetter climates. 
son faunal communities: a soil sample 20 cm x 20 cm x 30 cm (deptb) Is excavated and the 
soU mesofauna collected by hand. Samples are 80rted among earthworms vs arthropods, and 
arthropods separated inta functjonal groups (plant pests, endogeícs, exogeicsl. Population 
densities and dry weighta are determined for all groups and these measurements compared 
between management optiOIll!. Alternatively, the soíl faunal communíties may be recovered 
from tbe root in-growtb and Iitter bags. 
AN EXAMPLE OF TBE APPROACH IN THE KENYAN ffiGHLANDS 
Limiting Nutrient. The soil minera! numenta most Hmiting crop productivity were identified fOT a 
Paleudalf at the Kenya Agricultura! Research Instituto, Mugugs Station in tbe glasshouse. Inocu1ated 
Clark soybean (Gl;ycine max) and the non-nodulating isoline of Clark were cultívated in 4 Hter pots 
until maturity and the shoots harvested. The use of inoculated nodulating (nitrogen-foong) sud non-
nodulating isolines allows for detection of tbe second most límiting nutrient if tbe most limiting 
nument is nitrogen. Total shoot yield ia presented in Figure 4. lnterpretation ofthese results indicate 
that N is the most limiting plant nument in the absence ofbiological nitrogen-fixation followed by 
eitber P or K. 
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Figure 4. Glasshouee resulta suggest that nitrogen availability is the largest nutrient constraint ro soybun 
(cv. Clarkl productivity in a Paleudalf at Muguga, Kenya. 
Potential Crop DemaneL Based on tbe proouctivity ofmaize under rainfed conditions and improved 
fertility management (40 k:g Nlha), the total crop demand for N is estimated as 134.2 kglhalcrop in 
order to produce 8600 kglhalcrop of air dried grain (Table 4). 
Tabla 4. Nitrogen demand ofmaize cultivar H512 under improved fertility eonditions at Muguga, Kenya. 
Plant component drymetter N total N 
(kglha) (%) (kgIha) 
graín 3600 1.79 66.2 
""ba 540 0.30 1.6 
.tov.,.. 5030 0.72 36.2 
moto (approx.) 2750 1.10 30.2 
Total 119llO 134.2 
Identification and chemical characterisatioD offarmer avaUable resources. The results ofon-
farm observation and informal survey will serve to identify the range of residues available to the 
farmer. Sorne estimates ofthe amounts available to farmen must be mada at thie time. Theee 
materíals are tben recovered and analyzed for N, P, C,lignin and polyphenol (as we11 as any ofuer 
límiting nntrlent idantified in tbe previons experíment). Let us a8sume that maiza Stover and cattle 
m.anure are identified as tbe moet promising organic residues (Table 5) and that Carmen have access to 
and limited capital resources to purehaee nitrogenous fertiliser (urea). Nutrient-rieh leaflitter is also 
avallable as hillside plantings ofWattle (Acacia meamzü). Note that tbe maize stover need not be 
transported as it is being produced on site by tbe previous crop, and that its commercial value is 
approximately 200 Ksh 1". As the maize stover will either be surface litter or standing dead at the 
time ofpreplant tillage, and that excessive laoour is required to remove fue stover from the field, then 
returo thia to the field as a Burface muleh, all experimentation with maíze atover will focus upon this as 
an incorporated resource. Altematively, the manure is applied either before or anytime foJlowing 
tillage, and will be examined a8 an incorporated and surface applied resource. 
Preliminary researeh into improved residue management strategies. A preliminary 
investigation was conducted at tbe Muguga station,Kenya in order to determine the placement effects 
of agroforestry residue on maize productivity. The overal} objective was to partition the effects of 
surface mulched and incorporated pruninge ofwattle leaves and fine branches (Acacia mearnzü) at 
different application rates. This trae was earlier identified as a locally available and under-utilised 
nitrogen-flldng trae resource. Á mearnzü was surface applied and incorporated by hand hoeing to 15 
cm depth at fue rate of O, 1, 2, 4, 8 Tlha in a z.way continuous function design at Muguga, Kenya. 
Maize cultivar K-512 was plantad with 50 cm between rows and 15 cm within roW8 and grown to 
harvest maturíty (Figure 5). Maize proouctivity fit the quadratic function: 
Table 5. Characterisation oC nutrient resoun:es available to farmers in tbe Kenyan highlands. 
Attribute Maize atover Cowmanure Urea Wattle leaf 
Availability (kg ha") 4QOO 1500 91 2500 
Nítrogen (%) 0.25 2.61 44 2.40 
Carbon(%) 47.0 37.0 8 45.0 
Llgnin ('A\) 11.0 19.2 O n. ... 
Distance (km) O 0.25 10 . 5 
Valu. (kah T"') 800 200 9600 500 
Labour (haurs ha") 16 8 2 16 
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Figure 5. The response oC maize yield to fhe amount and pJacement of Acacia mearnz;; Jeaf and fine branch 
litrer fit to a quadratic function. 
GRAIN '" 1520· (0.65 SURF) + (0.99 INC) + (0.009 SURFACE")· (0.008 INC') + (0.003 SURF" INC). 
R' '" 0.61). P = 0.002 
where GRAIN '" oven dried grain productivity (kgIhalcrop); SURF '" rate of surface applied A. mearnzií 
(kg dwlbalcrop) and INC '" rate of inoorporated applied A. mearnzii (kg dw/halcropl. 
Basad upon the coefficient vaInes and their individual coefficient probabilities CINC p '" 0.008 vs 
SURF '" 0.065), íncorporation of A. mearnzii contributes to maíze prodnctivity to a greater extent than 
doea surface mulching under these experimental conditions. There was no significant interaction 
between placements (SURF x INC P = 0.905). Another approach to the interpretation of these resulta ls 
through the change in plent productivity per unit of residue applied. In this Case the RETURN per 
unit applied is: 
RETURN = (YIELD. - YIELDc) I APPLICATION RATE 
where YIELD + YIELD are the maize yields of the residue treatment and unamended control, 
respectively. 
The relationship between the return in yield per unit application. and the amount oflitter 
applied for 3litter placements (surface. incorporated and en equal mixture of the two) reinforces the 
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obsel"V8.tion tltat tite greater crop response is to ineorporation va suñace application (Figure 6). These 
points are smootlted using Negative Exponential Interpolatlon (Wilkenson, 1988), a metltod tltat forees 
tite response .uñaca through a11 observed values. Tbese results suggest that approximately 2.5 tons 
incorporated inte tite soíl ofrers tite greatest incremental returo to tite organic inputs. The results in 
Figure 5 suggest tltat there is low input level tltat does not result in improved plant performance, 
followed by an increase in the returo per unit applied and titen a decline in return. 
Current research addresses tite residual eft'ects oftlte A mearn.zü on the next season maize 
productivity and tite effeets oftlte rate and placement ofmaíze stever. Future activíties will evaluate 
tite rate and placement oC cattle manure. The objective oftltase research activítíes is te develop a 
"residue management package- for on-farro testing by mid-year 1998. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Agricultural production is the mainstay of national development in Kenya <NARP, 1986). For 
production te inerease aufficientiy 80 the increaaing population can be fed adequately in the future, 
mejor efl'ort& must be underta1ten in the area of agricultural research. Tbe c:urrent population growth 
rate fur Kenya la in the order oUour percent per annurn (World Population Date Sheet, 1986); 
sígnificantly bigher than the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa which wu reported by Binawanger and 
Pinga1i (1988) to average 3.2% a year during the 1980's. Agricultural production hu not kept pace 
with this increase in population and better BOj] management la desperately needed to prevent future 
diaasters. More emphasis must be placad on low input alternatives which are available to small 
holdera and have less impact on the environment. 
Binswanger and Pingali (1988) projected population growth densities of varíous oountríes 
through tha year 2025 based on an intermedlate agricultural production eapacity (Figure 1). The 
resulta are fiightening in that both Kenya and Sahelian Niger have a similar agroclimatic population 
denaity. Thia is due to tha fact that both countríes have large semi-aríd areIUI of low production 
potential. The present agroclimatic population density ofthese two countríes averages about 300 
persone per million kilocaloríee which means that on a daUy basis approximately 3000 kiloca1oríes per 
peraon,are currsntly prOOuced. Iftrends are followed through 2025 as projected by Binswanger and 
Pingali (1988). the daily production potential at that time ror Kenya and Niger will be in the order of 
1250 kilocaloríes per person: 8ubstantially below the 3000 kilora1oríes needed per da)' by an active 
adulto 
World maize production on a hectare bIUIis has benefitted from technologica1 improvements in 
most regiona especialIy where irrigation i8 possible and hybríds are used (CIMMYT, 1990). Figure 2 
lllustrates the trend of maize production in four regions of the world !rom 1961 through 1986. South, 
East and Southeast Asia rely heavily on both irrigation and hybríd use to maintain an annual maize 
production growth rate of 4.8%. Latin Ameríea also reUes on these management technologies which 
allow the production growth rate to be maintained at 3.0%. Although the production growth rate of 
West Asia and North Africa is about 2.4%, signiñcant increases in yield have been achieved. Due to 
limited irrígation, hYbríd use, and other technologica1 improvements, average maize yields in 
Sub-Saharan Africa have not increased much over 1 Mg ha" and the present production growth rate jB 
just over 2'JI, per year (Figure 2; CIMMYT, 1990). FoOO production in Afriea has falled to keep pace 
with tbe accelerated rate of increlUling population (Harrison, 1987). Tlús is the region which most 
desperately needs an increased emphasis on production strategies which are based on low inputa. 
Mmze production in Kenys wu about 1.0 Mg ha" duríng the 1950's and increased with the 
introduction ofhybríd use to about 1.5 Mg ha" in the early 1960's (FAO, 1990; Figure 3). Stable yields 
were maintained at this level until1978 when erratic production started. This phenomenon hu 
continued tbrough at least 1988, the end of tbe reporting periodo Sorghum and millet production, 
clumped together by FAO, was actually higher than mme production duríng the 1950's u more people 
relied on traditional crops. With the introduction of hybríd maize, the level of effort directed toward 
sorghum and millet production was reduced resulting in diminished yields. Current production levels 
of sorghum and millet ara in the order of 500 kg ha" reflecting the limited level oftechnologica1 
improvements used and probably a shitl; to more marginal areas for production. Bean production hu 
remained in the range of5oo. 900 kg hao) for some time (Jaetzold and Schmidt, 1983; Ministry oC 
Agricultura, 1989). 
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Figure 1. The agricultural production potential at a medíum input level as 
die.ueeed by tbe authors. 
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Figure 3. Maize and 80rghumlmillet production per hectare in Kenya frem 1950 te 
1985. 
Demonstrated biologicaI and technicaI yield levels are much higher for these crops. Research 
station yields for maize can reach 9 - 10 Mg ha" in the high potential zones and nearly 8 Mg ha" in the 
lower potential regions using appropriate varieties and fertilizer (Wafula and Keating, 1987; O'Neill 
and Ke"ting, 1989; Njoroge et al., 1990). Sorghum varieties can yield in excess of 4 Mg ha" while 
sorghum hybrids yields may double that (M'Ragwa and Kanyenji, 1987; Kamau and O'NeilJ, 1990) and 
on-station bean production can approach 3 Mg ha". Clearly, the problem is not the lack ofhigh 
yielding varieties but rather technnological practices are currently not being utilized by farmers on a 
national basis. These high on-station production figures are the result of high input technologies which 
are well known by agronomists and extensionists. 
Improved soil management through more efficient use of nutrients and maintenance of good 
soil conditions is essential for improving and sustaining the productivity ofintensively cultivated lands 
(Kanampiu and lrungu, 1992). Maize and beans production has decreased in the central Kenyan 
highlands mainly due to declining soil fertility. Continuous eropping with no or sub-optimaJ rates of 
fertilizer application has led to a decline in soil fertility (CMRT, 1991) and nutritional defióency 
symptoms ofnitrogen and phosphorus are observed on most farms. Previous on-station and on-farm 
experiments have demonstrated that with the addition of a modest economical dose of 40 kglha N and 
P.O" maize yields can be more than doubled (Kanampiu et al., 1991). Nevertheless, few farmers 
appear to apply fertilizer even afier observing its effect on maize in on-farm trials. Removal of 
subsidies ror inorganic fertilizer has led to increased prices which has resulted in a further decline in 
inorganic fertilizer use. It is time for a shift from research which concentrates on input intensive 
technologies to research whieh is devoted to the use oflow input alternatives. 
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SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE 
The process by which farmers harvest solar energy as an economic product of interest to 
themselves and others is made up of a series of events linked together as a system (Lal et al., 1988). 
Increasing population pressure has made obsolete and unacceptable systems which mine the 
environment for resources to their eventual degradation. Environmentally sustainable farming 
systems require that these systems function as a unit to "efficiently and economically harness solar 
energy in the form of consumable products on a continuing basis while preserving soíl productivity and 
maintaining a high level of environmental quality" (Lal et al., 1988). 
Sustainable agriculture requires that nutrients and orgaruc matter are returned to the soil 
(McWilliams, 1988). The soíl acts as a bank or reserve from which nutrients are removed during 
croppingperiods and ifthis reserve is not replenished by nutrient additions then the bank must close 
and agriculture is no longer possible. Common indicators of decreasing sustainability include the 
depletion of soíl organic matter, deficiencies of macro and micro nutrients, as well as decreased 
diversity of soil micro organisms (MacKay, 1989). Because ofthe great diversity of soil conditions 
within the tropics (Buol and Sanchez, 1988) adoption of sustainable technologies requires on-site 
experimentation for adequate verification. On-farm testing is necessary for researchers and farmers to 
interact in developing the technologíes which will maintain a productive farming environment long into 
the future. Due to increasing pressure on land and declining soil fertility, low input alternatives, to 
sustain productivity need to be sought. These low input options include improved organic matter 
management, agroforestry and increased effir:iency oflimited fertilizer use. 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
Improved soil management for increased crop production is to be achieved primarily through 
the maintenance ofthe soil physical conditions (through soíl erosion control) and fertility improvement 
(through the replenishment ofthe depleted soil nutrienta). Mineral fertilizers have played a significant 
role in modero agriculture in adding nutrients to the soil and have contributed substantially to yield 
increases that have been achieved in many countries. Mineral fertilizer is however a non-renewable 
resource and as such other alternatives to complement fertilizer use have to be sought if the 
productivity ofthe land is to be maintained to meet the increasing demand for food (Strobel and Hinga, 
1987). 
Socio-economic studies carried out within the maizelbeans cropping systems of central Kenya 
indicate ..hat more mineral fertilizer is applied to cash crops than food crops. It is also shown that the 
amounta offertiIizer applied to food crops are normally much lower than the recommended rates and 
that more farmers use fertilizer on maize than on beans (KaraIjja and Oduor, 1986; Minae and 
Nyamae,1988; Murithi, 1990; CMRT, 1991; Kanampiu et al., 1991; Murithi and Shiluli, 1992). For 
example in one ofthe surveys (Kanampiu et al., 1991) carried out during 1991 in Embu District, maize 
grain yield ranged from 3,198 kg/ha to 5,365 kg/ha (Table 1). Mean grain yield was below the average 
potential of 4,500 kg/ha for the recommended maize variety in the regíon. Between 35.8 and 60.1 kg/ha 
ofnitrogen and 14.5 to 22.1 kg/ha ofP.O. were removed by the maize grain. Maize stover removed 
another 6.5 to 17.2 kg/ha ofnitrogen and 0.8 to 3.0 kg/ha P.o. (Table 1). Mean nutrient removal by the 
grain and stover amounted to 58.8 kglha N and 18.7 kg/ha P,O •. Unless there is replenishment ofthese 
macro nutrients, continuous cropping would deplete the soil reserve ofN and P and hence lead to 
declining Boíl fertility. 
Ofthe maize stover produced, between 70 and 83% was removed at harvest as feed to tethered 
animals (Table 1). The current manure collecting system in which animal sheds are exposed to rain 
and direct sunshine leads to substantiallosses of nutrients and low quality of applied manure. Since 
most ofthe manure produced by the animals is generally applied to coffee, there appears to be 
considerable transfer of essential plant nutrients from fields used for maize production. Continued 
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demand for continuoU8 cropping becauee of increasing populatíon preseure necessítate more efficient 
nutríent recycling within tbe fann. Increased efforta must be made in on-farm research to better 
identify N and P flux and develop appropriate methods to stabilize crop production. 
Table l. Average mai.ze grain yield, stover, nitrogen and pb08pborus removed (kglha) from four farms at barvest 
prior to long rains (March) 1991. 
MAIZEGHAIN MAIZE srOVER 
Farm Y¡"k N P,O, !..efton Removed Given to Anima1$; 
field fromfield 
% N P,O, 
1 3198 41.9 14.6 532 2624 83 12.6 3.0 
2 3381 35.8 14.7 494 1234 71 6.5 0.8 
3 5365 60.1 22.1 1065 3241 76 17.2 3.0 
<1 3957 51.4 14.5 752 1756 70 9.8 2.0 
Mea., 3975 47.3 16.5 711 2214 75 11.5 2.2 
Smm:e: Kanamplu et al., 1991 
At planting between 8.4 and 17.5 kglha N and 6.7 to 44.8 kglha p,O. were applied as inorganic 
fertilizer (Table 2). Mean mineral nutrient applicatíons for N and P,O, amounted tp 13.9 and 
28.6 kg/ha, respectively. Nitrogen application was far below the amount removed by the prevíous crop 
while mOre p.O. was supplied by fertilizers than removed by the previous crop. Manure applications 
were between3,040 and 7,980 kglha dry matter. This supplied an average of63.9 kg/ha total N and 
95.9 kg/ha total P,O, (Table 2). Assuming the decay rate ofmanure ís 20% (Pratt et al., 1973; 
California Fertilizar Association, 1985) the resulting average mineralized nitrogen would amount to 
only 12.8 kg/ha. Mean total applied mineral N would therefore be only 26.7 kglha resulting in a deficit 
of 58.8 kgIha. Phosphorus mineralízation efficiency would also be low and hence decreased amounts of 
available P,O. applied in the manure. 
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate that the national fertilizer consumption in Kenya and national 
fertilizar importa have been on the decline over the years. This justifies the need te look for other 
alternatives to chemica1 fertilizers for improving the fertility of the soils. The low usage of chemical 
fertilizc~s on maize and beans is normallyattributed to the foIlowing problems: hígh price ratíos 
Table 2. Amount ofN and P.O, from fertilizer and manure (kglha) applied at plantíng ror the long rain. (March) 
1991. 
FERTILIZER MANURE 
Farm Nitrogen Pho.phorus Dry Matter Nitrogen Phosphoru 
(N) (P,O,) (N) .(p.o,) 
1 8.4 21.5 3040 41.5 59.2 
2 13.8 6.7 7980 84.6 137.1 
3 16.2 41.3 
4 17.5 44.8 5320 65.4 91.5 
Mean 13.9 28.6 5447 63.9 95.9 
Source~ Kanampiu et al., 1991 
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for fertilizers and food crops, especially foUowing the liberalization of the fertilizer trade starting in 
1985; cash flow problems mainly due to manyalternative demands of available cash (school fees, 
medical expenses, food, other farro inputs, etc.) and low prices for cash erops which are the principal 
sources ofincome for most farmera; lack of credit for fertilizers due to low cash crop yielda and prices; 
poor and untimely supply of appropriate fertiJizers; and lack of appreciation of the benefits of using 
chemical fertilizers on sorne crops such as beans. 
The aboye problema have loo to continuoua cropping ofthe land wíth inadequate Ol no 
replenishment of soil nutriente. There is no possibility of fallowing the land for any period of time due 
to small farm sizes and the need to sustain fuod supplies for the families on a continuous basis. In the 
long term, soil fertility will have to be maintamed through other measures. With a view to both long 
and short-term considerations, the integration oC mineral fertilizer use with other soíl improvement 
measures such as agroforestry, farro yard manure application, mulchíng, terracing, etc. would slow 
down or stop soil degradation and also enhance the effectiveness of mineral fertilizer use. Emphasis on 
soíl improvement should He on investígating existing farming systems and developing Or promoting 
appropriate low.input measures of maintaining soíl fertility. 
ARer many years of fertili:¡;er promotíon and their commercial availability in the Kenyan 
market, fanners of central Kenya are aware that mineral fertilizers can improve crop yields. If farmers 
are therefore not using fertilizers to the extent requirOO, the reasons may be anything else but not 
wholly lack of knowledge. There ls, therefore, a need to create efficiency of fertilizer use through the 
procurement of more appropriate types of mineral fertilizers and other soil improving techniques for 
use on the various erops in different agroecological zones. This should also inelude considering the 
changing socio-economic and natural environment which the farmer faces in maintaining a productiva 
soil. 
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The folJowing iasues should, therefore, be considered when developing technologies for BoH 
management: changes in natural soil fertility status over time; changes in eropping patterns and 
sequences; changes in produetion technologies (new varieties, crop protection methods, etc.); changes in 
inputlouLput prlces; and changes in inputloutput markets. 
ALTERNATIVE PBACTICES FOR LOW INPUT SOIL MANAGEMENT 
Low input alternatives to improve soU fertility involve the combinatíon of manure, mulch, 
rotations, intercropping ete. with input use. Reduced inputs are used with these combinations to 
achieve adequate produetion with increased use efficiency. This also is part of organic farmíng wruch 
involves the use oftraditional farmíng techniques ineluding the application oHarro yard manure, 
compost, green manure, crop residues, rhizobium seed inoculation, soU and water conservation, and 
natural methods ofweeds, disease and pest control (Irerl, 1990). These techniques airn at improving 
soíl fertility as well as controlling pests and diseases in order to OOost yields while at the same time 
avoiding environmental degradation. Organic farIning is inexpensive and ensures steady, sustainable 
crop production. Although yields may be lower than those resulting from high input agriculture, they 
can be maintained indefinitely because ~oil fertility is improved through the use of natural products 
that are commonly found on the farro of small holdara. 
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Compost: Composting 18 important especially ro farmera witb limited or no aecess ro anlmals 
as wella8 Carmera witb inadequate supplies of animal manure. By composting, valuable plant 
materials tbat otberwise might be wasted can be utilized ro improve soíl productivity. A1though 
compost la botb an organic fertilizer and soíl condítioner, it'a primar)' value ia tbe role it playa in 
mndifying soíl structure. 'I'he physica1 condition of the soíl is improved by promoting granulatinn. 
Good physical condítion maltes the soil eaaier ro work, improves drainage and maintains aeration. 
Compost also improves the nutrient exchange capacity oftbe soil as well as ihe catian exchange 
capacity and acta as a direct source of plant nutriente including nltrogen, phosphorus,and potassium. 
Soíl bulIering is improved witb tbe use of compost which in tum helps stabilize the soíl reaction or pH. 
Organic acids in tbe compost and humus also help in tbe chemical weathering of tbe mineral portion 
tbus inereasing the nutr!ent status of the son. Compost use reduces or preventa son crusting and also 
improves the condítions required for the activity ofbeneficial soíl organisms such as earth worms and 
nitrifying bacteria. 
Ma:nure: Animal waste and plant residues including plant materials used as bedding in 
livestock sbeda which are trampled, urinated on, and decomposed within the animal ahed are refened 
ro as rnanure. It can be used directly from sheds or kept ro decompose further. Manure lB used in the 
sama manner as compost and has the following benefita: an addltional of ammonlum nitrogen; greater 
movement ud avallabllity of phosphorus and micronutrient due ro complexation; increased molsture 
retention; improved soíl structure with correspondíng incraaaes in ínfiltration rate and decreases in soíl 
bulk density; increased bufi'ering capacity against drastic changes in pH; an complexation of Al" 
therebyreducing its toxicity. 
MuIching: This is a process by which the soilsurface ia covered with plant residue ro reduce 
water IOS8 tbrongh evaporation and prevent soíl eompaction. Mulch material is highly desired in coffee 
hacause ofthe reduction in soil erosion and the release ofnutrienta inro the upper layer ofthe soíl 
wbere coffee roota are predominate. It ia commonly practised in kitchen gardens and belps to keep 
vegetables productive over a long period of time. Other beneñta oC mulch are: reduction of soíl 
temparature and restricta diurnal variation compared ro bere soil; reduction oC soil erosion by wind and 
water; reduction of growth of weeds; improves infiltration of raln water by breaking the impect of rain 
drope; enhancing earthworm JUld termite aetivity; and improves soíl structure and gradually reduces 
nutrienta ro the son. 
Crop rotation: Rotating cropa promotes the efficient use oC soH nutnents over time (Tisdale et 
al., 19!11í). Other advantages of rotating cropa are: more continuous vegetative cover witb leas erosion 
and water Ioss; improved tilth of the soll; cropa vary in feeding range of roota and nu trient 
requirementa; deep-rooted versus shallow-rooted, strong feeder versus weak feeders; and nitrogen 
fuera ynraus non-legume; and weed and insect controla sre favoured; díseases are controlled by 
avoidíng pathogen build-up in crup residues; ud broader distribution of labour and diversification of 
income are effected. 
Green Ma:nure: A luxunous cover crop which is ploughed into the soíl i8 known as a green 
manure. The following crup benefita from the rapid decomposition and nutrient release of the grcen 
manure. Nutrienta are redistributed in the soil and kept avallable for the succeeding crop. This 
technology ia particularly important and effective when a fast growing legume ia used as the grecn 
manure. Beeause of their assoclation with nitrogen ñxing bacteria, leguminous planta are often used 
as green manure crops ro improve soil fertility and ¡ncrense BoH organic matter (Okigbo, 1977). 
Intereropping: Intercropping ia a strategy to decrease risk and obtain crop production under 
variable environmental situations (Andrews and Kassam, 1976). This is especially true in areas oflow 
input agricultura 88 experienced by smallscale Carmera. Acland (1971) as presented by Okigoo and 
Greenland (1976) reported various intercropping systems in Kenya ineluding: bananas!coffee; bananas! 
maize; bananas with malze, be8llll, cowpeas, potatoes, sugarcane; beanslmaize; millet/80rghum with 
maize. cowpeas. pigeonpeas, andlor bamhsra nuta. Additionally. coffee, bananas, mangos, enconuts, 
cashew, and cotron play an important role in the intercropping systems ofvarious zones. 
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Willey (1981) lists areas of intercropping research which need increased efforts for maximizing 
yields. This is especially so in the area of agronomy and inelude: plant population and spatial 
arrangement relationships; effects of nutrient fertility and water regimes; identification of appropriate 
genotype combinations. Other areas of research as expressed by Steiner (1982) which deserve attention 
inelude: methodology of intercropping experimentation; fertilizer use; breeding and selection for 
intercropping systems; pest management;socio-economic analyses of intercropping enterprises. 
Sorghum/pigeonpea and milletlgroundnut (Osiru and Kibira, 1981), relay cropping and intercropping 
(Nadar and Rodewald, 1981; Nadar and Faugbt, 1984), and maize with beans, cowpeas, and pigeonpeas 
(Nadar, 1984 b,c,d) have been systems studied in Kenya and show promise for small scale farmers on 
both a yield and economic basis as weil as a improving nutrition. 
AGROFORESTRY 
Considerable interest has recently been raised in the potential of agroforestry in sustainable, 
low input agriculture. lt may be necessary though to define agroforestry in a manner which is 
acceptable to all. Nair (1989a) presents 12 definitions of agroforestry which have, in the past, been 
promoted to categorize this old practice with a new name. The final definition which ineludes many 
aspects from the others is: "Agroforestry is a collective name for land-use systems and technologies 
where woody perennial (trees, shrubs, palms, bamboos, etc.) are deliberately used on the same 
land-management units as agricultural crops andlor animals, in sorne form of spatial arrangement or 
temporal sequence" (Nair, 1989a). Agroforestry, therefore, involves more than one species, has 
multiple outputs, lasts longer than ayear, and is more complex than monocropping systems. The 
deliberate mix ofwoody perennial with crops andlor animals is an attempt to maximize efficiency and 
total output in a sustainable manner ofland use. 
Severa! characteristics of trees have been suggested as desirable for low input agroforestry 
based agriculture. Deep rooting systems are preferred which take up nutrients normaIly beyond the 
root system oC commonly cultivated crops. The nutrients are then recycled through leaf litter in a 
process termed "nutrient pumping" (Nair, 1984). In addition, trees contribute large quantities of 
organic matter through leaflitter. Crop production under Faidherbia albida is commonly much higher 
than in open fields (Nair, 1984; Poschen, 1986). Inclusion oC nitrogen fixing trees in agroforestry is 
often mentioned as a beneficial component oflow-input systems (Nair, 1989b) and is promoted for use 
in low input agriculture although it must be pointed out that there is a wide range in the nitrogen 
fixing potential oC these trees. 
In addition to desirable biological attributes of agroforestry systerns, there are also physical 
qualities which improve the crop production environment. The potential of agroforestry in soil 
conservation has been reviewed by Wiersum (1984) and Young (1989). RainfaIl erosivity is greatly 
reduced by ground cover and the presence of trees in a cropping system helps dissipate the energy of 
raindrops before they reach the soil surface <Wiersum, 1984; Young, 1989). Soil erodability is also 
decreased under trees because ofthe increased organic matter resulting from leaflitter. Reduced 
rainfall erosivity and soil erodability have the combined effect of reducing soil erosion with the 
concurrent reduction in nutrient loss, especially significant in low input agriculture. 
The use oftrees for wind breaks and fire wood has been very successful in parts ofNiger, a 
country suffering from both reduced crop lands and significant deforestation (Dennison, 1988; Long and 
Presaud, 1988). Neem (Azadirchta indica) tree lines have reduced wind speeds and crop 
evapotranspiration which in turn improved the cropped area and resulted in increased yields of pearl 
millet. Maerua crassiflora has been used in Niger as a browse because ofits prolific growth even 
during the dry season and its nutritious, palatable foliage (Barrison, 1987). Methodologies need to be 
developed for low input research which inelude the crop, Iivestock, and tree components (Sandford, 
1988; Van Den Belt, 1989). 
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Summary of tbe potential beneficial effects oC tr.es on soí"'. 
Natureof P:roc_ Main effeet OD ROil : iUcientific 
p- evidenee 
Input processes Biomass production Addition of carbon and ít. trsn.rormatíons Available 
(augment additions Nitrogen fixing N~enrichment Available to th. IIOÍ!) 
Rainrall Effoet on I"IlÍnfall (quantity and qualítyl and No! adequately 
tbererore nutríent additions tbrougb rain doman.t ratod 
Output prooe .. 'Protedion against Reduce lQfls ofwater as weU aS nuLrients Av.¡lable 
(reducel""" •• from water and wind 
the soil) erolirion : 
Turn-over procesan Nument remeval, Uptake from deeper ]ayerB and IIdeposition'll' Not adequately 
cyclingt and release on surface via Htter demonst rated 
Withholding nutríento Ihal can be lost by Not demonst rated 
leaching 
Timing of nutnent releau: this can be Availabl. 
regulated by management interventions 
·Catalytic· prooe .... Physi .. l proce • ..,. lmprovement of phy.i .. 1 properti .. Availsble 
(water-holding capacity, perm ... bility, 
drainage,etcJ at the microsite as weJl as 
at macrosite {watenhed) 
Rnot growth anrl Addition oi more root biomass; growth· Partially demonot 
proliferation promoting substanCés; mierobial associations roted 
(enhancedl 
Littsr quality and Improvement of litter qu.lity through Now being increasin¡¡ly 
dynamice divenity of species; better timing or quantity. .tudied in aUey croppin¡¡ 
and method of application of litter pouible and other intercropping 
experimenta 
Microclimatie Creation of more favoura~le mieroclimate; Available 
proceDes .helterbolt and windb.reak errects 
(Bia) ehemicall Moderating effeet of extreme condition& of Partially demonstrated 
biological proee.ses soil acidity. 81kaJinity, etc. 
(net effecte on 
vanoua processes) 
Souroe: NalT. 19B9b. 
CONCLUSION 
'!'here are many interacting components within the farming system with no individual entíty 
working in complete isolation. As qrop production specialists, we must be aware ofthese interaciions 
and incorporate them into our research program when feasible. Tbe major interaeting elements of crop 
production in sub-Saharan Africa are the crops, Iivestock, and traes. Each one of these elements may 
be of primary interest to the farmer on a continuing basis or only at speeüic perlods during the year. 
Sanford (1988, 1989) and Reynolds and de Leeuw (1988) identity sorne of the varlous ínteractions which 
can benefit various comporumts of the system. In general they can ¡nelude but are not restricted too 
manure utílization; animal traction; nutrlent recycling; ¡eaf lítter; reduced evapotranspíration by erops 
within wind breaks; substantial crop residue utilization by animals; tree browse for faed; green 
manure; shading and saed dispersa!. 
'!'he potential of these interacting components must be considered for incorporation inro low 
input systems, A systems perspective is needed because many of the alternatives deal wíth organic 
matter incorporation which is usually produced on a different farming unit. Crops, livestock, and trees 
al! playa role as producers of the organic matter necessary for sustainable agriculture in a low input 
framework. 
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AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY EVALUATlON-SOME 
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ABSTRACT 
Charles S. Wortmann 
Regional Programme on Beans in Eastern Mrica 
P.O. Box 6247, Kampala, Uganda 
TIria paper addresses corudderations for agricultural technology eValuation at various levels. At 
the research level, oonsideratio1lll inelude the information nead, the reaources required to conduct the 
research and fue probability of research success. At fue field-level, agronomic feasibilíty and the 
impact ofthe technology on 8ustainability shonld be assessed. Expected micro-economic or farro level 
impact ofthe technology, especially the expected accpetabilíty ofthe technologies and their effect OD the 
ability ofthe farm to stay in business nesda consideration. Conoero for the environment and natural 
resourc:e management means that technologies must be assessed in Iigbt of ecological sustainability at a 
regionalleveL A technology needs to be compatible with macro-economic forees and its sensitivity to 
changes in policías and capital availability, and its ímpact on labor availability nesds to be considered. 
The probable effect ofthe technology on social justice, or equity, for poor consumers, poor farmers, 
rural poor and futura generationa merite consideration. 
A means of integrated these eonsiderations into a teehnology evaluation procedure is presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
Current thinking among deve!opment ¡eaders and agricultural scientists favora the idea that 
many, ü not most, farmers. whether small or Iarge-scale, are interested in assessing the teehnologica1 
options open ro them. If a practice is found to be appropriate, they are likely ro adopt it. Harwood 
(1981) wrote ·Change depends on a workable technology whieh transforms existing farro systems in 
accordance witb !armera' goals". However, in a recent workBhop in wlúeh the impact of on-farm 
researeh was reviewed, participante agreed that there were not many on-shelf teehnologies available 
wlúeh cc',ld be easily adapted for adoption by small-scale farmera (Low, 1992). 
The probability of developing a teehnology wlúeh will be adopted by farmera and wbieh will be 
environmentallyand socially acceptable can be improved by evaluating the teehnology prior to 
experimentation. In evaluating potential teehnologies, several aspects of the required researeh and the 
impact ofthe technology at various levela shonld be considered (Allen et al., 1991 and Lowrance et al .• 
1988). At the researeh leve!, considerations inelude the information need. the resources required to 
conduct the research and the probability of researeh suecesS. The expected agronomic potential and 
field-Ievel impact ofthe technology should be assessed. Expected micro-economic or farro level impact 
of the technology, especially as it may affect the ability of the farm to 8tay in business needs 
consideration. Concern for the environment and natural resouree management roeans that 
teehnologias must be assessed in light of ecological sustainability at a regionallevel. A teehnology 
needs to be compatible with macro-economic rorces. The probable etIect ofthe technology on social 
justice. or equity, for poor consumers, poor farmera, rural poor and future generations merits 
co1lllideration. 
This paper elaborates on these considerations and presenta a acherne for evaluating potential 
technologies aecording to relevant criteria. 
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REBEARCH LEVEL CONSIDERATIONS 
Information need 
The need for a better understanding of the technology and the level of required information 
needs ro be considered. For many son and crop management technologies, basie principIes are well 
understood and the technology may already be utilized elsewhere. When a good basia Cor extrapolation 
of information exists, little additional research may be needed. In other cases, the technology and ita 
application ro a given set of eircumstances may not be well understood and more basie research may be 
needed. A technology which ia already in use elsewhere, and which requires only adaptive research, 
may be a better option than one which requires much mOre research. 
Probability of suooessful completion of research 
Lack of continuity and inadequacy of funding, staffing and commitment can interfere with the 
rompletion oí a research erron. In an analysis of the progression of technologies from on-farro research 
initiatives ro farmer adoption for three southern Mrica countries, Low (1991) found that 9% ofthe 
research initiatives failed becauee the research was not foIlowed through to the production of a 
reconunendation. The probability of successful completion ofthe research needs consideration. 
Research oflong duration, high complexity, or high coste is less likely ro be eompleted successfully than 
lesa demanding research. 
Resources required for the research 
Resources required in terma of oost, time, expertise and facilities need to be ronsidered as most 
research programmes have a scarcity of resources. Commitment to a researeh topie implies that fewer 
resources wiIl be available for other research tapies that might be implemented. 
On-going research 
Opportunities for collaboration with other related research efforts deserves I.:onsideration. 
While collaboration with on- goíng Tesesrch efforts can be mutual1y beneficial, unneeessary duplication 
should be avoided. 
FIELD LEVEL OR AGRONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
Agronomic feasibility 
The agronomic íellBibillty or the probability that the technology will be superior or 
complimentery ro currently used technologies needs to be considerad. Low (19911 reported that 
approximately 19% of fanning systems research initiatives in Soutbern Mrica did nut lead ro adoption 
because they did not result in an improvement over the current practice or because the resulte were 
inconclusive. Resulta from other research, frem application ofthe technology in other circumstances, 
or from experiences oC farmera with related tecbnologies can be useful in ex ante evaluation of the 
agronomic feasibillty of a tecbnology. Computer-ron models are becoming usefnl tools for pre-testing 
technologies for given seta of circumstances, Examples inelude the RUSLE mSDA-ARS, 1991) and 
WEPP (NSERL, 1989) modele Cor soil erosion, SCUAF (Young and Mm'aya, 1990) for agroforestry, and 
the DSSAT modele for crop growth simulation (IBSNAT Project, 1989) 
Sustainability or rejuvenation of productivity 
A technology shanld contribute ro the rejuvenation Of susteinabílity of the crop production 
system. Improving the agronomic sustainability implies improving the buffering cápaeity of the field 
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level ecosystem to maintain Its long-term productivity despite changes in tbe prevailíng envíronment or 
productlon systems (Lynam and Herdt, 1988). SoH organíe mattsr level ia a major aspect of buffering 
capacity oC tropical soils. 
FARM LEVEL, MICRO-ECONOMIC CONSlDERATIONS 
In considering the farm-level feasibility of a new technology or a possible 8Olution, Tripp and 
Woolley (989) advíse oonsideration ofprofi.tabill.ty, compatíbility witb the farming system, contributíon 
to reducing risk, need Cor institutional support and ease of demonstration or testing by farmers. Long-
term effeets on profitability and sustainability of agricultural production and on the .quality oflife of tbe 
farro family must he considered. Sperling and Steiner (1991) discuss socio-economic aspects of re.quired 
resources, including land, labaur, management and capital, Cor the adoption of soil management 
technologies. 
Profitability 
The potential financia! profitability of a technica1 change :relates to its agronomic feasibility. 
Solutions tbat are not profitable In tbe short term are not likely to be attractive unless Carmera are 
convíneed oftbe long-term benefits. SoIutions tbat researchers believe bave little chmn:e ofbeing 
profitable at present or in tbe futura probably should not be furtber tested, unlcas suhsidization of tbe 
CQats can be expected. Potentia! profitability should be assessed once sufficient information is avaílable 
fur an economie anaIysis. 
Long.term eflects on f¡U'D11evel sustainability 
Short-term growth of small holder production has been demonstrated, but sustained long-terro 
growth remaíns elusive (Lynam and Blackie, 1991). Farm-Ievel sustainability is determined by a 
complex intsraction ofbiologica1, physica1 and socioeconomic Cactors tbat constitute tbe basis ofthe 
produetion systems. Soma technologies may be immensely productive andlar prafitable in tbe short 
term, but llave deleterious effeets in tbe long term. Otber technologies are superior for a given set of 
conditíons, but are sensitive to changes in the prevaí!ing environment and in socloeeonomic 
circumstances. An agricultura! system which falls to respond to changa is unlikely to be sustainable 
(York, 1988). Shart-term costs must be weighed against Iong-tsrm benefits. Preferred technologíes will 
make a long-term contribution to tbe sustainable growth oC tbe farm enterprise. 
Contrijution to reducing risk 
System sustainability might be víewed as the ability of a system to maíntain ita historica! trend 
of total factor productivity (Le. producta oftbe system may change) over tbe long tarro, despite changes 
in prevailing environmental and socio- eoonomic condi1;jons. Sustainable growth implies tbat tbe trend 
wiIl have an upward tandency. Stability iB tbe capacity oC tbe systern to minimiza short-tarm 
devíations from tbe long-terro trend (Lynam and Herdt, 1988). 
Risk ia an important determinant offarmers' practices. Risk is associated with instability or a 
weak hllffering capacity ofthe system against short-term abnormalities in envíronmental or 
soclo-eoonomie conditions. An improved tecbnology sllould result in improved foed or ineome security 
by improvíng tbe financia! buffering capscity of tbe farm-Jevel system against abnormaJ eonditions. 
Improved quality of life for the farm family 
Technologies are preferred which will contribute to tbe improved physical. psychologícsI and 
socia! well being of tbe farro family. The value of a technology which may result in contaminated water 
supplies, reduced diet quality, toxicity problema, or excessive physical or emotiona! stress ia in doubt. 
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Resource availability 
Farro-Ievel compatibility of a technology dependa on resouree availability. Land, capital, 
labaur, and management are considered here. 
l. Land. Three aspects can be coru;idered including land abundance, land tenare and dispersa! 
offields (Sperling and Steiner, 1992). 
Alley cropping, fallowing and terracing are examples ofpractices which are land-intensive, ¡.I!. 
their use requires that Iand be unavailable for tile prodaman ofthe primary commodity. While these 
technologies may result in an improved sustainable system. these may be unattractive to land-scarce 
farmera. 
With insecure land tenure, farmers are reluctant to invest in practiees to prese!We or enhanee 
soil fertility. Practioos which require more than one season to produce visible effects, or whieh must be 
applied oontinuously fOl continued benefit, are likely to be unattractive to farmers lacking secure 
tenure. Application of míneral fertilizer and manures may give visible effects duriDg the seasan of 
application. Other practicas require two or more seasons to show visible effeets, and mayeven show a 
negative effect in the abort termo 
Farm fragmentetion 01' dispersal of plots implies that some plots may be distant from the 
homestead. Generally farmera invest more resources in plots naar the homestead as the distant plots 
require more laoour, are more dillcult to manage and are ofien less secure (Sperling and Steiner, 
1992). 
2. Capital. Tbe capital investment required fOl technology adoption may be in the forro of a 
one-time investment, repeated seasonal investments, or an initiallarge investment fonowed by regular 
smaller seasonal ínvestments. Three isauea need to be considered concerning availability of capital: 
actual availability and the mínimum acceptable rate of return; variability in eoste of using the 
technology and in prices of produce; and long-term implications of technology adoptíon in tarros of 
capital requirements. 
Actual availability of cash for investment is ofien ofleas concern than the expected rate of 
return on the investment. A suggested mínimum rate of return for the majority of situations may be 
between 50 and 100% (CIMMYT, 1988). For new pramoos, especially practíees requiring new skills, 
the mínimum rate ofreturn may have to be 100% for the technology to be attractive. Ifthe technology 
merely requires an adjustment in farmera' current practicas, a minimum rate of retum of 50% may be 
sufficient. 
Costa of inputa and prices of commodities vary with time. In evaluating the potential of a 
technology, these variatiollll need to be considered. While future prices cannot be reliably predicted in 
most cases, the ability of a technology to withstand price changas can be tested through sensitivity 
analysls. Sensitivity analysis simply impliea redoing an economíc analysis with alternative input and 
commodity prices (CIMMYT, 1988). 
3. Laoour and management. Labour and management issues indude those concemed with 
overall demand, divisions oflabour and responsibilities withín farro families, availability of skills and 
the need for community involvement. 
Labour ia ofien scaree, even with small holders, especially at times of peak.labour demands. 
Availability oí additional managerial capacity may be periodically Iimiting as well. Utilization of 
alternative technologies at least should not add to the peak demanda for labour or management. 
Sperling and Bteiner (1992) advise consideration of who is to be responsible ror the utilization of 
the technology. Women play major roles in agricultural production in Africa. Increased demanda On 
the woman's time may lead to abandonment ofa technology. Alternatively, ifthe woman is expected tO 
contribute, but the benefits go largely to the man, problems may arise due to the coni1icting interests. 
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Skills can be acquired but this oRen is cost1y. Inadequacy of certain required skills will make a 
technology leas adoptable. 
Some technologies cannot be sutcessfully implemented on small plote, e.g. beneh terraces and 
¡mgation eanals. Cooperation is needed of: a block of farmers who will be involved; those who control 
the natural resources and make decisions about their management: and those who will be affected by 
changes in the management of too resourees. 
Need lor institutional support 
Much ofthe technology used by small scale rarmera evolved locally and farmers understand 
their use. These involve primarily the use oflocally available resources. Much of the produce i8 
consumed locallyand market channels have developed for the small quantities that are marketed. 
Adoption of a new teehnology msy creste new information needa, require the use of purchased 
inpute or result in larger quantitíes, or new products, to be marketed. The adequacy of the 
infraBtructure to provide sueh support, or ite capacity to be adequately improved, needs to be 
considered. Low ot al. (1991) found that 19 of 58 on·farm research initiativos failed to lead to 
widespread adoption because of inadequate supply of inpute. They found that in seven ofthe 53 cases 
widespread adoption was not acbieved because of peor resesrchlextension eommunication. Negassa et 
al. (1992) also cite examples of poor adoption oC technologies because of inadequate supply of seed, 
fertilizar or herbicide, and because of inadequacy oC extension servicas. lnadequate ínfrastructural 
support is a major reason Cor fallure to achieve widespread adoptíon. 
Ease 01 demon8tration ofbenefits 
Olear demonstration of the benefite of a technology and successful testing by farmera at low cost 
are likely to contríbute to high adoption rates. Early adoption rates are likely to be slow ir obvious 
short term benefits are lacking, if the technology is complex, or if demonstrations or testíng sites need 
to be largo. The demonstration of benefits of fertilizer application are relatively easy, inexpensive, and 
require small sites and little time comparad to demonstration of the benefits of soil conservation 
measures, measures to improve aynchrony of nutríent supply with demand, oI' of erop I'otations. 
Ease 01 adoption 
lnnovations are m08t easily adopted if changas in basic cultural or husbandTY practicas are not 
require.:, e.g. adoption of a erop variety or a higher rate ofN uae. Practicas that require a modification 
of husbandry are !llore difñcult to adopt, e.g. first-time herbicide use. Most difficult to adopt would be a 
transformation of a farming system which would require a different mix of practicas and yield a 
different mix oC products (Bosc et al., 1991). Farmers prefer sequential adoptíon of practicas ratOO 
than adoption oC packages to improve traditional systems. Adoption of practicas often require new 
skills or the investment in new inputs. Small farmer operations are heterogeneous and practices oRen 
need to be fine-tuned for specific conditions. Farmers also prerer to observe the effects of individual 
changos on their production aystems. Adoption oC more than one practico at a time greatly complicates 
the adoption procesa. Still, the products oCthe research are oRen practices which rcsult in little 
improvement individuaUy, but in a package the cumulative additive effects and positive interactions 
result in considerable improvement. 
ORen, adoption of a single component of a package will improve the farmers' present package, 
while other practicas have little impact on theiI' own. In sueh cases, the practicas may be introduced 
and adoptad in a sequence. For example, a package of maize production practices, including sowing of 
hybrid seed, high plant density, fertilizar use and pesticide use may be much more productive than the 
traditional package. The package requires new skil1s and additional capital investment. The farmer 
does no! know the risk factors or profitability involved. Rather than adopt the whole package, tbe 
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farmer is more likely to adopt tbe practices in sequence. The researcher must determine the sequence 
in which te introduce tbe components of a package. Which practices will stand alone in fue farmera' 
situation? Which interactions between practices are important (Parkhurst and Francis, 1986)? Rafuer 
fuan attempting to intrnduce fue complete hybrid maize production package. could the variety firat be 
introduced on to more fertile Boila under farmers' normal management practices? Adoption oftbe maize 
variety may be followed by fertilizer application on poorer soils or higher plant density. 
Expeeted extent of adoption 
Technologies which are appropriate to specific sets of conditions and farmera, i.e. location-
specifie, are needed. However, other technologies which are adoptable by many farmers in 
heterogeneous conditions are expected to have greater impacto Ease of adoptíon and obvious benefits to 
tbe farmer will contribute to high total adoption. A good basis foe extrapolation of research results will 
allow fine-tuning fue tecbnology for varied sets of conditions. 
ECOLOGICAL LEVEL 
Effect on tbe regional environment 
Technologies are preferred which will allow highiy productive sustainable agriculture while 
preserving the larger ecosystem. Gains achievad tbrough the adoption of a teehnology may be offset at 
a broader level due to environmental damage. While agricultural practicas such as irrigatíon and use 
of agrichelOclals have often lead to improved ecosystems, there are ampIe examples of negative 
environmental elfects. mcluding wildlife killa, contamination ofwater supplies, soíl erosion, salinization 
and ground water depletion. While ecosystem management is complex, as a minimum we need to 
consider fue potentiallocal and regional environlOentaJ impact offue use of a technology. Will quality 
oflife in the reglon be alIected? Will opportunities for economíc growtb decline due to los8 of wildlife or 
natural vegetation? 
Impact on non-renewable resources conservation 
Globally, non-renewable or slow to renew natural resources are being consumed at a high rate. 
As tbe supplies of tbese resources decrease, their cost and the costa of their substitutes is Iikely to 
mcrease. A region's economíc future will be alIectad. positively or negatively. by fue current 
consurr.;,tion ofits supply of natural resources. Regional resource supplies commoniy alIected by 
changes in technology for agricultural production include top soil andlor soil organic matter. and 
surface and ground water. The gains achieved from fue depletion of such resources must be weighed 
against fue future costs of tbeir reduead supply. 
MACRO-ECONOMIC LEVEL CONSIDERATIONS 
The agriculture sector is a major portion of most of Africa's national economíes. It is a major 
employer. National economíes are very sensitive to fluctuations in prices of agricultura! produce or 
levels of production. Farmer production decisions to an extent determine the diversity and quality oC 
foods 8vailable to consumera, and farro-Ievel technologies may significantly alIact fue economíc and 
social well-being of rurai communities <MacCannell, 1988). 
At fue sama time, farro-Ievel aconomies are alIectad by economic forces at the regional, national 
and internationallevels. Policy changes wiIl alIect the availability ofinputs and the strengtb of fue 
markets. The major transition occurring in many African nations from largely government-controlled 
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economies and parastatials to Cree enterprise and market-drlven economies will affect future farm-Ievel 
economics. The changes are expected to result in Creer movement ofinputs and greater ease of 
marketing, but possibly less subsidization of agriculture. High potential production areas are likely to 
gain in importance relative to less favored areas. 
Compatibility with macro-eeonomic forces 
While a technology may appear profitable now, its future profitability will be determined by 
macro-economic forees. Decline in demand for a product or decrease in supply of an input or other 
provision of infrastructural support, at the national or international seale, m" y reduce the profitability 
of a technology. Fluctuations in interest rates can greatly affect high input agriculture. Technologies 
beeome obsolete as they are replaced by alternatives. Demand for produets change as substitutes are 
adopted. 
Generation of employment and migration of rural population 
Unemployment is a major problem in most developing eountries. Growth ofthe industrial and 
seTVÍce seetors is oRen insufficient to match the growth in the workforce. Agrieulture is oRen the major 
employer. 
Preferred technologies generate employment, either direetly or indireetly, in rural or non-rural 
areas. The technologies themselves may be labour saving, but because ofincreased production, result 
in increased employment opportunities elsewhere. Some migration of rural popúlations may be desired 
when employment opPQrtunities are adequate in other sectors of the economy. 
! 
Contribution to long-term growth 
Technologies are preferred which contribute to long term economic growth at both the micro-
and macro-level, benefit the total clientele, including the producers, the consumers, and those whose 
employment is affected by the technology. 
SOCIAL JUSTICE LEVEL (EQUITY) 
•• 1 evaluating the potential impact oftechnologies, we tend to overlook the needs ofhuman 
beings who are separated Crom us, whether it is by distance, by socio-eeonomie status, or by time 
(future generations). It is difficult to assess such impacts. There are oRen competing interests 
involved and subjective valuejudgements are required. Environmental soundness and economie 
viability need to balanced with social justice. Allen et al. (1991) urge that equity be considered to effect 
a more fair distribution of costs and benefits among all seetora of society. Three groups that might be 
considered in technology evaluation are poor farmers and other members ofthe rural community, poor 
consumers, and future producera and consumers. 
Poor farmers and rural communities 
Poor farmera are dependent on the environment and their agriculture for their livelihood. A 
commonly cited negative effect of the Green Revolution is that rural poor were further marginalized as 
they could liot compete with farmers with greater availability of resourees. In bad times, farmera are 
driven below the line ofsubsistenee eausing them to assault the environment (forests, marginallands, 
etc.) for short-term gains in ways they would not do if their ineomes were stable aboye the subsistence 
levels (Mellor, 1988). 
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Technologieal advencement may improve tbe lot of fue rural poor by improving tbe level and 
stability oC tbeir agrieultural produetion. In many cases, however, marginal areas will need te lose 
population in order te avoid prolongation of a eontinuoUB cycle oC poveny and degradation oC natural 
resources. People will need te emigrate to areas with greater growth potential. 
Farm safety in the use of a teclmology should be considered. Cases oChealtb problems relatad 
to handling oftonc chemiea1s are common (Cojocaru, 1992). Equipment use related accidenta are 
common. Drudgery ill often associated witb farm work. Technologies generally should result in en 
improved situation for farm workers. 
Poor consumers 
Improved abillty oCpoor consumers to meet their dietary needs lB an important goal oC agricultural 
development. This implies íncreasing tbe availability oC basic commodities at lower costa. It is 
fortunate for the poor consumar fuat oommon benefits of increased agricultural production are 
increased avsilabillty and roduced prices ofthe commodities (York, 1988). 
Future producers and consumers 
With so many immediate concerns in technology evaluation, it is difficult te be concerned about 
future generations oC producers and consumers. Often at fue farro level, tbere already is genuine 
concarn for futura producers as these are expected to be descendants ofthe present producers. Still, in 
teclmology evaluation we should consider likely effects on the well-being oC futura generations. 
Environmentally-sound and sustaináble production practicas are likely te be favourable to future 
generations. 
A FORMAT FOREVALUATION OF POTENTIAL TECHNOLOGIES 
Figure 1 consista of a list of considerations discussed aboye for technology evaluation. 
Technologies may be first evaluated on a culling basis, Le. if it is unacceptable to even one of the 
eriteria it ;8 rejected as a potential alternative to be adopted by farmers. Generally technologies will 
have some problem wifu severa1 of the eriteria but not be unaeceptable. Therefore, the second step is to 
evaluate the teclmology in light of those particular eriteria and then compare the overall strength of 
the techuology with other potential technologies. Two examples are given helow. 
1. Consider fue complete replacement oCN and P fertilization of the maize-bean production systems 
in the Kitale area ofKenya witb organic manures. At tbe research level, no problem ís pereeived. At 
fue field leval, the teclmology is of questionable agronomic feasibility. At the farro level. there are 
Iikely problema witb profitability, compatibility with existing farming systems, security ofland tenure 
and labour demand. No problema are pereaived with ecologieal or macro-economic eonsiderations. 
However, costa oCproduction are expected to inercase toad costa to the detriment oC the poor consumero 
Therefore the teclmology is unacceptable at the equity level and the must be revissd or rejected. 
2. Consider improved weed management for enhanced nutrient cycling. The teclmology is 
acceptahle at tbe research level but the agronomic feasibility may be questioned. At the farm level, 
questions arise about profitahility, eompatibillty with existing systems, ease of demonstration of 
benefita, and Iabour and management demands. There are no apparent problems with ecologieal, 
macro-eeonomic or equity eonsiderations. Therefore, the technology is potentiallyacceptable, but the 
identified field- and farm-Ievel conearos should be further considered. The targeted farming system 
should be in mind when re-evaluating the technology in light these field and farm level eoneerns. 
Finally, this technology must be compared to the potential of other prospeetive technologies. 
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Research leve! conaideratlons 
Informatlon need 
l'nIbability of research .uce .... 
Raamm:e. required for """""",h 
Relate<! on-goíng reaaarch 
FieIcl ~ (aJll'ODOUllc) conaideratlons 
Agronomie feasibility 
Paeka¡¡e ve""u. atepwille adoptlon 
8uateinahítity or "'\iuvenatlon 
Farm level (microeconomie) conaidel1ltlona 
Profitability 
Compatibility with exiBtlng F .• yatem 
Contribution to reducln¡¡ ri.k 
Need for ínatitutional ""ppon 
Eue nf demonstration ofbenelita 
Lcmg term effeeta on fann 
Raamm:e requlrementa 
l. Land abundaoo 
2. Seeuríty nf land torturo 
3. Conaolidation of lielda 
4. Labour/management demand 
6. DiviBion nflabourlreaponsibllity 
6. Need for community involvement. 
Farm level conaiderations, contínued 
7. Capital availability 
8. Sensitivity oC ratea of retum 
9. Long-term capital requirementa 
Expec:tad extent oC adoption 
Regional ¡eeologlcal) level 
Elfect of regional environment 
Natural resource oonservation 
National and international (macro-eoonomicllevel 
CompatibiJity with maero-economy 
Generation of employment 
Contribution to long tenn growib 
Soeialjusti"" (equity) level 
Fann workers 
Poor consumen 
Rural poor 
Futura produeers and consumen 
Figure l. List OÍ conslderations ror the evaluatlon OÍ potentlal technologie.s. 
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FERmJZER TRIAL RESULTS OF MAIZE AND MAIZE-BEAN 
INTERCROP TRIALS IN KENYA 
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ABSTRACT 
12924 
22 SET. 1993 
Fertilizer trial studies were oondueted in all ~or erop producing agro-eeological zonea (AEZs) 
ofKenya. The aim ofthe study was lo establish reliable and current response curves for major food 
crops lo applied nitrogen and phosphorus. The experimental sites of 0.5 ha were located in various 
AEZs. The experiment considered N and p,O. at four levela each (0, 25, 50 and 75 kglha). Maize, 
Kenya's main foed crop, was tested in pure stand and intercropped with beans. 
The study shows .that intercropped beans affected maize yields differently in different 
environmente. At 6~ ofthe trial sites, intercropped maize yields were 5 lo 47% less, while at 24% of 
the sites maize yields were 1 lo 32% more, than sole crup maize yields. At 25% ofthe sites, gross 
monetary returns were leas with intercropping. Maize response lo N was widespread, especially in the 
weatem parte ofKen,ya and around Lake Victoria. P responses were few and rather localized, 
especially in tbe upper parte ofKisii, the Molo area and at Githunguri in Central Kenya.. 
Crop response lo applied nutriente Were not found lo relate well lo charactoristics of 
agro-eeological zones or lo soíl test levels. It was found to be feasible lo predict the nitrogen snd 
phosphorus intercrop needs from the maize sole crop response curves. Sets of equations are presented 
which enable tbe prediction of pointe on the intercrup response curves using the sole crop data. 
INTRODUCTlON 
Maize is the main food crop grown and consumed in Kenya. It covera a much greater area than 
other food crops and is grown in all high and medium potential zones in Kenya, extending from sea 
leve! up lo 3,000 metres. 
In many parte of the eountry, rnaize is grown sesson a.fter season on the same field, as asole 
crop or intelClopped with beans. Intercropping of maize and beans is a eommon practica in Keny&, 
especirui¡ with small-scale farmera who produce about 90% ofthe rnaize CChu; and Nadar, 1984). The 
Carmera aim to get full production of the mruze plus some yield from the intercropped legume. 
Intercropping has been shown lo be more productive than monocropping (Chui and Nadar, 1984, 
Okigbo, 1978). 'l'he additional productivity depends. upon the extent of the interspecific competition for 
available environmentaJ resources (Agboola and Fayemi, 1971, WiIley, 1979). 
Continuous cultivation ofland leads lo soU fertility decline and hence yield decline (Mochoge 
and Mwonga, 1991, Stoclrlng and Peake, 1986). 'l'he decline of son fertiJity is rnainly due lo plant 
nutrient depletion causad by nutrient removal in harvested cropa and loases to erosion and leaching 
(Stoeking, 1986). Through use of inorganic and organic fertilizera lo replenish plant nutrients, yields of 
maize and crops have inereasad steadily. In Kenya, an increase of 40·60% of maize yields through the 
use ofN and P fertilizers has been reportad (Qureshi, 1987). However, fertilizer use on maize 
production has not been adopted fully by all smalJ-scale farmers, partially d ue to the unspecific 
recommendations offertilizer use with regards lo ecology, soíl types and cropping systems. Other 
reasons include high coste of fertilizers and low knowledge of farmera on fertilizer use rnanagement. 
Because ofthese and othera, the Govemrnent ofKenya started a Fertilizer Use Recornmendation 
Project (FURP) on food crops in 1985 (FURP, 1987). Ita majar aims were to obtain reliable and up-to-
date response curves for inorganic and organic fertilizers for rnlilior food crapa in aU major AEZs and 
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soil types, and to improve the efficiency of fertilizer use through better recommendations based on soll, 
climatíc and economic information. 
The aim of thls paper is to present ferti1izer response results oC maíze and beans from FURP 
trial sites (1986-1991) situated between 1000 m and 3000 m above sea leveL Potential for extrapolation 
of results based en AEZ characteristics and soil test values is discussed. The paper elaborates on the 
prediction oC intercrop fertilizer needs frem sole crop response curves. 
MATERIALS AND METBODS 
FURPtrial Bites were located to represent all m¡gor msize producing agro-ecological zones 
(AEZs) in Kenya between 1000 to 3000 m above sea level (Table 1). AEZs are defined on too basia of 
temperature and probability of sufficient rainfall for the main crops (J aetzoid and Kutch, 1982). Each 
AEZ represents a certain climatic yield potential. The FURP experimental sites were therefore sele<:ted 
according to AEZs and son types (Smaling and Van de Weg, 1990).ln Table 1 are presented the AEZs, 
their seasonal rainfall probabiJities (66%), mean annual temperatures, soi! types and sorne soíl 
propertiea. The soils have been c1assified according to the FAO Legend (FAO, 1988). 
The experiment had two modules, maize sole crop and maize-besn intercrop and considered N 
and P effects on produetivity_ It was a 4" factorial arrangement with four levala ofN at O, 25, 50 and 75 
kg/ha" and four levels ofP.O, at 0,25,50 and 75 kg/ha·'. Phosphate (TSP) was applied at the time of 
planting maize while nitrogen (CAN) was top-dreased at emergence or four weeks after planting. 
Fertilizer was applied in close proximity to the maíz. seed or plants and the besns needed to sC8venge 
tbat to benefit from the ferti1izer. 
In Module 1, maize was grown in pure stand at a spacing of 75 cm and 60 cm, 2 plants per hill. 
In Module 2, a maize-beans intercrop was grown. Beans were row-planted between maize rows. Plot 
size was 6 X 6 In. Weighta ofmaíze and bean grains were expressed at 12.5% moisture contento Grosa 
returns ofmaize end beans were based on the prices of1986, le. KSh 3 snd KSh 6 fol' maize and beans, 
respectively. 
The data were further analyzed to determine the feasibllity oC predieting íntercrop needs for N 
and P from maíze sole crup needs. 
RESULTS 
Mean maíze and besn yields in quintels per hectare are shown for five of 43 ¡oestiona in 
Table 2. Comparing maize sole erop with intercrop yields (Table 3), maize yield in the intercrop module 
from 26 of 43 trial resulta, i.e. 60% ofthe experimental sites, had decreased yields, while 10 sites (24%) 
bad increased yields, and at savan sites (16%) intercrop maize yield did not differ from sole crop yield. 
The dacreased yields renged between 5 and 47% while the increased yields renged between 1 and 32%. 
Decresse or increase oC maize yield due to intercropping was independent of AEZ charactenstics and 
Boíl types. 
The gross returns (KSh) oi intercropping were higher than in mllize pure stand for 75% of the 
sites, ranging from 2 to 49% (Table 3). At other sites, grass retums were 5 to 32% less with 
intercropping. 
The resulta show tbat maize was more responsive to N than to P in approximately 80% ofthe 
Bites <FURP. 1992). Distribution of maize responses to N and P nutrienta is shown in Figure 1. Maize 
response te applied N tended to be greatest in areas bordering Lake Victoria and the westem parte of 
Kenya. In the upper parta oC Kisii. Nakuru (Meu Summit area) snd Kiambu (Githunguri), maize was 
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more responsive 10 applied P. In most areas in Eastern Province and son¡¡! parte ofCentral Province, 
maize responded 10 both N and P. Beans ware most responsiva 10 P application {Table 2), but also 
responded frequentIy to low levela of applled N (Fig. 2-11). 
Responses 10 applled numenta were expected 10 be related 10 AEZs in order 10 base fertilizer 
recommendatioIlll on the AEZs. However, often maize responses did not follow the AEZs weIl 
{Table 1 & 3). Still, in some zones, for example UM 4, LM 2-3 and LH 2-3, responses 10 N were 
frequent and greater than fui' P. 
Soil test resulta were not Cound to be useful in predicting site productivity as site productivity 
was not aignificantly related 10 the determined levels of Boil N or available soil P. 
In many cases, the response curves Cor the maize Bole crop were similar 10 those Cor intercrop 
maize yield (Fig. 2-11). This resulted in 8 good relation oC sole crop msize response curves 10 
intercropping response curves when these were expressed in gross returns (Figures 12-21). N and P 
response by cropping system interactions were not Cound 10 be statistically significant for these five 
locatioIl,j;. Simple equations for predicting points oCresponse curves for intercrop N (equations i - iv) 
and P needa (v • viii) from sole crop response curves are: 
(i) for O kg NIba, MB, .. 1835 + 0.98 * M
K
, R' .. 0.79 
(ii) Cor O kg NIba, MB, " 2286 + 1.01 * M", R' .. 0.86 
(iii) fO!' O kg Nlha, MB, " 2227 + 1.02 • M", R' " 0.86 
(iv) Cor O kg NIha, MB, .. 3566 + 0.93 * M", R' " 0.85 
(v) Cor O kg PIha, MB, .. 2823 + 0.93 * M", R' .. 0.85 
(vi) for O kg PIba, MB," 288 + 1.10 * M", R2" 0.94 
(vii) COlO kg PIha, MB. " 2998 + 0.92 * M .. , R' .. 0.69 
(viii) ror O kg PIha, MB, .. 4983 + 0.82 * M", R' .. 0.62 
where MB. and MB
K 
are gross returns 10 intercropping and maize sole cropping, respectively. 
DlSCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this atudy, intercropped beans alfected maize yields differently as 60% of the sites had 
deereased maize yielde while 8t 24% oC the sites, maize yield was higher with intercropping, This 
intercropping influenee was independent of Boíl types and agro-ecological zones. Willey (1979) 
concluded that any yie1d additions due 10 intercropping will depend on improved efficieney in utilizing 
available resources, probably because oftbe species tapping different niches. Nadar (1984J found plant 
spaclng 10 be a contributing factor. Seasonal varisbility in rainfall accounted for much variation in 
intercrop yielde (Nadar et al, 1983). 
aross returns were higher with intercropping in 75% ofthe cases. These results are in 
agreement witb results reportad elsewhere (Chui and Nader, 1984, Francia, 1982 snd Gardiner and 
Cruer, 1979). 
Maize responded significantly 10 N more frequently than 10 P fertilizer application. P 
responsive areas were few and 8cattered over the country. Intercropping did not much alfect the 
occurrenee of respoIllles (Figures 2 10 9). Response 10 N occurred in soH with nitrogen and organic 
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Table 1. Hule Eeological and SoII data Infonnation from experimental sltes. 
Site 1IEZ RAINFALL (Season 1) nMPERAlURE SOIL TYPE S O i 1 Properties 
(66' probabl11ty) (mean ·C) (FAO-UNESCO. 1986) C% m e/N P p¡:m pH NKol 1:2.5 
131 thunourl UM l/U! 1 920 16.9 humlo Ni tisr:¡l 2.4 0.3 8.0 2.8 5.08 
Otamlla UM1 820 20.1 oollio Nitisol 3.01 0.24 15.0 12.3 4.97 
Chepkum1a UHl aso 19.8 humie J\crisol 3.56 0.38 7.4 16.5 5.0S 
SOslot . UHl 820 17.1 humie Ni ti sol 3.25 0.37 8.B 16.8 4.30 
KakaI!Y:!Qa WARS UHl 850 20.7 lI0111e N1tlsol 2.31 0.22 10.1 7.0 4.78 
Vihic;¡a HaraQOl1 tM1 800 20.4 humle Ferralsol 1.73 0.23 7.5 12.2 4.áo 
KeruQOya llH2 840 19.2 humle Nlt!sol 1.44 0.15 9.9 8.6 4.75 
.Elnbu ARS UH2 610 19.5 humle NI tisol 2.01 0.'23 9.0 7.2 5.28 
KaQUl'll UH2 620 18.0 humie NI ti sol 0.97 0.31 7.9 6.6 5.35 
Kam:Ikolwa UH2 650 19.4 rhodie Ferralsol 1.30 0.20 11.1 4.0 4.73 
Nalrobl NARL llH4 409 lB.O humie NI ti sol 2.47 0.18 14.0 12.0 4.10 
Chebunyo UH4 440 16.8 vertie planosol 1.87 0.25 8.2 29.0 6.65 
Kltale NA.RC UH4 880 18.2 humle Ferralso1 1.87 0.13 15.1 20.0 4.65 
TOOQaren UH4 600 19.0 terrle Acrisol 1.62 0.13 14.4 23.0 4.55 
Turbo UH4 750 19.9 chranlc Acrlsol 1.22 0.12 10.4 27.3 4.55 
Alupe ARSS LMI 840 22.2 orthic J\crlso1 1. 78 0.20 9.3 17.3 4.65 
Oyugla Ober LM2 620 20.9 1 uvi e Phaeozern 1.72 0.20 e.8 20.5 4.78 
Ukwala LM2 680 22.7 orthhic Acrisol 0.57 0.13 4.5 9.3 4.38 
liara Bay FIC LM3 500 22.5 haplic PhaeoZElm 1.60 0.22 7.4 15.7 6.23 
Slaya 0!:lan'tl0 1M3 630 22.7 chromic tuvisol 1.41 0.17 8.5 54.3 5.43 
!'lUburl LM3 580 22.4 ferrio J\crisol 1.47 0.21 7.1 17.3 4.SIl 
Kalrpl Ya Mawe LM5 180 22.S orthic Ferralsol 1.40 0.18 6.5 12.8 5.88 
K18l1'Okana LHl 800 19.2 11'01Ile Nit1so1 2.41 0.24 B.O 12.3 4.38 
Kapenguria' U!2 810 16.3 humie camblso1 5.0 0.55 9.1 13.0 5.23 
BuQal' LH 2-3 700 14.5 humlc Nltlso! 1.81 0.22 8.2 15.3 4.50 
Baraton LH2 670 17.4 humle Ni Uso! 3.2 0.29 11.2 10.5 4.43 
01 Ngarua LH3 350 16.2 ferrie tuvisol 2.1 0.28 7.6 24.8 5.18 
Eldoret Mol 'ETC U!3 650 15.5 ferde camblsol 1.28 0.15 8.5 49.0 4.45 
Mau SUmnit UH2 680 13.7 00111 e Andosol 2.50 0.26 9.6 13.0 4.50 
01 Joro Orok UH3 520 13.8 luvie Phaeo:zElm 2.75 0.30 9.2 63.3 5.40 
Table 2. Yields ofpure maize (1) intererop maize (Il} and intercrop bsana (III) in Q!ha (lQ .. 100kg). 
SlTES 1 OTAMBA I MAUSUM:MIT 1 KAGURU 1 VIHIGA MARAGOLI I OL JORO OROK 1 
I 1 1 I I I 
TREATMENTSI 1 1 11 I III I 1 1 11 1 III f 1 I II I III I 1 I 11 I III 1 1 II 1 IU I 
1 I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I 
PO-NO I 42.6 I 82.4 I 7.0 I 88.71 24.41 1.6 1 26.61 24.4 I 1.71 89.2 I 39.7 I 8.61 68.91 67.7 I 6.0 1 
PO-N25 I 46.2 I 39.81 7.5 I 88.81 25.2 1 1.9 I 34.41 23.7 f 2.0 I 51.91 43.61 4.81 72.5 I 56.3 I 6.0 I 
PO·N50 I 49.4 I 47.71 7.3 I 46.51 28.71 1.9 I 33.2 I 36.41 2.01 47.5 I 40.21 6.0 I 69.51 63.61 5.9 I 
PO-N75 1 55.9 1 58.81 6.3 1 36.11 25.71 2.2 I 28.5 I 37.01 1.51 52.91 53.51 7.91 67.91 69.1 1 5.61 
P2fi.NO 1 43.71 38.01 7.3 1 49.91 37.81 1.91 19.71 24.01 2.71 44.91 39.3 1 3.51 68.8 I 68.6 I 4.91 
P2fi.N25 I 48.7 I 46.91 8.8 I 38.71 45.2 I 3.0 1 28.2 I 26.71 3.1 I 45.41 45.71 4.91 68.91 66.91 5.81 
P25·N50 I 53.7 I 48.8 I 8.91 55.1 I 42.91 2.51 27.01 35.9 I 2.9 1 47.61 49.91 4,4 1 68.91 67.01 4.81 
P2fi.N75 I 58.61 60.21 8.2 I 48.11 40.81 1.6 I 36.41 37.61 3.71 47.9 I 52.3 I 4,4 1 67.0 I 63.3 I 5.7 I 
P5().NO 1 39.01 54.11 9.2 1 52.61 42.91 2.2 1 16.81 24.6 I 3.7 1 45.91 45.61 4.6 I 72.1 1 65.2 I 5.0 I 
P50.N25 1 48.01 83.5 I 9.5 1 46.11 41.9 1 1.6 1 30.61 29.71 2,4 1 51.2 I 50.81 3.2 I 68.91 66.5 I 7.2 1 
P50·N50 1 53.3 1 39.61 8.11 53.81 45.81 1.9 1 31.8 I 36.5 1 3.11 46.51 45.3 I 4.8 I 66.0 I 70.0 1 5.2 1 
P50·N75 1 51.9 I 49,4 1 8.31 46.51 48.81 1.61 38.91 44.2 I 2.01 52.2 I 55.21 5.41 66.2 1 65.91 7.91 
P7fi.NO 1 49.01 42.21 8.5 t 55.0 I 55.21 2.5 1 19.8 I 20.3 I 2.01 41.6 1 43.4 I 4.81 68.7 1 60.71 4.71 
P7fi.N25 1 46.61 46.01 9.6 1 65.01 47.81 2.5 1 23.91 29.61 4.31 48.5 I 47.01 5.61 68.3 I 66.6 r 6.8 r 
P76·N50 1 65.51 68.2 1 8.9 I 59.21, 48.91 2.2 1 34.1 I 30.91 8.6 I 51.81 53.01 5.4 1 71.01 65.31 5.8 r 
P75·N75 1 63.01 58.21 9.4 I 62.8 1 49.91 2.21 39.6 1 40.81 3.1 1 45.81 53.71 4.71 70.9 I 66.01 5.1 1 
I I I I 1 1 I I 1 I 1 1 I I I I 
CV I 391 461 391 331 31 1 241 361 31 1 441 41 I 391 321 151 111 231 
1 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
F.values 1 I I I 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 I I 
N 1 47.31 8.21 01 01 0.31 0.61 39.6 I 67.01 01 1.21 4.31 7.8 1 Q.4 1 0.5 I 0.81 
1 1 I 1 1 1 1 t I 1 I I I 1 I I 
p 1 0.1 1 0.51 6.81 14.7 I 57.81 1.1 1 0.1 1 0.21 21.6 I 01 1.1 I 0.4 1 01 0.11 01 
1 I I I 1 I 1 1 I I I 1 I 1 
N'P I 0.91 1.81 0.1,1 0.1 I 0.3 1 1.31 9.91 0.71 0.1 I 0.1 1 01 7.2 1 0.2 I 0.3 I 0.3 1 
I 1 1 ! 1_ 1_ I ! 
g¡ 
Tablea. Mean yields of maize and bealUl, nutrient responses and gross retums. 
Bite Solecrup Intercrop Intercrop Groso retums (Ksh) 
maize maize beana Solecrop, Maize+ 
maize be""" 
Otsmba 5O.1{N) 46.8(N) B.S(P) 15110 19064 
Oyugis Ober 32.O(N) 24.7(N'p) 2.6(P) 9606 8916 
Kaka_ga WARS 61.1(N) 58.3(P ,N) 4.0 18330 20896 
So.iot 45.9(P,N) 36.4(P) 3.9 l31'70 13260 
Chebunyu 74.9 39.8(N) 5.7 22486 1538 
OINga ...... 77.O(N) 69.700 8.2<P) 23115 253 
MauSummlt 48.2(P) 4O.7(P) 2.1 14275 12635 
Bugar 57.9(N) 55.0(N) 2.8IN,Pl 17377 13223 
Rongo 32.2(N,P) 19.9(N) 5.2(Pl 9680 9122 
HornaBay 52.6(N) 57.9(N) 5.2(N,P) 15780 20490 
Buburi 23.9(P) 25.1(P) 3.4(P) 7440 9396 
Mumiu 19.O(N.P) 19.8(N'p) 4.6(P) 5650 6820 
Chepkumía 47.700. 50.7(N) 6.8 14325 1930 
Kaguru 34.l(NI 44.9(N) 3.0 10237 15272 
Turbo 54.Ij(N) 55.O(N) 6.3 16356 20341 
Vihiga-Margoli 41.5 47.4(N) 4.9(N,P) 14250 17180 
Gitbun¡¡uri 16.Ij(Pl l6.S{P) 1.7{N,P) 5111 5970 
EmbuARS 45.1(N'p) 2.5(N,P) 13745 1607 
Eldoret 48.0 3.5 14478 16563 
MoiTTC 
matter contenta ranging from 0.12 to 0.38% N and 0.97 to 3.56% OC. Shukla (1972) reponed responses 
to N to be negligible ü total soil N was more than 0.32%, but in this study significant responses were 
obearved at 0.38% N. 
Field trials are expensive and time consuming. Therefore, á basis is needed to extrapolate the 
available Feseareh resulta to larger areas thaI! the irnmediate vicinil;y of trial sites. The FURP WaS 
formulated partly for this purpose (Smaling, 1989). The results of1Íhis study did not fully follow AEZs 
(Table 4), although N responses were frequent in a few zones i.e UM 4, LM 2-3 and LH 2-3. 
Nevertheless, environmental variabilil;y within an AEZ malte extrapolation of research resulta diffieult. 
Individual soil properties were not found tu be related to responses. Total nitrogen is an 
unreliable indicator ofproduetivity as it i8 not a reliable predíetor ¿fN availability fOT crup use. Planta 
take up nitrogen in NH,' and NO; forms which have to be released through mineralizatlon. Rate ofN 
release is not uniform in aU soiIs due tu the nature of organie substrates, soíl pH and otber lIOiI 
properties (Moehoge, 1990). Instead ofusing total nitrogen sorne tesearehers are nOw using mineral-N 
in soils for extrapolation purposes CRis et al., 1981). 
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Table4. Main agro-ecological zone (AEZs) and maize responsea lo N and P 
Site AEZ Main Site AEZ Main 
Raponse Raponse 
Gitbun¡¡uri UM,JL4, P AlupeAllSS LM, N(P) 
Otamba UM, N Oyugi.Obor LM, N 
Chepkumia UM, N Ukwala LM, N(P) 
Sosiot UM, PN Homo Bay FI'C LM, N 
KaklUllllpWARS UM, N(p) Siaya Obambo LM, N 
VlhigaMarsg. UM, N Bube,; LM, P(N) 
Kerugoya UM, K(NP) Kampi Ya Mawe LM, NP 
EmbeARS UM, PN Kiamokama LH, p 
Ka¡uruFTC UM, N Kapenguria LB, 
Kamakoi_ UM, N Bugar LH... N 
Nairobi NARL UM. N(P) Baraton LB, N 
Cbebunyo UM, N 01 Ngarua LB, N 
KitaJeNARC UM. N(P) E1dcret M. 'ITC LB, N 
Tonganm UM, N(P) MauSammit VH. P 
Twbo UM, N 01 Joro Orok UH. 
Approaches w~eh consider two or more soil properties sueh as QUEFTS (Quantitative 
Evaluation oftbe Fertility oCTropical Soils) (Janssen el al., 1986), or erop growth simulation model. 
may provide better basis for exkapolation. 
Tho ability to prediet response curves for intereropping ITom sole crop curves otrers the 
opportunity for improving efficiency oC fertilizer use for intercropping. TIle proportions of maize and 
beans in an intercrop varíes with time and "pace. In Kenya, maize is generally the ¡:íreferred crop and 
is plante<! at near fu)] denaity while intercrop beans are plante<! at relatively low densities. In much of 
Uganda, the opposite ia true in tbat Carmers plant beans at near sole crop densities with low intercrop 
maize densities. Farmers in Kenya have been observad to vary the relative proportions of tbo two 
crops with seasons. Determination oC response curves for the range oC relative crop proportions in 
mai.ze-bean intercropping for the many AEZs would be a mammotb task. Ability to estímate intercrop 
response curves from available sole erop data provides an opportunity for improving fem1izer use 
efficiency witbout mueh additional experimentation. 
However. research is nseded to establisb the re1ationships between sole crop and intercrop response 
curves fOl' the VariOWl plantíng patterns. 
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Figure 2. Response curves to applied P at Otambo. 
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Figure 3. Response curves to applied N at Otambo. 
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Figure 4. RespollBe curves te applied P at Mau Summit. 
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Figure 5. Response curves te applied N at Mau Summit. 
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Figure 6. Response curves to P at Kaguru (Qlhal. 
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Figure 7. Response to applíed N at Kaguru (QlhaJ. 
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Figure 8. Response curves to applied P at Vihiga-Maragoli. 
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Figure 9. Response curves to applied N at Vihiga·Maragoli. 
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Figure 10. Response curves to applied P at OI Joro Orok. 
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Figure 11. Response curves to applied N at 01 Joro Orok. 
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ABSTRACT 
Demanda for food and tiber are increasing at a faster rata than supply in the medium and high 
altitude zones oC Eaatern Arrica, while the productivity ofthe land ia apparently decJining. In many 
cases, productivity ia constrained primarily by insufficient nutrient supply. To meet future demanda. 
for food, the !and's productivity wiIl need to be maintained, or rejuvenated, and managed ror greater 
productivity. Sustainable agricultural aystems which allow fOl increased production need to be 
developed and implemented. This paper explores a number orissues relevant to research Cor 
austainable agriculture in Eastern Arrica and propos.es an alternative research approach. 
The need and place Cor both high-input and low-input production systems ia explorad. Roles oC 
alternative research methodologies, including commodity and disciplinary, farmer participatory, 
agro-ecological and eco-regional methodologies are diacussed. The challenge of improving agricultural 
production in a sustainable manner fOl a wide range of micro-environments ia address.ed. Promotion of 
technologies, eapecially wben packages of practiees or novel systems are needed, ls discussed. 
, 
A research approach ls proposed which ia basad on intensive Carmar psrticipatery research in 
carefully selected farming communities. The communities serve as benchmark res.earch "sites' of 
largar agro-ecological zones, with consideration of socio-economic factora. Various research 
metbodologies are applied at the various atages of the research process. 
INTRODUCTION 
Demand for fuod iB increasing at a fastar rate than supply in the medium and high altitude 
zones of eastern Arrica, while the productivity of the !and la apparently declining. Anthropogenic 
pressures are increasing due to a population growth rate ofS.1% for Sub-Saharan Arries (World Bank, 
1989) and due to increas!ng demands for an improved diatribution of income. A¡riculturaJ production 
has decreased in sorne parta ofthe Region (Jain, 1988). Tbroughout most ofthe eastern Arries, the 
farming systemlinput levela might be classed as low or moderate traditional such that arable land 
requirements for subsiatence exceed 0.5 hectare per espita (Buringh, 1989). 
In many cases, productivity ia constrained primarily by insufficient nutrlent supply. At the 
same time, estimated ratas ofnet nutrient depletion are high, exceeding 40 kgIyr ofN and K, and 
15lq¡1yr ofP, par hectare of arable land in Kenya and Ethiopia (Stoorvogel and Smaling, 1990). Lower, 
but stiU higb ratas, are est!mated for Tanzania and Uganda. Rate of fertilizar use is low throughout 
this ares and probably near the average of five kilograms of fertilizer per hectare of arable land used in 
Sub-Saharan Arries in 1988 (Plucknett, 1991). In places fertilizer use is deelining because of 
insufficient profitabiJity, inconsistent crop response, amllor failure te sustain high crop yielda with 
continued fertilizer use (Brossier, 1991). Much ofthe negative nutrient balance is due te loss of 
nutrients because of Boil erosion and leaching with detrimental effects on the regional environment. 
To meet future demands fOl food, the land's productivity will need te be maintained, or 
rejuvenated, and managed for greater productivity. Sustainable agricultural systems which allow for 
increased production need te be developed and implemented 
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SUSTAlNABLE AGRICULTURE 
Definitions of sustainability are numerous but the following elements are commonly suggested 
(Okigbo, 1989): 
- adequate economic retums to Carmers; 
maintenance of natural resourees and productivii3' indefinitely; 
minimal adversa environmental impaets and preferably enhancement of the environment; 
optimal production with efficient use, and maybe minima! use of non-renewable interna! and 
externa! resources; 
satísfaction of human needs for food, fiber and ineame; 
plovision for the socia! and psychoJogical needa offann familias ami communities; and 
eeonomical viabilii3' of the farro enterprise, in that it eams a fair return on farm investments. 
Sustainability is needed at the levels offield, farm, region (ecology), and macro-economy 
(Lowrance ct al., 1986). 
i} lt is needed at the field level for continued productivity ofthe land. Factors tbreatening 
sustainability at this level ineJude soil erosion, degradation of soil structure, soil organic matter 
loss, nutrient loases, depletion or contamination of water supplies, sa!inization, pest build-ups, 
and limitad bio-diversity. 
ii) Farro-Ievel sustainability is needed for economic viability ofthe production system. lt may be 
threatened by unsusteinable field-level systems, incompatibility of enterpríses, low profitability, 
high risk, insufficient supply ofrequired resources, infrastructural inadequacíes, and 
unhealthy living and working conditions. 
üi) Sustainahility at the eealogical or regionallevel is needed for the health of the 80ciety and 
oommunity, the environment and the resource base. PoJlution, resource depletion, inadequate 
supply offood snd fiber may threaten sustainability at this leve!. Sustainable egriculture 
sbouJd contribute tu the economic well-being of the region by creating or reducíng employment 
opportunities as nceded and by stimulating economic activii3'. 
iv) Macro-economic sustainabilíty is eantrolled by ractora such as fiscal policíes and interest rates 
which affect the viability oC national agricultural systems. Some production systems are more 
Hkely than others to be sensitive tu macro·economic fluctuations. 
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE AND RESEARCH IN EASTERN AFRICA 
J..il order tu meet future food and fibar needs in castern Arrice, production will nead to inerease. 
Currently, both high potentia! (or favorable) lands' marginallands (due to unfavorable climate, poor 
soils, or maybe the socio-economie status of the farmers) and those areas of intermediate potential are 
fanned. The question arises as tu where tu invest available research resourcas. Some say tbat there 
are adequate technologies on·the-shelf for the bigh potential areas and relatively little investment in 
research is needed. Thersfore, they argue emphasis sbould be placad on the more problematic areas. 
Another side argues that the greatest retums to research wilI be achieved in the high potential areas, 
and that efficiency ofinput use and avoidance ofpollution nead the attention ofresearchers. This side 
argues tbat the marginallands are oRen too fragile to sufficiently intensify tbe agriculture in a 
sustainable manner, and tbe retums tu research will be relatively small (Plucknett, 1991). More 
production;8 needed from the high potential areas tu alleviate the pressure on the more fragile areas 
which may be irreparably damaged with improper intensification. 
The Green Revolution approacb has not been successful in eastem Afriea, but ample evidence 
indicates that a moderately high input approach is technicaJly feasible in favourable parta of the 
eastem Arrica highlanda. Global 2000 has auccessfully assisted Carmers in tbe Arusha-Kilimanjaro 
and the Southem Highland areas ofTanzania. to achieve very good responses ofmaize tu applied. 
inputs. Researchers and farmers in Kenya (e.g. the Kitale area) and in Uganda (e.g. the Mbale area) 
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have been auccessful with a moderately high-input approach. Inadequate infraatructure for transport, 
provision of inputs and marketa is a major hinderance te further intensification in many areas (Bose et 
al, 1991). Facilities for absorbing the increased risk associated with such systems are olten laeking, 
ineluding eredit and crop insurance facilities. Distances of production areas from the source of the 
inputs and te the markets are oRen great resulting in lésa profit Cor the producer. The demand for the 
produce, especially for production areas which are far from population canters, is oRen variable adding 
te the risk of production. 
Those areIl.S where intensification is not much hindered and the infraattucture is adequate 
might be high'priority areas for research (Jain, 1988). Research te increase yield may be needed, but 
olten much ofthe needed inforroation is already available. More research is needed on input-use 
efficiency, stability ofproduction and prevention ofpol1ution ofground and surfaee water. Work te 
maintain bio..ruversity in the system ia Iikely te be important in order te avoid creating an essentially 
mono-culture production system which will be especially susceptible te breakdown of genetic 
resistances to pesta, but also provide an environment where minar pests can develop te be mejor peste. 
Maintenance of soil organic matter for ita role in stabilizing production is a mejor concern. 
Most oftbe arable lande ofEastern Africa probably are not currently suitad for high-input 
agriculture, eitber because the land is marginal for production due to soil or elimate relatad factors, tbe 
soíl i8 fragile (due te easy erodibilíty, low fertility, sensitive te soil structure changea, etc.), or because 
tbe socio-economic conditions are inappropriate. In such areas, moderate and sustainable increases in 
output may be tbe objective, probably throngh combining use of low-input alternatives with 
regenerative agriculture. Okigbo (1991) suggests tbat the development of such systems may involve a 
combination oC elements of traditional systems and their component technologies that maximize on use 
oflocally availab1e biological inputs, with affordable external inputs. Increased efficiency in the use of 
locally available renewable resoutees may be an important goal. Improved soíl and water conservation, 
management oC organic materlals, enhanced nutrient cycling with reduced nutrient losses, biodiversity 
Cor improved resource-use efficiency and stebility, improved pest management, and improved 
compatibility oC crop and livestock production systems are likely features of such systems. 
Agricultural research has acbieved much in developing varieties and yield increasing and 
protection practices which are potentially useful te improved. 8ustainable systems. but it should also be 
pointed out that some achievements in increased productivityeame with increased threat to 
sustainability. Adoption oC new technologiea has in many cases led to fragile monoculture production 
systems witb little biodiversity, high pest levels, serious nutrient losses and pollution problems. 
Research must continue to playa major role in sustainable agriculture. However, the 
effective"ess of researeh must be improved. 
Conventional approaches to agricultural research 
Agricultural research in eastern Africa. and in most placea oC tbe globe, ia generally commodity 
or discipline oriented and aimed at variety development, testing for response te tbe use of inputs, and 
studies of narrowly defined components of systems. The effects of two or three components and their 
interactions are typically studied in factorial triala. Most research is on sole crop systems and seldom 
are the interactions ofmore than two _pacies evaluatad in intercropping trial_. The degree offarmer 
involvement Or consideration offarmer's circumstances varies considerablY but has probably increased 
recently through farming systems research and on-farro research. Still farmer participation in 
research is very minoro 
Conventional agricultural research approaehes have been successful in improving our 
knowledge about crop production systems, solving production problems, and developing technologies for 
increaaing productivity through the use of inputs. The approach has contributed primarily to the 
development ofhigh input systems. lt is well suitad to study oC the input-output aspects of sueh 
systems and will play a major role in development of high input sustainable Sy8tems (Lockertz. 1988). 
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lt íB useful for example in the study oC nutrient-use efficiency in narrowly defined beundaríes, but 
another approach may be needed te reach a high level of nutrient use management in which the 
interactions between the management ofthe crops and soils with soil macro- and micro-organisms are 
managed te improve the synchrony oC nutrient supply and demand. In low input systeme, we may 
envisíon the management oC considerable biodiversity, including numerous crops, weeds, soil fauna, 
etc.. Again, the interactions between the numerous companents may be important te maintaining 
sustainability while achieving increased production, but the study becomes complexo 
Agricultural research will probably need te be more inter-disciplínary, more eco-system-
oriented, and te have more farmer participation te achíeve the development of improved, sustainable 
systems which are acceptable te farmera. Many opportunities of the future for sustainable agriculture 
are likeIy te be Cound at the interfaces oC disciplines (Francis et al., 1988, Jain, 1988) through 
inter-disciplinary research, for example, with weed scientísts and entemologists eollaborating in hígh 
quality research to control and insect pests or agronomists and soil mícro-bíologists collaborating te 
achieve improved symbiosis between cropa and soH micro-organísms. 
A merger oC agronomy and eeology, í.e. an agroeeological approach, may be necessary to 
adequately understand the dynamics oC systems and to define their crltical componenta (Altleri and 
Anderson, 1986). Once those critica) components are defined, McCalla (1991) suggests that the 
investigation of these crítical eomponents and their interactions will most likely be addressed through 
the application oftraditíonal approaches te breeding, agronomy, economics, etc .. Othera suggest that 
agro-ecology will have a major role in the study oC components and their interactions (Gliessman, 1987, 
Hendrix, 1987,). 
Greater farmer involvement in identification of researchabJe questions, selectíon of potentlal 
solutions, evaluation on Carro, and validation of results will give a more efficient research process. but 
will also lead to creative combinatlons of farmer wisdom and technical expertíse (Francis ct al., 1988). 
Farmer participatory research 
Farmers can contribute to most stages oC the researeh process. Their indigenous knowledge 
and understandingofthe technical and socio-eeonomic condítions oftheir situation can be usefulat all 
stages oC the research process. Over centuries, Carmera developed production systems which are often 
difficult te improve upon given their circumstances and resource availability, and an objectlve oC 
achievement oC ¡¡hort terro benefits. Many farmers are ready investigators oC alternative technologies 
and conduct simple trials on theír farms. 
Farmer participation can be valuable in better underatanding the Carmera' situation through: 
learning and analyzing the technical and socio-eeonomie aspects oC their living and agricultural 
production environment; diagnosis of production problems and opportunities; understsnding 
management practices 1Uld how these vary with soH types; and learning the history of changes which 
have occurred. They can eontribute to the prioritlzation of problems and identification oflikely 
solutions. Farmer evaluatíons of technologies are essential to successful adoption and the research 
process can be improved by early involvement of farmers in the evaluation process. 
Farmer participation in research on low-input alternatives is likely te be more important than 
with hígh-input alternatives. The low-input systems are generally more complex due to greater 
bíodiversity oflivestock. crop, weed and insect species, soíl mícrobiallife, etc.. Low-input alternatives 
are Jikely ro be more influenced by socio-economic factors. Efficiency of use of locaIly available and 
regenerative reaources ia ímportant, and farmer knowledge of the avaílability, present uses and 
restrictlons on use of such resources can be valuable in investigating alternative practices. Often a 
technology te be tested may be one which was "diseovered" on a Carmers' field but in need of further 
evaluation or modífication to apply it in another environment. As low-input alternatives are often 
líkely ro be location-specific, research requirements to adequately serve all of the varied 
agro-ecosystems will be very high, and it is probable that farmera wiIl continue to be major playera in 
the development of their production systems. 
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The Carmen' role in farming sy¡¡tems researeh and on-farm research has generally been of 
minor importaru:e, and often limitad to providing information during the diagnostíc phase and 
providing fields on which to conduct on-farm triala. ']'he work has ofien been done extensively to test. 
technologies on many farms, with some input mm farmers in trial management and assessment. A 
successful approach to development or improved low-input sustainable systems will require a more 
intensiw approach with research, extenaion an.d representative farmera working together in-long 
term oo11aboration at a small nwnber of sitas. ']'he expectation is that a1\ parties will g&in a deep 
understanding ofthe dynamics ofthe systams, while with experience the oollaboration will become 
more effective. Opportunities to involve other disciplines will develop. The participating farmera will 
be key to the promotion ofthe new systems by demonstrating these on their own farma to visitora from 
elsewhere. 
Not alI farmera ara potentially valuable collaberators in researeh. Researchera experienced in 
working with farmers bove undoubtadly eneountered disappointments due to farmar disinterest or 
their failure to mske a useful oontribution. Selection of partieipating farmera is importent as some are 
not suitable for co1laboration. either hecause oflaclt of interest, mental or physieal deficiencies, or 
limitad abilities in observation, anaIysis or articulation. Observation of a farmete household and fields 
may give clues ofhislher potential in participatory research: a good oollaborator may be one who 
triea different enterprises, but who manegea them well. A good collaborator should be of a typieal 
socio-economie stetus, observant and capable of artieu1ating observations and opinions. An important 
role far egricultura1 anthropologists is to further develop proeedures for farmer participation in 
research: to better utilize indigenous knowledge and farmera' skills; to better select collaborating 
Carmera; and to better understand farmers' research procesa and how to improve their capacities in 
improving their production systems. In any case, the skilla as collaborators in research may need time 
to develop tbrougb experience. 
Research for Diche fllrJllhig 
With smaIl-scale farming there generally is much variation within and amongst farme. 
Farming in response to the various soils, 01' other conditions, on a farm has been calIed niche farming, 
precision farming, aquare-Coot farming and prescriptive farming. Tbe farmer attempts to maximíze 
resource use and produetivity of the farm by managing each of the soila specifically. Niche farming 
ofien has not been feasible with large-acale farming because of insufficient flexibility in equipment use. 
In many developing cauntries, Carmera are advised to follow blanket recommendations for their 
management practicas. However, sma1l-sca1e,low-input farmers do already consider the variation in 
their land and farm it accordingly. 
Large-sca1e niche farming i8 expected to be commercially feasible within a few years. The 
equipment is becoming available which enable tite use of computer-guided equipment to operate at 
variable ratas, including plantera, fertilizar and pesticide applicators, and tillege eqmpment which is 
variable far residue incorporation. Such equipment is guided by either ground (beacons) or satellite 
(global positioning Bystems) bosed systems and computer software with detailed mapa ofthe field 
showing variation in soila, weed infestation. etc .. 
Research on niche farming is nesded. On both Jarge- and amaJl-seale high input farms, farmers 
need to optimiza use ofresources on their various soils. Site specific information is needed. Simplified 
land classificetion systems, 8uch as tbe Fertility Capability Classification system (Bou! et al, 1975), 
need to be confirmed for Eastern Africa soils and applied. Research for niche farming may imply the 
need to develop numerous alternatives from which farmers can select (Sperling and Steiner, 1991). 
Deve10pment ofnovel systems 
A common approach to agricultural research is to make step-by-step improvements on farmers' 
production systems. Novel systems are Jess easilyadopted tbon are single practice modifications. 
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Howaver, researdl on novel systems may be justified for both high- and low-input sUBtainable 
agriculture. 
In the USA, strip intercropping with crop rotation ia showing promisa as an alternative to 
simple rotationa of 801e-crops (Francis et al., 1986). Typically, the advantage of mixad 01' row 
intercropping lesgena as lavala ofproduetivity increase. Strip intercropping may be an alternative to 
small-scale farmers who are using moderateJy high lavels of inputs a8 it mayease the input application, 
increase the efticiency ofinput use and profit, and possibly increase productivity. SimiJarly, novel 
rotations, relay intercropping, agroforesUy 01' inc1usion oí new crops may present opportunities for 
novel systems. 
In low input systems, typicalJy numerous crops are produced with a valÍety of management 
practíces. In sorne cases a novel system roay be a modificstion of a production system alreedy in use by 
farmera eJsewhere, but undar slightly different conditions. A novel approach may involve the 
management of certain weed species to accomplish more than weed suppression, but ro provide a 
suitable habitat for beneficial insects or to enhance nutrient cycling. In Tanzania and Zaire, farmera 
have been observad te m8Dage certain weeds as green manure cropa to compliment the current crop. 
In Uganda on the westem slopas ofMt. EIgon, grassy weeds appear to play an important roJe in 
stabilizing tbe soil, protectíng it from erosion and improving permeability. Low input novel systems 
may be needed te increaBe the favorable activity of soil microbial activity and improve the soil 
microbe-crop symbiosis. 
Utility of on-the-shelftechnologies 
Much progress as been achievad by research in developing teehnologies, but in many cases the ' 
rate of adoption is low, i.e. the technoJogies are still on the shelí. Most. ¡¡f these teehnologies were 
developed for moderstely high-input systems, and many are probably appropriate where the use of 
higher levela ofinpute ie economically feasible. With small-scale, low-input systems, however. such 
on·the-shelf technologies frequently are not /iUperior to technologies whieh have evolvad in trsditional 
systems. or are inappropriate for other reasons and generally have had little impact (Altieri and 
Anderson, 1986). 
Complexity of systems and information needs 
It is frequently said that improvad sustainable. low-input agricultural systems need ro be more 
informl>~ion intensive than conventional high-input systems (Lynam and Herdt. 1988 and Loclteretz. 
1988). The sustainable low-input systems are viewed as complex ecosystems with many interspecific 
interactíons and their interactions with the environment. Information needs for research are 
undoubtedly great, however, the information needs to mansge these systems may not be so great once 
they are deveJoped and establishad. They are expected ro be more atable snd better buffered than 
simpler, high-input systems snd therefore should require lees attention and fewer therapeutic actíons 
ofthe €armer. 
Research for high-input aystems, on tbe other hand, may require less information but fue 
manager must be relatively better informad overall, though the information requirements will differ 
from tbat oC tbe low-input manager. The high-input manager needa to be well informed of the valÍOU! 
products available and to use them in a sustaineble matter. In high·input systems of limited diversity. 
the manager is probsbly working with a relatively fragile system and must be preparad for frequent 
instances of opposing nature with therapeutic treatment. 
Computer-run modela are becoming increasingly important in the spplication of information on 
crops and soils to understanding the dynamics oC systems. for pre-testing technologies. and for 
extrapolation ofresults. The maize model ofthe DSSAT (IBSNAT, 1989) crop growth simulation 
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models has been used succell8fully in Kenya (Wafula and Cornor, 1992), and BEANGRO ís being 
evaluated for eastern Mriea. WEPP (NSERL, 1989) and RUSLE (Renard et al, 1991) appear te be 
useful in eva!uatíng soil erosion problems and potential solutions. EPlC is useful in tIle evaluation of 
agricultura! Bustainability and has been usad successfully to measure crop fertilizer requirements, 
nutrient transport in runoff, soiI and fertilizer phosphorus dynamics and tIle effect oflow-input 
legume-based crop rotations (Jones et al, 1991). ADSS (TropSoils, 1991) and otller expert systems are 
UBeful decision making tools for farmers and technical advisors. While tIle utility oC many of these 
modela for eastern Mrica is currently limited due to inadequacy oC infonnation for many of tbe 
production environments, researchers as well as managers oflarger farms in eastorn Mriea and 
extension staff should be considering tIleir use. 
Technology promotion 
Ease oC demonstration and adoption are two important criteria for t.echnology evaluation. 
Promotion of tIle use of chemical inputs, new varieties, or alternative planting methods is relatively 
easy, especially when there is a significant yield inerease. The use oC method and result 
demonstrations conducted through tIle extension serviee can be affactive. 
The promotion of SOIne alternatives aimed at improving Ilustainability, especially with low input 
systema, is likely to be more diffieult. The impaet may not be obvious in tIle short term, and severa! 
aspeets oC the system may be affeeted witbout a majar impaet on any one aspect. Result 
demonstrations may not be eft"ective as the resulta are not very obvious and they may have to run for 
severa! to many ·seasons to demon&trate their ful! benefits. Alternative approaches to result 
demonstrations may be needed. Farmers are Iikely to need considerable faith in the researchers and 
extensionists, and in the basic principIes of the t.echnology, in order to try 8uch a technology and te 
continue using it. More effactive than result demonstrations may be tbe use of show-case villages 
where farmers who participated in the research apply the resulta on tbeir own farma and eagerly 
discuss it witb visiting farmera. 
Eco-regional research 
Research for agricultura! sustainabllity requires an improved understanding and information 
on farming systems, agroclimatie constraints, and the dynamics of each (Lynam and Blackie, 1991). 
However tIle information base on Mrican agricu1ture ia very weak witb a lack of detailed information 
on soils, climate, and socio-economic charaeters of farming systems. A strategy for tIle development of 
improved and sustainable agricultural production systems requires planning based on stratification of 
environments at macro-levels (primarily rainfall and temperature) and micro-Ievels (soils differences, 
farmar and consumar preferences, socio-economic variables), snd then developing technologíes and 
designing alternativo IDsDagement systems within each strstum (Okigbo, 1991). Such a strategy will 
rely on well-struetured, geo.referenced, relational databases with tbe eapacity to anaIyze the date using 
geographic information systams (GIS) software, statistical packages, and increasingly sophisticated 
erop, disease, and biological and edephie proceSlles modela (Lynam and Blackie, 1991, Plucknett, 1991). 
The eco-regional approach should aid in focusing on critical problema sud allocating resources more 
efliciently but it will not reduce the need for high quality efforts of more traditional agricultura! 
scientists <McCalla, 1991). 
PUTTING IT TOGETBER - A RESEARCH APPROACH 
An approach to sustainable agricultural research in eastern Mrica may have to combine a 
number of approaches including tbe commodity and disciplinary approaches, inter-disciplinary 
approaches, intensive farmer participation, and agro-ecological and eco-regional research (Fig. 1). 
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Stage l. Regionalstratification and benchmark site selection 
This strategy for the development ofimproved and sustainable systems raquires planning based on 
stratification of anvironments and then developing technologies and designing alternative management 
systems within each stratum. Stratifieation will be flrst by rainfalJ and temperatura, and secondly by 
Boíl dilferences, farmer and consumer preCerences, socio-economic variables. The majar production 
zones will be delineated and communities 10 serve as benchmark sitas will be identified. 
Eco-regionaJ research approaches using available data and models are expected 10 become 
increasingly useful at this stage, though the more sophisticated technologies are generally not yet well 
enough developed 10 be very useful in macro- and micro-Ievel stratification in E8lItern ACriea. 
However, available information is often adequate 10 identify benchmark sitas which are representative 
oflarger production areas in terms of climate, soils, crap preferences, socio-econornic variables, etc .. 
Stage 2. Farming system description 
The physicaJ, biologicaJ, and socio-economic aspects ofthe various niches aud theír systems will be 
studied and described. Eco-regionaJ research will be important at this stage, esp. for the use of models 
to study the dynamics oC soil organic matter, nutrient fluxes, crop-climate interactions, etc.. .AIl 
inter-disciplinary approach ia important at this time to adequately study the various components ofthe 
systems and their interactionB. Where researchers are in situations with few disciplines represented, 
the rescarchera involved will need to work with an inter-disciplinary perspective to adequately consider 
all important aspects of the systems . .AIl agroecology approach will be useful to adequately study the 
production systems and their interactions with the micro- and macro- environment. Farmer 
involvement at this atage is important as their indigenoua knowledge and understanding oCthe 
technicaJ and socio-eoonomie aspeete oítheir situation can be useful at this stage as well as in later 
stages of the research process. 
Stage 8. Identification of problems and potential solutions 
Problems will be diagnosed and potentiaJ solutions identified and evaluated, and a plan for 
technology evaluatíon developed. Níches within the zone are expected to be many due to differences in 
climate, soils and socio-economic status. The research will attempt to develop several aliernative 
solutions to the various problems as indicated by the niche requirements with the intent of offering 
farmarlo 3. choice oí alternatives. 
Eco-regional reseaxch will contrlhute through the use oí modela to pre-tast technologies for a range 
oC environmentaJ and socio-economic conditions. Inter-disciplinary research will be important beeause 
ofthe probability of ovarlooking important opportunities with a commodity or discipline approach. 
Agroecology will be important for adequate consideration of the systems and to pre-determine the 
impact of propased solutions on the micro- and macro-level systems. Farmer participatian is needed Car 
their potential contributions to the prioritization of problems and identification oflikely solutions. 
Stage 4. Development and testing of aIternative technologies 
A range oC technologies will be identified or developed sud validated for improved. sustainable 
production systems. Disciplinary and commodity approaches with both on-station and on-farm 
research, and probably with a good deal offarmer involvement. will plan a major role at this stage. 
Sorne of the reseaxch may be best addressed with an agro-ecological approach. Inter-disciplinary 
research elfarta are likely to be needed for sorne topics. The farmers' role will continue to be important 
as their evaluations oí technologies are essential 10 successful adoption. 
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Stage 5. Extrapolation of results and promotion of teehnologies 
Once technologies have been developed, their promotion must begin. Promotion of technologies will 
be aided by eco-regional research tools to improve extrapolation ofresults to other micro- and macro-
environments. On both large- and small-scale hi¡¡h input farma, farmers need to optimize use of 
resources on their various soils. Site sped.fic informstion will be nesded. 
Technology promotion and farmer adoption may be a ~or problem ifthe technologies are complex 
or if the ahort-term benefits are not obvioUB. However, packages oC praetices and novel systems of 
produetion may be needed to achieve satisfactory increases in produetion in a sustainable matter. 
Participating farmera are likely to have an important role in promotion by demonstrating the 
technologies on their farma, discus8ing these with visiting farmera, and assistíng in malting necessary 
adaptations for dilferent environments, í.e. their villages will become something of show cases of the 
application of new technologies. 
The research process wiJJ be on-going. As farming systems are improved, more maiotenance 
research and research to make further improvements wUl be needed. Therefore, steps 3 & 4 will need 
to be revisited regularly and updated. 
Reeeareh approachu Stagesotresearch 
Re¡ional .tratüicatlon and 
ERa' •• lection ofbencltmark aítes 
(communiti .. l 
I------~J Farmíng.ystem deseriptlona Ibr 
-, tbe ""IÍOr nich .. 
Jdentllü:ation of problems IInd 
ERR,lR, potential improvementa. 'and 
AER,FPR dove!opment of a reaearch plan or 
teclmoIoa:Y development 
I~~ORI , Development and veli<hltion of alternativo tecImoIo¡¡ies 
I ~ERR, ~I Extrapolation of ..... ruta and promotion of technologi .. 
Figure l. A lIow ehart for 8ustainllble agricultura! reaearch. 
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ex_ano fatmer participalory _h aod inter-diociplinary _ ..... p •• "ivel'. 
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SUMMARY 
The steps in implementing trua research procesa may be as follows (Figure 1). 
1. Production zones will be delineated and communlties to serve as benchmark sitas will be identified. 
Eco·regional research approachas will be employed uaing available date and modela. 
2. The pbysica\, biological, and soclo-economic aspects of the various niches and their systems will be 
studled and described. Eco-regional (use ofmodels to study system dynamics), inter-disci.pJinary, agro. 
ecologica\, and farmar participatory approaches will be employed. 
3. Prob1ems wiil be diagnosed and potential solutiona identified and evaluated. A plan for technology 
evaluatíon will be developed. EC().regional (use ofmodels to pre-test technologies), inter-disciplinary, 
agroecology, and farmer participatory approaches will be employed. 
4. A range of tecbnologies will be identified or developed and validated lor improved, sustainable 
production systems. Dísciplinary and commodlty, inter.disciplinary, agroecology, and participatory 
research approacbes wiil be employed. 
5. Promotíon oltechnologies will be sided by farmer participatory research snd extension snd by eco-
regional research to improve extrapolation of resulte. 
6. The procesa will be on-going. As farming systems are improved, more msintenance research and 
researeh to make further improvements will be needed. Therefore, stepa 3 & 4 will need to be revisited 
regularly and updated. 
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ABSTRACT 
WHAT BEYOND SUSTAINABILITY? 
PaulWoomer 
Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Programme 
UNESCO-ROSTA, NAlROBI, KENYA 
Improved sustainability oftropical agroecosystems must not be viewed by scientists and 
decision-makers as an end in itself, but as a means of improving the quality of human lives while 
protecting the environment. For many years, agricultural development was guided by the principals of 
economic viability and technical feasibility. More recently, environmental soundness and social 
acceptability have been identified as equally important criteria. Suddenly, the impact of all criteria 
have been grouped into the catch all of"sustainability". Meanwhile, individual research objectives 
continue to be addressed within single disciplines, or occasionally by teams representing a few 
disciplines. Perhaps, the definition of sustainability needs to be better elaborated through an 
interdisciplinary approach directed toward the maintenance of the agroecological resource base. The 
resource base consists of renewable and non-renewable requirements for plant productivity, labour and 
capital. These resources interact with farming systems through a series of cropping cycles. Because the 
farmer seeks to recover part of the resource base as yield, changes in the sizes of individual components 
ofresource pools are an inevitable consequence ofland management. However, the sizes ofthe 
individual components of the resource are partially interchange-able. For example, capital and labour 
may be combined as a variable input and substituted for plant nutrients removed as yield or lost to 
leaching and erosiono pfthe many mineral nutrients required for plant growth, only carbon, nitrogen 
and sulphur are biogeologically recycled, with readily available and manageable atmospheric reserves. 
All other plant nutrients are subject to long-term sedimentary processes, and are concentrated and 
recycled over geological time. This disparity in nutrient recycling processes must be considered within 
the context of developing sustainable agroecosystems reeeiving little or no external inputs. A key 
component to the development of more sustainable agroecosystems is the reduction ofloss from the 
non-renewable resource base, primarily soils. While it can be argued that soils are a renewable 
resource, and that soils lost from an location ofien accumulate at another, it must be remembered that 
soil formation also occurs over geological time, and that soils lost from a single storm event can result 
in losses equivalent to the amount formed over centuries. Inereased removal of the resource base as 
yield per unit land area is an important means of addressing the food requirements of inereasing 
populations. Meanwhile, the improved sustainability of agroecosystem supplied with little or no 
external inputs approach a yield potential proportionately lower than these population increases. The 
solutioli to this dilemma lie in the resource base itself. Cash generating agriculture must be promoted 
as a means to increase capital, and in turn used to resupply renewable resources and better reward 
labour. Human resources must also be more effectively applied to limit the losses of non-renewable 
resources; particularly soil degradation due to erosional processes. The development ofhigh value/low 
volume agricultural products is an important means to reduce the international export of plant 
nutrients from lesser to more developed economies. Soil conservation and the development and 
promotion ofhigh value/low volume export eommodities must remain important national priorities as a 
means of reducing plant nutrlent 1088es that otherwise must be replaced with costIy, importad 
fertilisers. Improved sustainability ofthe resouree base at the farm-Ievel is not the solution but on1y the 
first step to improving human lives in developing nations of East Afriea. 
INTRODUCTION 
Given the present state of affairs, the attainment of sustainable development in Arrica is an 
attractive ideal. Population increases, coupled with the diminished availability of unexploited lands 
with agricultural potential have resulted in a decline in per capita food production. The threat of 
continued desertification and the extent of soil erosion and fertility decline has led to the rethinking of 
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agricultural development strategies. At tIlla assembly, a series of presentations will taIte place where 
sustainability iB used as a rationale for continued researcb objectives. Once again, we wíll be told that 
research and development activities willlikely result in improved sustainability of agroecosystems, but 
additional, longer-term researcb efforts will be necessary in order to guarantee tbat, indeed, 
sustainability has been acbieved. Too often, sustainability is referred to in the titIe and througbout a 
paper, yet remains undefined within tbe texto Less often. a serious attempt will be made to define 
sustainability in a n.ew and revealing context witbout regard for tbe confusion resultant from constant 
redefinition. Sustainability reina in the universities and institutes from tbe most to the lcast developed 
nations and rings &om lips of deana and donors, scientiste and public servante, schoolchildren snd 
graduate studente and someday will be taught to young, innocent minds on tbe knees of grandfathers. 
It 8eema everyone ia talking sbout sustainability issues except for the silent majority most affected. 1 
have never heard a farmer say tbis word; perhaps they are too busy. 
SUSTAINABILITY DEFINED 
In aIl fnimess, tbe recognition of the need for agricultural sustainability has developed from the 
good intentions of a great many seetora. The World Commission ofEnvirorunent and Development 
(WCED, 1987) defined sustainable deveIopment as meeting "the needs and aspirations of the present 
without compromising the ability offuture generations to meet their own needs", 
Agricultura! sustainability may be viowed as having evolved from the pubJic awareness that 
agricultura! systems must meat the food needs of present as well ss future generations and to represent 
a refinement of agricultura! development policies that consider tbe need. and potentials of small-scale 
farmera to contrlbute to nationa! and internationeI food production (Brady. 1990). This awareness was 
in marked contrast to previous paradigma manifest in the "Green Revolution" of the 1960's and 1970's, 
marked by lsrge-seale internationaI efforts to develop increased food production in the tropics through 
modification of tecbnologies in the developed countries during previous decades (sea Harwood, 1990). 
Harwood (1990) defined tbe framework for sustainability as "an agricultura tbat can evolve indefinitely 
toward greater human utility, greater efficiency of resource use and a balance with the environment 
that is favourable both to humana and to most other species". 
Okigbo (1991) atatad that "A sustainable agricultural produetion system ls defined as one which 
maintains an acwptable and increasing level of productivity, that satisfies prevailing nesdo snd i8 
continuously adapted to meet the future needa for increasing the csrrying capacity of the reseurce 
base .. " The aboye definitions are holístic, and reflect the awareness that agricul-tural development 
must address more than immediate food needs snd current world msrkets. A great many fsrmera are 
resource poor, and are likely to remain so; agricultura! development "solutions' that fail to address the 
present and future nesds ofsmallholdera in the tropics are in faet missing a large segment oftarget 
populations. 
Othera have taken a more agroeoologiceI spproseh to sustainability lssues directed toward the 
identification of environmental parameters useful in sustainability assessment. Conway (1985) defined 
sustainability as the ability of a system to maintain productivity in spite of larger disturbances such as 
repaated stress or a major perturbation._.n Similarly, Young (1989) recognized sustninability as the 
maintenance of production over time, without degradation of the resource base on wbieh that 
production is depandent. Recently, 8wift 1992 (personal communication) has examined tbe feasibility of 
identifYing spacific soíl parameters that may serve as indicators of the soíl resouree base. These 
indicators inelude organic matter fractions, rations of those fractions, indicator groups of soH fauna, 
and N-mineralisation eapacity. 
These definitions of sustainability obviously span a great deal oC spacial and temporal 
boundaries ss well as reflect the wide range of disciplines that have implicit interest in tbe subject. 
When regarded in tbis light. the diversa and occasionally contradictory definítions of sustainability 
become less confusing, allowingme to (apologetically) contribute one oCmy own. "Agroecosystems can 
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never be entirely sustainable due to the inevitability of resource removal as yield, however, eomponents 
of the homeostasis associated with natural eeosystems can be promoted within managed eeosystems 
resulting in reduced depletion of non-renewable and greater resílience of renewable resources.- More 
simply stated, 80mething need not be completely sustainable to provide long-term benefit to hl'mankind 
in a more sustainable fasbion. It la the purpose of thís paper to justifY this definition, and to 
demonstrate that improved sustainability at tIle cropping aystem level is but a first step to meeting the 
needs of present and future generations. 
BEFORE SUSTAlNABILITY 
The emergence of sustainability as an agricultural philosophy la the culmination of a series of 
previous deve10pments in agricultura and international aid. successful traditional agricultural aystems 
in Aftica serviced local communities, with few components of yield removed frem the immediate 
vicinity. In part, these syatems were displaced by colonial plantations designed to develop export 
products intended ror European markets. Immediately following World War n, western agriculture 
underwent drastic transformation. Improved crop varieties in conjunction with broad based use of 
petroleum fuelled farm vehlcles and fertílisers, followed by the widespread availabílity of pesticides 
(Edwanls, 1988) led to what may be termed ·conventional high energy input agricultura". 
Agriculturalists were focused upon the optimalisation of short-tenn gama. 
Intemational agricultura! development during the 1960's and 1970's 80ught to horizontally 
transfer these developments frem developed to developing countries (Okigbo. 1990). In what la termed 
~e Oreen Revolution", research was conducted to develop improved larger-scale rarm technologies. 
develop infrastruetural capabilities to import or produce agricultural supplies, and create progres8Íve 
rural structures <Harwood, 1990). It was in this spirit that the firat of the International Agricultural 
Resean:h Institutes were coDCeived and implemented. Particular succesaea of thia approach was the 
transfer ofwheat and rice production technologies, particularly in Asia (Plucknett, 1990). TIla Green 
Revolutíon sought, and to soma extent succeeded in the transformation oC tropical rural communities 
frem small-scala, non-market to larger-scale market economías as a maans to improve tha qualities of 
human lives. The economie imperativa of sustainable aystems can be traced te this objective of the 
Green Revolution. 
Despite the obvious succeS8eS of Green Revolution approaches, it became apparent that an 
important component was lacking; the input of the farmera thamselves. Many technologies developed 
for the benefit of small farmera tended to "remain on the shelf" rather than reeeive rapid acceptance. As 
a means of correcting this deficiency an additional approach was included within many programs, that 
Table l. Comparison of eoological charsctetistics between conventional and innovative ayate"", (after Stinner 
and Blair, 199()). 
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of"farming systems researeh and development" (see Shanner et al., 1982). The buie premise oí tbis 
approaeh is that agricultural researeh and development activities should be inspired through direct 
interaction with the (armera themselves, snd the impact and merit of these aetivities be assessed 
on-farro by trained tsams ine1uding anthropologists and socioeeonomists. This awareness has loo to the 
ine1USÍon oí equity considerstions within the objectives of sustainable development. 
Meanwhile, agricultural developments in western countries began to compromiso the principies 
upon whieh the Green Revolution was basOO. Extensive use offertilisers and pesticides began to 
threatsn ground water quality and non-target plant and animal commuuities. Outbreaks oC pesticide-
resistant straina of pests OCCUlTed. Despite massive application rates, many farro yields began to 
decline. Increases in the cost of petroleum resulted in non-profitability of many conventional 
approaehes. A renewed appreclation of many of the agricultura! practices that preceded conventiona! 
petroleum-based agriculture emerged, ineluding the benefitE oC crop rotation and the maintenance of 
biodiversity. lntegrated peat management practices evolved. "Regenerative" agriculture 
reemerged(Rodale, 1990). Ecologista became involved with agriculture. This loo to the inclusion of 
ecological principies in BU8tainability isaues. 
IS THIS SUSTAINABLE 11 
A small family farm exists near Mero, Kenya, on the lower slopes ofMount Kenya. lt is a 
beautiful place. Their home is made oflocally available resources, namely sticks, c1ay and thatch. They 
produce and market coffee to the local cooperative and grow bananas, cassava, maíze and a tremendous 
diversity oí other erops on their shamba for use within their household. Yíelds are low, OOt as reliable 
as the bimodal rain&, and are likely to continue at the same levels into the future. They do not consume 
any petro1eum products within the farming system except fOl' occasional use ofkerosene líghtíng. Nor 
do they apply fertilisers, as the soü is moderateiy fertile heing derivOO from volcanic ash. They do not 
apply pesticides. They own a cow, feeding the animal maize stover, mixing the manure and straw with 
the leaves of Grenuill4 robusta and then placing this indigenously produced fertiliser at the base of 
their coffee planta. A row of Tephrosia vogeUi is found along a property boundary to repel moles from 
the cassava field. The household does not polluts except for the deposition ofhuman excrement in 
continuously relacated latrines. Thia family obtains water from a nearby stream and eooks food on wood 
fires fuellad by a woodlot lacated on their property. In most ways, this farming system has aehieved the 
ecologica1 eharacteristics associated with innovative, sustainable agricultura (Table 1) identified by 
Stinner and Blair (1990). 
The husband speaks English well, but is unfarniJiar with the tenn sustainable, and would 
justifiably resent the realisation thet he and bis family hava successfully achieved someone else's 
ecologica1 ideal. Bis ¡üe expectancy is leas than 60 yeara. When a family member becomes iJl they are 
unable to pay fOl' proper mediea1 attention. The family is in debt from past loana to caver schaol feas yet 
his children are uulikely to ever sttend coIlege despite their intellectual abilities or ambitions. The soos 
wiIl either remain on the farm, subdividing it to the extent where a greater proportion of land ia 
required for base Ilustenance, ol' they will migrate to urban areas unprepared for sny but the most 
menia!, undarpaid employment. Enyy this famíly for their hard work ethic and caring family 
environment, OOt never enyy their attainment of an outsider's definition ofhoJistie sustainabílity, to do 
so is to not understand their aspirations. 
ECOSYSTEM COMPONENTS 
All ecosystems may be viewed as consisting of 3 principIe components, the pIant, herbivore/ 
carnivore, and detritusldecomposition sub-systems (Swift et al., 1979). In terrestriaI ecosystems, plants 
assimilate atmospheric COI tbrough photosynthesis and these assimilates serve as the energy souree 
for the other sub-systsms (Fig.l). Many animals feed on plant tissues and are in tum predated upon by 
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carnivores. Herbivores regular!y deposit mixtures of partially digested p!snt msterials and 
microorganisma onto the soil surface. Eventual!y, both planta snd animals die, their tisaues forming 
detritus and providing substrate to comminutive soil fauna and decomposing orgllllisms, primarily 
fungi and bacterial. TIle decomposition 8ub-system recyc!es and mineralises plant nutrienta, that are in 
turn assimilated by plants followíng uptake byplant roots. In this way, each sub-system i8 dependant 
upon the othera. 
In matare, natural ecosystema, net community productivity tends to be low in proportion to the 
standing biom aB 8 and total system organie matter. Nutrient cycles are c1osed, with litt!e nutrients 108t 
or gained from the system. Detritus ia efficientJy decomposed sud recycled by all segments of the 
ecosystem. This ia due, in larga part to the hetsrogeneity oC motíng structures, a component of plant 
biodiversity, and to the eomplexity offood webs. The entropy of such a system i8 !ow, similar!y, the 
resource base may be viewed as well integrated. Little ia gained or lost. Can agricultural ecosystema 
behave in thia fashion, given the necessity of the continuous removal of a portion of the resource base 
as yield? Can lt not be argued that matare natural ecosystsms subsist while managad ecosystems 
exploit? 
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Figure 1. A generaJised conceptual model oC tIC08ystem dynamies. An ecosystem consiste of 3 componente; tbe 
plant, herbivorelcarnivore and decompoeition sub-systems (a!\;er Swi!t el /ll., 1979). 
RESOURCE INTEGRATION WITHIN MANAGED ECOSYSTEMS 
Resource integration in mature natural ecosystems i8 regulated by the homeostatic feedback 
among all ecosyBtem components. The resource base of a farming system is regulated by the 
management practicas and the farmera alloeation of capital. The farm resource base may be viewed as 
passing through the farming system during a series oC cropping cyc1es (Figure 2). TIlia resource base, 
consisting of capital, labour, renewable and non-renewable resources, is altered during each cropping 
cycle, yet the farmer ia able to modify the sizea oC individual resources tbrough the allocation of 
variable inputs resulting from a combination oflabour and capital. Non-renewable reGourees, such as 
bulk soil as a rooting envirorunent, are best protected through conservation measures. Renewable 
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resourcea, such as son nitrogen, can be managed tbrough choice of tropa (e.g. the choice of a 
legumefcereal intercrop and rotation) or through direct application of fertilí.sera or organic materíals 
originating from outaide of the farming system. When placed into trua canten, the regenerative 
agriculture ofRodale (1990) is tbe purposeful management ofthe renewable resources lost or exportad. 
Something need not be entirely sustainable to behave in a more sustainable fashion. 
This conceptual model (Figure 2) is presentad to remind tbe reader that productive gain, and 
not tbe maintenanes of the resoures base is the immediate objective of farmera. Reallocation of the 
individual farm resources ia the means tbrough which trua yield is obtained. Sensible reallocation of 
resources over time resulta in sustained productivity. There are some problems with thia conceptual 
model, due to over-simplicity. Soillost tbrough erosion is considerad a non-renewable resource. But 
tbat soíl must go somewhere, and when it entera an adjacent farming system, it becomes (technically at 
least) a renewable resoUTCe. Another difficulty is tbat thia model assumes that al! available farm 
income is generated from the farm itself, when in reality, there are many off.farm activities. Please, do 
not fail ro sea fue agroforest fOl tbe traes, the point remains tbat within any farming system some 
resourres will be irreversibly lost over time due to tbe perturhations required to manage tbe system 
and ro the removal ofyield from the boundaries ofthe systom. The marketing ofyield is necesssry to 
tbe farro family as the means of obtaining that which tbey do not produce themselves. It is the 
intention of tbe farmer from too very onset tu market farm resources. How can farro activities be 
viewed as sustainable witrun the same context as the closed integration of resources occurring within a 
natural ecosystem? 
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Figure 2. Tbe reooun!8 hase of an agroecosystem pasaes through the farming aystem during a series of cropping 
cyelea. These re8QUTCeS can be partially subatituted fOT Qne another. 
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AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT AND THE INTEGRATION OF RESOURCES 
Definitions of Bustainable development usually inelude reference to the integration of the 
agricultural resourcc base. During a recent meeting of the Tropical Soíl Biology and Fertility 
Programme, Professor Richard Harwood ofMicbigan State University speculatively plotted the degree 
of integration oC resources (mm open to elosed) with the stage of agricultural development. 1 have 
modlñed this coneept by plotting speclfic agricultural developmenta and practiccs (figure 8) in a similar 
fashion. This theoretic plot indieates that the nature of agricultural developments inteI"SCt with the 
integration of the natural resource base in an oseillating fashion. 
Initial agricultural interventions, sucb as removing less useful plant species from plant 
communities, or the seJeetjve placement oC animal or human wastes had little impact on the integration 
ofthe resource base, nar did the agricultural praetices of early civilizations tbat developed along flood 
plains. However, during the course ofhuman dominance over the natural environment, destruetive 
praetices BUcb as slash and hum agriculture, and the cultivation of steep hill sides were initiated.. Even 
the decline of entire civilizations in central Asia has basn linked to the development oC irrigation 
projects using slightly salíne water, and the subsequent large-scale salinization of agricultural solls. 
Other early civilizations continue to prosper, due in large part to the integration of the natural 
resource base 88sociated with the produetion of the principal cereal grains. An example is the 
permanence ofrice produetion in South East Asia and China, and too oontinuance of these civilizations 
into the presento '!'he wisdom developed by traditional cultures in the maintenance of the soil resource 
base became synonymoU8 with their BUceeSS. 
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Figure 3. A theoretical relationship between tbe integration oC the agroecological resource base and agricultural 
development suggests an 08Cillating pattern of disintegration and reintegration oí resources dríviog 
deve10pments (after R. R. Harwood). 
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The relationship hetween higb energy input syatems (fosan fuels) conventionaJ agriculture and 
the degree of integration oC the resource base waa disCU8lled earlier. The development of mechanica! 
tillage, fertilisers and pesticidas all served to optimise immediate yield potential. but to produce many 
longer-term detrimental elfects upon the environment. Tbis may be viewed as too partíal disintegration 
oC the natural resource base established Crom previoUB natural ecosystems. 
The awareness oCthis partíal disintegration is responsible for the development or return to 
regenerative agricultural praetices CRodale, 1990). Examples oC the practicas include minimum and zero 
tillage schemes, integrated pest management strategies and the improvement of agricultura! 
biotechnologies such as the lncreased use of miCTOsymbiont and biocontrol agent inoculants. Hopefully, 
this trend will continue until most cropping systems are viawed es sufficiently reintegrated and 
sustainable. 
ECONOMY AND EQUlTY, SEPARATE OR EQUAL? 
Economice reliea on placing monetary value upon materials and activities, and recording the 
dynamies that follow. As such, it is quantifiable and statistics Ínay be generated that characterise 
individuals within a geographieal conten. Equity is more nebuloUB. It may be either viewed as tbe 
rights of individuals 10 self determination as long as their activities do not interfere with those of 
others, or the right of every individual 10 achieve their full intellectual 01 productive potential. These 
statementa may be inappropriate in East Mrica, where equity ia more cJosely assoclated with a farmers 
availability 10 procure medicine when ill, or to be able 10 purchase a wheelbarrow, bicycJe or a radio, al 
10 pay echool fees with the assurance that their children wiIl receive the sort of education that wiIl 
prepare them Cor the futura. 
In East Arrice, societal equityand horne economy are intimately linked. The farmera in Meru 
market their coffee as dried chemes 10 the local cooperative for KSh.61= per kilo (ahout US$ 0.17). 
During good years, a mixed farming system of about 1.5 ha will produce approximately 400 kglyear. 
The farmera yearly lncome from coffee would be Ksh.2000l= (US$ 68). Tbis coffee iB purchased and 
marketed by the nationa! coffee board, and then sold 10 intemationa! hrokera who operate on behalf on 
individual businesses that distrihute and market coffee 10 consumera in developed countries through 
local retailera. Select Kenyan cofl"ee is sold at speciality shops in Hawaü, very likely its furthest market 
destination, for up 10 US$ 8.80Ikg. 
If the quality of human lives were assessed along the market chain of coffee from Mero 
producer 10 western consumar, it is likely that only the farmer is the one who has never visited a 
dentist, or will never own a motor ·vehicle or will never sea the orean. In market economies, the equity 
of the human condition, in ifs most practical sense, is inseparable from domestic economics, and will 
remain so in10 the foreseeable future. 
WHAT BEYOND SUSTAlNABILITY't 
Some might BUggest that the attainment oi sustainable agroecosystems in ¡t's fullest holistic 
sense is so flexible and lofl:y an ambition that no alternative development philosophy will hecome 
dominant. Others will remind us that the series of sequential development philosophies; optimalisation 
ofretum, Green Revolution, farming systems approaches and now sustainability ofthe resource base 
has had little impact on the actuallives of Mrican farmers or the viability of the continent and that the 
exact details ofthe next developmental Úld are less important than whether or not the enthusiasm 
generated is sufficient 10 r8Íse public awareness and attract donors. StiIl others will quietly confide that 
some interpretations of Bustalnability are synonymous with the admission that there is little that can 
be done for the rural poor of the tropics other than 10 encourage them not to so readily destroy their 
environments. 
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Witbin low extemal input agricultural systsms, farmers necessarily reduce the resource base 
through removal ofyield. The arguments presented in this paper suggest that in many cases·the 
ecological basis of sustainable development is f1awed concept, and when viewed in the proper context, 
sustainable agriculture is not qualitatively different than previous or existing agricultural efforts. 
Rather, the priorities that a farmer bases his choice on the allocation ofhis labour and capital must be 
altered in a fashion that anticipates longer term consequences ofhis present management practices. 
The human dominance upon the planet has reached sufficient proportion thet this has become 
necessary. The feedback between the stege of agricultural development and the extent of resource 
integration is pushing us in this direction, or else our civilisation wiil fail. But even if all of the farmers 
in East Africa were as ecologically sound as the coffee growers in Meru, Kenya, there wiil still be some 
very important developments before the quality oftheir lives approach its fuIl potential. 
* 
* 
* 
Countries witbin the region must embrace political and economic cooperation, aecess to markets 
and transportation must be more freely granted to all states throughout the region. 
Consumera in developed countries must be foreed to pay higher prices for agriculture products 
that can only, or best, be produced in the tropics. These products include coffee, tea, sugar and 
cocoa. Furthermore, the farmers themselves, rather than the national commodity bureaus, 
must directly benefit from these increased price. One means of accomplishing this is for tropical 
countries to process the raw agricultural products into finished consumable. Similarly, high 
value/low volume crops must be identified and promoted as a means of reducing nutrient 
depletion of soils. . 
The East African labour force must be mobilised more effectively. It seems that the most hard 
working Carmera live no better than those who are oRen idle. This is due to the controIled low 
prices thet result from policies that artificially restrain food prieea. Cottage industries should be 
promoted to allow for greater off-farm income generation. This wiIl also serve to reduce rural 
migration to urban areas. 
What beyond sustainability? Prosperity! 
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DISCUSSION ON PAPERS PRESENTED 
Questions to M. Fischler and M. A. Ugen 
M.E.T. Mmbaga (Question) 
Certainly farmyard manure can improve soíl fertility. However, I do not agree with Martin tbat it is 
cheap. FYM is bulk;v and needB to be transported and spread in the field. How are yeu going to malte 
it cheaper ror the €armer? 
M. Fisebler (Response) 
FYM as a material is free. I do not know about fertilizer prices in Tanzania but 1 assume it is not 
cheap ror tho €armera. On the other hand, I agree that transpon to the field and application orFYM is 
not cheap. But the question is: le it cheapar (or not) than inorganic fertilizer? Are cost studies 
necessary? 
N.B: Could ozen with trailera be used to transport FYM? 
S.D. Baguma (Question) 
Frem your list of potential solutiens, which are potentially feasible and appropriate solutions given tIle 
circumstances oC tIle farmera? 
M. F)schler (Response) 
We already earried out trials with crotalaria at otller sitos. First resulta have shown an increase in 
maize yield. Thus, we intend to atart on-farm crotalaria trials en tIle poor solls identified by farmers at 
Matugga. We have seen that crotalaria ia easy to establish, and as increases in maize yield beoome 
apparent, it is readily tried by farmera. In on-farm triala, treatments are: 
Maizesole ) 
Beans sole ) 
Maize &; Crotalaria ) replicated twice 
Beans &; Crotalaria ) 
Crotalaria sole ) 
The nen seasen, the whole area is planted witll maize te seo tIle residual effect of crotalaria. 
D.O. Sit;unga (Question) 
Did yeu determine BOil colour using the M unsell color chart with wet or dry Boíl. 
M.A Ugen (Response) 
We usad wet BOil 
M.C. Shiluli (Comment) 
Reading through the paper, 1 see tbat tilo solutiens sUill'ested would have been arrived at by only 
talking to €armera instead of deing son analyses and diagnostic interviews. 
M.A UgenIM. Fisebler (Response) 
The purpose oCthe soil analyses was te determine the cause ofthe lew productivity ofthese problem 
soils ("Zibuga" and "Lunyo.) and te compare thís with tho farmera' perceptions. Also, the procesa ia a 
continuoua one Cor future research work which thereCore needs alet of information. There has msted a 
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large "gap· between fanners, extsnsion agente and researchers which needs te be narrowed. Tlús is 
expected te talee sorne time. 
C.S. Wortmann (Comment) 
1 wisb to reply to some of the comments. First, the diagnostic process is continuing, i.e. through 
nutrient flux studies, nutritional screening triala, field observations, etc. Second, it ahould be 
remembered that this participatory approach is only beginning in Mattnga and communications with 
farmere are at a relativeiy shallow depth. The expeetation is that with time, farmere' articulation of 
problema and reasona for their practices will improve and the value oC their role in collaooration will 
inercase. 
QuestioDB to P. Woomer 
D.O. Sigunga (Question) 
With respect te the use of maize stover to improve maize production, when do yon apply the stover in 
ordcr to benefit the current maize crop? 
P. Woomer (Response) 
Our research programme at Muguga is not examining this aspect at present as we feel this avenue 
does not lead to many realistic management options. For example, what if om research resulta suggest 
that maize stover from the previous crop sbould be applied 6 weeks into growth of the subsequent crop? 
Can we then recommend that on.farm trials remove stover from the field, atore tbis material for sorne 
montbs and then returo stever te tbe same fields from which they originate? 1 think noto In general, 
maize stover is most conveniently chopped inte large pieces, and incorporated during band boeing. 
B.O. Mochoge (Question) 
Have you tried with different sizes of incorporated materials to find their etTectiveness in 
mineralization - immobilization aspects and hence net release of nutrients to the soil? 
P. Woou.ar (Response) 
Unfortunately not. In Iabor-intensive low external input cropping systems, fanners are reluctant to cut 
residue matsrials inte smalI sizes. In green manure or agroforestry systems, the aize of applied organic 
residue is generally dictated by the leaf or leaflet si2e of the green manure at tres component. While 1 
suspect that there is a strong influence of aire on decomposition rates, we do oot forsee this as e 
potential management opUon. At present we are examining the influenee of placement and quantity of 
hand chopped maize stover on the subsequent maíze crop in the Kenyan highlands. 
Questions to M..K. O'Neill, F..K. Kanampiu and F.M. Murithi 
A. Beley (Questian) 
Agroforestry is an alternative approach for sustainable agriculture but tenure systems (í.e. land tenu"e, 
tres tenure) could be a problem. In cases where land is not owned by farmers, farmera may be 
reluctant te invest. Do you have en)' experience or information On this? 
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F.K. Kanampiu (Response) 
Certainl)', tenure plays an important role in tbe adoption nf agroforestry. We, in Kenya, are luck.y 
because of land demarcation and ownership. Bmall-scale farmere in Kenya own their land so they 
know that tbey can invest in long-term technologies. This is not the case in many nther places. The 
socio-econnmic unit at ICRAF is investigating landltree tenure issuee and how agroforestry 
teehnologies can be incorporated in cases ofless secure land ownership. 
A. Nyaki (Question) 
How much scientifie data has been generated from the Kenya Institute of Organic Farming to aupport 
organic farming as an alternative? 
F.K. Kanampiu (Response) 
Most ofthe practicas tbey (KIOF) promoted are very popular with the farmera. Use of organic manures 
are an important pan. However, amounts ofN, P, K, etc. are not quantified. In post control, active 
ingredients which control pests are not well docUmented. For example, though tobacco extracte are 
used to control peste, we don't know the product or active ingredient involved. Concentrations are also 
not quantified. 
n.o. Sigunga (Comment) 
Population movement to marginalland ia caused largaly by low production por unit land ares, and by 
telking about low input alternápves (p.l 10ur text) knowing that to ralse the yield the nutrient 
availability must be ralsed commensurately is to advocate for farming production Jevel that enhances 
soil degrading factare and processes. 
F.K. Kanapiu (Response) 
Migration ofpopulation from high to low potential areas has led to continuoua cropping in low potential 
areas. This has resulted in decreased soil fertility. Since inorganic fertilizer use is not very Ceasible in 
these areas, low cost input alternatives need to be sought to improve soil fertility. '!'he topie, thereCore, 
does not suggest low nutrlent inputs in already low rertile soils but rather low cast input alternatives .. 
B.O. Mochoge (Question) 
Are the figures shown an fertilizera basad on pura nutrients or fertilizare per se? 
F.K. Kanampiu (Responae) 
Thayare based on fertilizar per Be. 
S.D. Baguma (Comment) 
1 suggest that to avoid confusian with the table on rates of all types oC fertilizars, it would have been 
better if you indicated for each crop the type of fertilizer applied. 
F.K. Kanampiu (Response) 
1 agree the original paper ofShiluli and Murithi (1992) covere each type offertilizer for each.erop. 
Table 1just summarizes the amount offertilizer used in each crop. The means were meant to show 
that fertilizer rates (no matter the lauree) are lower than the recommendations. 
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MA Ugen (Question) 
Can you give us more informatíon on bean response to chemical fertilizere in the 4 AEZs? Generally, 
there is a laclt of appreciation for use of chemical fertilizers on beans yet in UMl the rate of application 
is up to 250 kg fertilizer/ha! 
F.K. Kanampiu (Response) 
Lack of appreclation on the use oC fertilizer on beans is indicated by low proportions of farmera using 
the fertilizar on the crop. Tbere are, howevcr, a few who use the fertilizera on beans. Tbe responses 
for each region have not becn determined from the surveys conducted. 
MA Ugen (Question) 
Following tho Iack of appreciatíon oí fertilizer use on beans by farmera in the 4 regions, hes there been 
more response oíbean te inoculatíon with Rhizobia? Ir so, what proportion of the farmera in the 
4 AEZa are practicing inoculatíon ofbeans? 
F.K. Kanumpiu (Response) Not many farmers are known to be inoculatíng beans eurrently. 
QuestiODII to e.s. Wortmann 
P. Woomer (Questíon) 
1 am concomed aoout your willingness to reject a candidate technology based upon conflict with only 
one ofyour criteria rather than develop an overall balance between benefits and eonsequenees. For 
instance using your criteria we could reject the transition from subsistence/small market te export 
production based on the impact on poOl' consumera. 
C.S. Wortmann (Reeponse) 
Tbat'a right. Ifthe shift ia te result in substentíal increase in foed costs it should probably be rejected. 
Of courae ifthe exportation somehow enables increased food availebility without a substential foed 
price increase either through importation of food 01' importation of agricultural inputs which enable 
higher production, then it satisfacterily meets the equity requirements. 
A Belay (Question) 
Technologies which are oí lmmediate benefit are mostIy adoptad by the farmer even though they cauld 
havo gradual degrading effects on the environment. However, technologies which give benefit aftar 
years, e.g. agroforestry, may not be easily adoptad because it is not easy to convince the farmer abaut 
the long-term positive etrects. How can we convince farmers of these long-term etrects, whether they he 
negative or positive? 
C.S. Worlmann (Reeponse) 
1 suspect that with many technologies which do not show positive short-term impact, promotion must 
be by means othar than demonstratlons, i.e. by using results from other places and the underlying 
concepts to convince farmere. Similarly with detrimentellong-term impacts, the specialists need to 
identífy areas where problem~ are, 01' are likely te oceur, and then convinee farmers to make tha 
needed changas. Tbe researchera must be ready to otrer an alternative option. Also, ifthe farmer 
believes in the speclalist, he or sbe is more likely to adopt a recommendation whose impact ia not 
obvioua in the short term. 
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Questions to B. O. Mochoge 
M. Shiluli (Comment) 
FURP results mould be subjected ro economic evaluation wbich utilizes rea1istic Il9I1ts and benefits in 
order ro develop recommendations Cor Carmera. 
B.O. Moehoge (Response) 
Tbis is in progresa. 
S.D. Baguma (Question) 
Why didn't you use net benefit other than grass returns and then praceed ro marginal rate oC return? 
B.O. Mochoge (Response) 
This iB in progresa. 
K. Kena (Question) 
l. In mom cases 1 see the CV is relatively bigh! Why? 2. When expressing the economic analysis 
resulta wouldn't it be better ro express in PI and VCR? 
B.O. Mochoge (Response) 
1. '!'he high CV reflects experimental management. '!'his could also be due to variability of soil fertility 
and rainfall. 
D.O. Sigunga (Question) 
There appears to be inconsistsnt resulta especially in terms oC responses to N and P. Could tbis be due 
te variatilm in fue number oC plants harvested? 
B.O. Mochoge (Response) 
Variation in planta harvested was accounted for with a compensation approach, but only in badly 
affected areas. 
M. Fischler (Question) 
Why were N and P application rates so low? It is not aurprising that up to 75 kg/ha there is a linear 
inerease in yield. On trua base no recommendations are possible. 
B.O. Mochoge (Response) 
The rates were based on previou. research data. 
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C.S. Wortmann (Comment) 
The data set from your triaIs over many sites and years ia a valuable resource. 1 hope that more will be 
done te esteblish a basia for extrapolation of the resulta te other soillclimate combinations. There is an 
opportunity te test alternative son cla.ssifi.cation sYStem.s, such as the fertility capability classification 
system, or te test alternative crop growth models, such as those ofDSSAT, as bases for extrapolation of 
resulta. 
B.O. Mochoge (Response) 
1 am with you. 
J. Lynam (Quemon) 
Given the problems oC extrapolation based on AEZs or son testa, what does FURP now do in improving 
the basia for extrapolation and making better fertilizer recommendations? 
B.O. Mochoge (Response) 
Improved soil sampling and analysis for different nutriente is to be done in the next phase when 
verification trials are planned in many ofthe current sites. Further soil analyses te generate more 
data i8 in progresa. Probably trus will he1p in data extrapolations. 
D.O. Sigunge {Question} 
Given tbe tremendouB varlations in soils and climate and the few experimental sites per district 
(e.g. 3 sites in Embu), do you consider the resulte from those few sites adequate for extrapolation to the 
rest of tbe dismct? 
B.O. Mochoge (Response) 
Se1ection oC sites was basad on AEZs and not administrative boundarles. AEZs overlap district 
boundarles. 
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PRIORITY SETTlNG AND IDENTIFICATION 
OF RESEARCH TOPICS. 
TABLE 1. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATlON AND PRlOlUTIZATlON 
ProbIem Wtde8pread Severity Total 
Identified mltr. 
N deficiency 1 2 2 
P deliciency 2 3 5 
Pool' biolo¡¡ical N fixation 5 6 11 
Toxicitiu (cation) 6 4. 10 
Soil el'OllÍOn S 5 8 
Low potentia1 cultivan 7 8 15 
Micronutrient deliciency 10 7 17 
Soil moisture d.ficit8 4- 1 5 
K deficiency 9 9 18 
lnappropriate r.rtilizer ..... 8 10 18 
N-DEFlCIENCY 
EVIDENCE 
1. Symptoms obaerved 
2. Experimental resulte 
3. Soil and tissue testing 
4. Soil suzvey resulta. 
ADDlTIONALEVIDENCE REQUIRED 
l. Improved soilsurvey reporte í.e. better information on distribution of problem. 
POTEl~ SOLVTIONS 
1. Efficient ferti.lizer use 
2. Efficient N-use cultivare 
8. Control of soD erosian 
4. Proper crop residue management 
5. Proper llIllIl8gI!DlImt oC FYM 
6. Breed or identif.y bean Oegume} varieties for improved N .fixatíon. 
7. Identif.y superior atrains ofRhizobia 
8. Proper weed management 
9. Improve plant nutrition for enhanced BNF 
10. Improve extrapolation ofresearcll resulte 
11. Improve syncbrony of nutrient suppJy with demand 
12. Improve credit facilítíes 
13. Improve extrapolation for research resulte to varied environments 
14. Improve reeommendations for the maize-bean intercropping system 
15. Hedgerows or alJey cropping 
16. Leguminous ¡reen manure crop 
Fínal 
nmkíng 
1 
2 
11 
1> 
4. 
7 
8 
3 
10 
" 
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P·DEFICIENCY 
EVIDENCE AVAILABLE 
1. Symptoms observed 
2. Experimental results 
3. SoH and tissue testing 
4. SoH survey reports 
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE REQUIRED 
1. Improved soH survey reporte, te. te know distribution of problem, 
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS AND TBEffi lMPORTANCE AS RESEARCH TOPICS 
<High, Medium., Low) AS DETERMlNED BY RESPONSffiLE WORKING GROUP 
1, Liming (increase pH • reduce fixation) (H) 
2. More efficient fertilizer use . sourees and rates (H) 
3. Control of soíl erosion 
4. Proper crop residue management (H) 
5. Cultivarslspecles for improved mycorrhizal activities 
6. Use ofrock phosphate 
7. Proper management ofFYM (H) 
8. Breeding ot'P-use efficient cultivars. 
9. Deep tíllage/improve soH structure 
10. Control ofroot pests 
11. Foliar application of mono-ammonium phosphate, 
12. Improved weed management 
13. Improved extrapolation oC fertilízer results, 
SOIL MOISTURE DEFICITS 
AVAI~.\BLE EVIDENCE 
1. Wide apread observable symptoms 
2. Frem radiolTV neWB broadcast 
3. Low rainfall amounts - meteorology records 
4. Experimental data information 
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS AND THEffi IMPORTANCE AS RESEARCH TOPICS 
(High, Medium., Low) AS DETERMIl'o'ED BY RESPONSffiLE WORKING GROUP 
1. Hed¡¡e row intercroppinglalley cropping with compatible multipurpose tree species and crop 
species for: 
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ti) reduecd water run-off; 
(ij) mulch; (L) 
(m) improved flX-N; and 
(iv) improved regulation ofthe micro-climate. (M) 
2. Minimumlconservation tillage: (M) 
(i) reduced disturbance of the soíl structure; 
(ü) improved organic material management; (H) 
(iü) reduced soH erosion; 
(iv) improved miero-c\imate; and 
(v) reduced evaporation rateo 
3. Response farming 10 vary planting time, plant densities, fertilizer rates, etc. in response 10 the 
early sesson rains. (H-M) 
4. Better weed mansgement. (L) 
5. Screening ofhean cultivars for 10lerance 10 low moisture availability. (M) 
SOIL EROSION 
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS AND THEffi IMPORTANCE AS RESEARCH TOPICS 
(High, Medium, Low) AS DETERMINED BY RESPONsmLE WORKING GROUP 
l. Grass strips-on-farm specles evaluation for erosion control and for alternative uses (H) 
2. Conservation tillage and residue management OFR adsptive research (H) 
3. Cover cropa - on-farm species evaluation (H) 
4. Hedgerows - on farm species evaluation (H) 
5. Cropsfcultivars with early ground cover (M) 
6. Small catchments - on farm adaptive research (M) 
7. Terraces (L) 
8. lmproved pastura managemant (L) 
9. Destocking 
10. Inc\ude scattered traes in crops (L) 
TOXICITIES 
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS AND THEm IMPORTAN CE AS RESEARCH TOPICS 
(Hig&., Medium. Low) AS DETERMINEn BY RESPONSmLE WORKING GROUP 
l. Liming (H) 
2. Tolerant varieties (M.H) 
3. Addition oC organic matter (M) 
POOR Ns FIXATION 
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS AND THEffi IMPORTANCE AS RESEARCH TOPICS 
<Hlgh, Medium, Low) AS DETERMINED BY RESPONSmLE WORKING GROUP 
l. lnoculation (H) 
2. Optimum environmentaVsoil conditions, e.g. amendment of soil pH (M) 
3. Screeninglbreeding fol' efficient N.fixing besn cultivara (H) 
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4. Identify pal'ameters that relate N. fixation and grain yield (L) 
5. Screening fol' Rhizobium strains that associate well with the bean varieties (L) 
6. Study the interaction between mycorrhizal fungí and Rhizobium strains in N-fixation (L) 
LOW POTENTIAL CULTIV ARS 
EVIDENCE 
1. POOl' performance relative to breedel's' varieties. 
2. Farmers' willingness to accept new vanetíes. 
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE REQUIRED 
1. Niche specific information needed. 
POTENTlAL SOLUTIONS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE AS RESEARCH TOPICS 
(High, Medium, Low) AS DETERMlNED BY RESPONSIBLE WORKING GROUP 
1. Increase genetíc variability through collectíons, introductíons, and breeding. 
2. Strengthen breeding programs by providing more resources for breeding work. 
3. Identify the environmentsl factors contributíng to GXE and stratífy agro-ecologícal zones 
accol'ding to those environmental factors. 
4. Develop improved and efficient seed systems. 
5. Select or breed fol' nutrient use efficiency and improved biologícal N fixation. 
MICRO-NUTRIENT DEFICIENCY 
EVIDENCE AVAILABLE 
1. Plant symptoms and trial resulta. 
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE REQUIRED 
1. Verificatíon - probIem's existence and distributíon. 
POTENTlAL SOLUTIONS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE AS RESEARCH TOPICS 
(High, Medium, Low) AS DETERMINED BY RESPONSIBLE WORKING GROUP 
1. Improved soillfoliar app!ication of nutrients, J.e. better timing and use of chelates (H) 
2. Improved SOM management to avoid negative interaetions (H) 
3. Caution in applicatíon of other nutriente (L) 
4. Seed coating with nutr1ents, e.g. molybdenum on bean seeds (L) 
5. Production of seeds under conditions of adequate micronutr1ent supply (L) 
6. Soil pH management (L) 
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INAPPROPRIATE FERTlLIZER USE 
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS AND THE1R IMPORTANCE AS RESEARCH TOPICS 
(High. Medium, Low) AS DETERMINED BY RESPONSmLE WORKING GROUP 
1. Lesslabour intensive methods offertilizer application, lesslabollr intensive (L) . 
2. Better timing of fertilizer application - adaptive on farro resean:h (M) 
a. Better placement of fertilizers •• adaptive on farm resean:h (M) 
4. Low COIIt fertilizer application equipment (L) 
5. Improved mrapolation of resean:h resulta (strategic research) (H) 
6. Fertilizer response studies (H) 
7. Relate intercrop to Bole erop fertilizer needs •• strategic resean:h (M.H) 
POTASSIUM DEFICIENCY 
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONSAND THEm IMPORTANCE AS RESEARCH TOPICS 
<High. Medium, Low) AS DETER.MINED BY RESPONSmLE WORKING GROUP 
1. Erosion control studies (L) 
2. Fertilizer use mala (H) 
3. Improved SOM management (L) 
4. Improved erop residue management (M) 
5. Improved sall moisture management (L) 
RESEARCH TOPICS SELECTED FOR COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS 
BY WORKING GROUP MEMBERS 
1. Study ofhedgerow management and effects on the nutrition of the maize hean intercrops. 
2. Resean:h on improving the efficiency of use of farro yard manure by developing management 
practicas for reducing nutrient 1_ before snd after applying to the lield, snd for improving 
the compatibílity of use with erop reaidues. 
3. Study offaetors which affect performance and persistenca ofRhizobial strain and which cause 
strain by environment interactions. 
4. Resesrch on conservation tillage for soil and water conservation. 
5. Research on technologies for improved fertilizer use efficiency and for improved extrapolation of 
research resulta. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF SMALL WORKING GROUPS 
TRAINING AND SPEClALIZATION NEEDS 
Short courses far mid-career specialized training 
1. Application of computer models 
2. Metbodologies ror N .. studíes 
3. Interpretation oC results of studies of complex ByStems, i.c. intercrops 
4. Metbodology approaches 
5. MetbodoJogies for systems research witb an agro-ecology approach 
MSc and PhD research areas 
l. Study of ext:rapolation oC fertilizer use resea:rch results-evaluation of varíau. bases for 
extrapolation, including soíl classification 8yStems, soil properties, and modela. 
2. Btumes of mi.neralization of different types of arganic materíals as it relates to nutríent use 
efficiency and soíl organic matter 
3. Management of agroforestry hedgerow systems in relation to nutríent use efficiency and soíl 
Ol'ganic matter 
4. Efficiencyofuae ofapplied nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizen in maize-bean production 
systems 
IMPROVED COLLABORATION IN RESEARCH 
SpeciaJization 
1. Greater use of existing experta witbin tIle Regíon, ratber than bringíng scientists from outside 
tIle regiDn to address speciñe problema. 
2. Improved matcbing of available specialists with needs. 
3. Bhort-term scientific visits and monitoring tours. 
4. Improved accesa ta resea:rch facilities. 
AnaIytical facilities for 110& and plant tiuue anaIyses 
1. Btandardization oC available methods tbrough better information exchange between tbe 
laboratoriea in tIle Regíon. 
2. Quality control tbrough routine comparison of results witb otber ¡aborataries and through 
participation in internationallaboratory testing programa. 
3. Training oflaboratory technicians ta ensure tIley understand and use tIle mlItbods of analysis 
well. 
Research facilities and equipment 
1. Ensuring equipment and chemicals match witb resea:rch needa. 
2. RepaiTS lar existing labaratory equipment. 
Monitoring and evaluation 
1. Joint and regular monitaring and evaluation of projeets. 
2. Travelling workshops. 
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Information exchange 
1. Financial support in publication andjoumal membership. 
2. Annual workshops on research for maize..beans production systems. 
3. Provieling information on maize and beans research 10 scientists - updating ofthe ooncerned 
lARCs' mailing lists. 
4. Newsletter on maize and bean research activities. 
Improved collaboration hetween IARCs in tbe Region 
1. Collaborete in giving teehnical support 10 research projects. 
2. Find opportunities 10 further oollaoorate in systems research. 
3. Continue oollaboration in training. 
4. Continue collaooration in administration. 
5. Facilitate technicalsupport across research sites, especially for lesa visitad Bite&. 
lMPROVED MOTIVATION TO CONDUCT RESEARCH 
l. Respect ofpromotionldemotion procedures. 
2. Increased efforta 10 generate funda for research 
- national agriculture research funda 
- revolving funda 
3. Improved control ofresearch funda. 
- limitad funda &om the Miniatry 
- funda solicitad by researchers 
4. Provision of professional allowances 
5. ProVision of publication incentive 
6. Provision oftop-up allowanceslper eliem. 
7. Maintenance oí training funda 
- workshops and seminars 
- short and long term training 
B. lmproved accountability. 
9. ProviBion of adequate working facilities. 
RECOMMENDATIONS ON POLICIES AFFECTING SOn. FERTILITY RESEARCH 
AND MANAGEMENT 
1. ProviBion of creelit for íertilizers, especially 10 small-scaIe farmers. 
2. Timely provision offertilizers-reduce buresucratic constraints on important and elistribution 
mechanisms. 
3. IntensifY training offarmers on benefits oí soíl fertility enhancing strategies. 
4. Investigate alternative extension approaches for improved effectiveness. 
5. Provide relevant tec!-.mcal information and promote use of organie manures 10 oomplement 
inorgame Certilizers. 
6. Pricing policies Cor fertilizers should adequately oonsider the benefits of using Certilizers. 
7. Training on soil fertility management mould focus on local needs. 
8. Provide incentives 10 reduce the high turn-over oC qualified personnel from researeh institutes. 
9. Progreasively reduce role of government in outputlinput markets 10 allow market forces to 
operate more effectively. Government should aim at market regulation and meeting strategie 
needs. 
10. Support long-term research on soH fertility management. 
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